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921'5! 1 
1. !he B8ariat1o 118t!p'l, 
!l!le :I.DtrodDotioa ot ao:l.eaoe :I.Dto tbe aw:-rioulam ot aeCOJdal7 
puma.r aaboals wu :I.Ditiated :I.D the llli&JJ.e ot tbe D:I.Deteerath C81l'buz7 
and auz.1Ds the past huDclnt4 7881"& there have ben IIUII\Y clwJaea, or 
clevelopaeDta, :I.D tll8 metbocJa ot :l.nstmct:l.cm. Prev:I.OI.IS to tile a4'ftJca,qr 
ot the heuriatio .thoc1 b.Y Pl"of'es&OI" B.E. Anatzoo:as iD 1888 pi'&CJt;:l.aaJ.l.J' 
DO 1DC1:1.vJAaal. ezperimeDtal. 1lb1'k was c1oDe b7 tbe pup:l.la. lDStl'UCtiaD 
:1n P!w'a1oa aD4 Cbfmrlatr.r 1188 1D moat cases l:l.mitea. to tb8 impart:iq ot· 
"facta" 1d.th, iD aCII8 caaea, a tn a.aozaatr&t:l.cma b,r tbe teaab.e:r • 
. 
.Armat:rcma'• .t~~aa.1 .... lazaelT a react:l.oD ap1nat the preceetliDa c11aact1o 
ad talk". Die baa:l.c iclea waa tbat the plp:l.la abaulcl be p:l.ae4 b7 tbe 
teaabe:r to d:l.acan:r facta 8D4 relatiODB tor tbemaelna b7 m&8IUI ot 
aot;ual •JPtr.t.m.D• fJI8 'f8l.ue ot pvap a:l.acaaaicma ,... alllo reoogrdaecl 
8Dcl at:resae4. Moat teaahera w:re at1111111atea. by tb8 DSW metb.o4 8114 
w:re wllli:as to appreciate the value ct a mare u:pe:rillleDtal &pp'08Qb. 
to ao:l.eaoe. lfiiV' howwer attempted to C&1"Z7 tbB method to ez1:1"8J1188 
8Dcl tbne ~or ob3ect:I.ODB 1J81'8 BOOD &ppareD'f;. 
(a) Propaa 1188 est~ slow a1Dce ver.r little graaD4 ooal4 
be oonrec1 :I.D a tem, 
(b) the •tbacl waa ve17 Cl:l.tf:l.a&ll t tl"CCD the po:I.Dt of v:l.cnr of 
teacbe:r ccmtrol ..beD large classes wn illvolved, 
(o) 11'1th tile oont:liD.1&1. ll"'ftb of ao:l.eDt:l.tio kDGII'leaae tJae 
posaib:U:I.tT aDCl 1J:I.a&a ot attempt:I.Da to •4:1.soonr• all facta 
by :I.IIU.v:l.cJual u;periment became IDCII'8 8114 _IIID1'8 abaurCI. 
1. 
to mod:l.tioaticma c1ai"J.Dc the ear~ 78&1"8 ot the preaeut oeat;ur.r, bd 
the accent OD at l.eaat scae tom of 1D41:ri.aaa:L upenmeat;al 'la'k 'IV' 
the atu.c18nta rema1De4. 
2. Pl'&Gtioal. WO£ls br the Ppr'J e, 
Tb8 azoaameats m ta'VOUr ot met;hoaa 1ibiab eDtaU the pertoDI&Doe ot 
u;perJ.BDts 'IV' fib8 p&pUs themael:ns ban abaWD gndual dlaDpa, 8ZI4 the 
fa1.l.o1d.Ds are a :r:epresent;at;ive seleGt;ioa. 
(a) Pnctioal 1IDI"k oaa aaaiat tb8 PJI)il to appreoiate 8ZI4 DL8DIOZ'1Ie 
the tactaa:L materi.aJ. of the aub~ect. 
(b) !be pzpil. leama to lUke accurate obaerntiODB 8D4 DD881U'8lii8Dta, 
8114 to prepare olear 4asor.l.pt;ioDa ot b1a wart. 
(o) smoe 11181\Y' new taota iD scieDce O&D ~ be obtaiDecl "' actaa1 
maaipulatioD of appare.tu azd tile 4es1gnina ot aperimeata 
to teat D8W 1\Jpotbesea, the pap1l ~m~~t l:la'n pe1"80D8l ezperienoe 
ot the aeoeasar.r teabrd.cpe. 
(cl) !be teacidng ot scimtitic methoclia mon effective...._ 
11141viaaa:L ~ica1 work ia ~
(e) Ill IIIIIIV' caaea tile lUPil derives mala 11110t:loDaJ. aatistaotian 
tr. h1a ezpen.atal wrk. 
Al:thangh their iDaividual re&a0118 'llllq c!itter, 111011t teaabem IIGII' believe 
that pract;ical warls :lD SCII8 fona ia esaeat;:lal. for: the etteotiYe teach-
iDs of acieDae. UDtorlnmate~ ho-.vezo, tOWID'da ~ ed of tll8 DiDeteeath 
centul7 aDc1 aariDg the eariT 78&1"8 ot the present cmur.r, tb8 :fual'Q' 
saboal fiZ pB,JQholoiJ' was still pNYaleDt 8D4 iDtl.ueDCecl the fom ot tb.e 
pnctioal wrk ~ 
ll!b8 Labora.to17 .tho4 origi.D&}l¥ ·(1.88Q.1919). laid elilpbaaia 
vpa a PrQbAloar 1lb1dl baa DOW been ab81U1oaecl. Labor:at017 ••zciaes 
Wl"8 p18DD8cl to pran.aa for the traiDiua of the taoultiea. It was 
h8la tbat IIIICb work san oppor:tmd.ties tor the at1ltivatiaa of 
&Oaai'8C\J' 1D obaen:I.Da cbaztgea lD pheu.cmeDOD, f'oZ' c1evel091Ds 
Qataaatio babita of work, aDd for tra:I.Ding ill fib8 power ot ~aaoa­
:lllc fraD a partioalc set of obaervatiODB to a seneral law. b 
k8ep1q ot a Labara.to17 J118111a.l waa hel.cl to give n.l.uable tn;tutug 
ill babita of aeata.eaa &Del precision of n:presaiml. •2 
Periocl after periocl was cJnoted to the almost a1ml.eas zepetitiozl 
ot ateze~ uperl..menta. PapUa of elenD aD4 tnlw tor Ulllllple ofteD 
apeat lesson after lessoa measiU'".I.Dg the 4eusi'I;J' ot aolic18 IV' var.Loaa 
metb.oc18. Asa.i.D aD over 1DS1ateDOe oa tl:Le uea. tor iDalJl.oatq 10 
ca.ll.ed habits ot neat~:&eaa aa reneoted ill the ooDClit:loD ot the 
papUa' laborato17 note book8, aDd accouut;a ot their mperlmeDf:a 1 lod 
1D ~~~&q oases to tbe ·~ tollcnr:b:t& ot \J»nrittea instrw:Jt;icma. 
the ab881"V'8.t;ioDa aaa. results tenaaa. to be aa atezeOVpecl aa the aotaa:L 
uper••• Dae 4aapnl ot such a •1'81i• 'Wre -' too wU 
appreciated. ana. •D like :r.w. Weata119, CODt;iDued to cr1tio1ae the 
"A -_lab01'&telr.7' is Dot a plaae e1 ther tor tl:Le meobaaJia'BJ. 
NpetitioDS of a cloistered oeU or tor the iust.'r ritual ot aa 
antiqu171s clen. • 
•Is there DOt &CIII8 oonfUaiOD behaen 1DatractiOD 1D aoieaoe 
8114 illatn.otion 1D scientifio tec1m1que. • 
•Dae ritual ot the labarator,r IDIISt IIOt be ccm.tued 11Lth the 
apiri t ot so:leace. •3 
It 1a probab~ tl:lat these retzoosrada 48nlop1811ta 1181"8 1D 8CIIMt 
Ma&UEe the natural Clltcaae ot large ol.aasea and the 118ed to prepare 
the pzpila for extaerDBl ezam1natiODB. WileD o1aasea 'W81"8 amal.l, aDd 
the axtenal eoge1naticm ~teaa waa DIDl'8 tle:d.ble, or DOD exlateDt, 
lll8'l:hac1a of a freer nature 1 allowJ.ns maN scope to the :l.ndiv1c1Da'l. 
plpils, were claveloped. A good elBiple was tbe "Pro~ eat" method 1llh1oh. 
becae 'YflrT popular 1D tbe UDited states. !.be basio priDCiple was 
the asaipmeDt; of useful taslal to ....U gi'GUpS of papila. For uampl.e 
0118 1ftR1P misbt be required to arra.nae the lightizts ot tbe aalwol. 
stap 1 8llCl &DCJther :required to ilia tal a ..U. telepboae s)'Bt-. b 
oo-oriiaatiOD of the 1DI'k was cJiftioul. t aD4 trcub1e waa often 
eDCCRmtere4 1D aniaiDS suitable projeota tar J0U118 papUa. It baa 
'· 
aever becaae pep48Z' with science teachers in EDglancl, fer use as a 
methocl OCJIIl].ete in itself, Most teachers f'eel tbat such a metlloa 
fails to provide the ob11 .. with a baalrgralmd ot oobsreat kna1decllp of' 
tb.e tUIIiameDta:Ls of' the sub"eot, MaJv' teachers howver cio tm4 tbat 
the asaigmeut at an oooasiollal. llprojeot n to older pupUa baa a 
stillalatiD& ef'teot, 
3, General Science, 
Dur1.Dg the past twent.y 78ar& a grow1Dg c1oubt of the value ot 
IIDlOh ot the ezperimental. 11Drk beiDs doD:t iD scbools has ari88De 
!his movemerrl; thousb sloW at first is ga:l n:l na momentum 8IJd is close~ 
allied with tbe growth iD populari'bJ' of Qens-al Soie~~ee :ID tile 
schools, The Science Masters' Assooia.ticm have ~bl:l.shecl two reporta4sS 
aiv!D&, a brief' histor.r of' the General. Science MoveiDBDt, and 
suggested SJ'llabi, Their Plblioation has aroused considerable ocm-
tl'GV81"87 OD the subject but there is no cloubt; with regarcl to the 
srow1Dg popalar:l.t,y of the sub"eot, 6 In 1924 onq 1 ,266 cand1c1atea 
ottered General Science as a subject in the Sahoal Oertit:Lcate banrlna-
tioDB .a. tv' 1938 this rmmber had sroa to 8,752. In 1942 tbe DUmber 
bad r.laen to 171 617 8114 oand:l.c1atea wre p:reaentecl tram appl'OZDiate:Q' 
680 schools. ID the same 7fJ&r the total DIIIDber ot omd:1d.a:tes telr1DS 
~aios as a separate subject was 23,686, The Science Kas1:ers 1 
Assooiaticm reports sa. to have created m impression that 1D Ge.De:ral 
Sc1enoe the aooent shaalcl be on c1aonatra.tion work ~ the teacber 
.rather t1:um on illdiviaaa:L 'WOI"k 1v' the papUa, al.tJK!n&b no actual. 
saggest:l.cm to that et'f'eot 1188 made :ID the reports, The "General Science • 
approaah to the atua," of ac:l.eDoe is at:ll.l in the m;per.lmental stap 
'bll1: oerta!n factors are emergilla, !he t:l.elcl ot stw\v is 1d.der aDd 
ahall~r and the "!opio" methocl, whereb,r the teacher aaggests to 
tb8 class topics fd general mterest' whiah are then stwlied. 
acientif'ioal 171 provi4ea a usefUl approach to the aub3ect. IndiviaDal 
aper.lmental work DllSt to sCIIID epen't be replaced b,r aaaanstratioD 
lesaGDS b,r the teacber, ancl acme pnti tative 8DCl ma:thematical aspects 
t4 the various siDgle sub3ects wUl have to be saorit1oe4. b 
1 mMiate reaaan tor the to:mer cbazlse is governed b,r tbe t:lme factor since 
the ruse is w!Aer and in most acbools the tiM allotted to scd.enoe haa 
DOt been :llloreased. JfarV ori tioa ot General Science bave attacked tbe 
sub3ect an the groUDJa ot the lack ot oppartum.v tor the p~p:lla to 4o 
so mob 1Ddividwll experimental work, 'I:Rlt III8ZW' ot ita aapportera 
coated tbat IIIWih ot the practical 1101"k done tv tbe pupils in the past 
waa oaaparativel.7 valueless. Whataer Dllf' be the ultimate result ot 
the arguments cme 1Dteres'fd.Ds result ot the "Gen.-al. Science• 
ocmtroverQ' 1a that illbez'est :l.n the value ot Deaumstraticm EJ&:perimenta 
by tlae teacber has in.oreaaecl. 
~ DemaDatraticma bl the Teacher, 
In tb8 earl.J' dl!;'s ot soieme as a sub3eot in tbe acbaol aa.rrioulum 
the practioal 1110rk ,.., in the ma:bl. ocmt1Ded to a.aonatration eJq)8rlmentB 
b,r the teacber. SUch ll8'toiiDdB are &saiD beoCIIIiD& praa:lnent aad their 
advooatea have senral. strons arguments. 
(a) More P"C''JJUl 0811 be cxwered 1D the same t:tme. 
(b) l4alv' exper:l.msnta iDYolve apparatus that is too apeDB:I.ve or 
oaaplioated tor use b.r tbe papUa aloDe. 
(c) !he teacher beiDg :l.n fUll control the actual JDBDipll.aticm ot 
the appara'IDs is less lik~ to distract the pu;pU •a 
attention frcla the real ob3eot ot the experiment. _ 
(a) b DB1;hod enaurea better control ot tbe class 8Dd tb:l.a taator 
:l.s iJI!portaDt with. large classes ana teaabera ot nak 
disoiplinar.r powra. 
(e) The pupils .!!! the measurements maae in tll8 correct: marmer 
a.rd 1119 even be allowed to pazticd.pate :tD the aatua1 
measurements, 
(f) Illrge scale uperlmenta are poaaible ana. tend to be more 
impressive, 
b aeries of Cbrist.. Lectures for ~enUe awlieacea 1 given 
!'Mh year at the Ba.Yal IDatitution, are apleDU.d 8:1181qples ot the use 
and value ot clemaDatrations :Ill the teaol:d.Dg of scienoe, It IIIU81J 
llowver be rememebered that most ot tbese han been clelivered b.V 
tirat class leotarera 8114 have iDvolved an :iDmeaae am&:~UDt of prepaz'atiGD, 
aa4 qostJ.7 apparatus. The average school teacher could not clevote 
an enOl'IIIOWI 8IIDJilt at time to prepan.tion, but it is at least equable 
that tM preparation ot clemoDstration les&ODS is less exacting thaD 
the preparation of lessons invol'ri.Ds individual practical. work 'b7 the 
pzpUa, since tor sabool work,deaonstration experimnts, 1llba cmce 
designed and ocmatru.oted, caD often be stored tor future use, 
s. The Belative ~~Brita ot Individual E!per.lmerltaJ. Work aDd 
Demcmatraticm LeBBOJJB, 
When considering the relative merits ot the two metbods there 
:La a rather a.anseroua tendenqy to ocmoentrate _on the time factor alcme 
and attaah too much sigD:I.ftcance to the sener:al statement that the 
Damcmstration met:hod e:aables IIID1"8 ground to be oovere4 m the .-e time, 
Dais atatemat is claubtle88 tr.ae ao tar as more . advanced students are 
CODcemed and 1a probabl.J' ti'WI llli.th J'OUDger stuaenta, it the aJ. tel'll&t:l.ve 
is 1mplied tllat the7 ahoul.d pertom all the e:xperlment&l work: :I.D the 
course themselves. In moat oases however the conditicma are DOt; so 
rigid and the deoiaion rests between a method where all the experimental 
110rk is dcme thrcA1gh the medium ot dsnanstraticm experiments and a 
6. 
metbocl us1Dg a aambiDa tiOD ot cMaanatation ell;periments with a good 
proporfd.cm et suitable exper.lmlmts pertoxmed b7 the papils the~~~~elves. 
With tb1a restrioticm the time taotar of course ceases to be so 
importaut bu.t still eld.ats. P.W. ·Wes~SUIIIII8.r.lses tbe position 1lb8n 
he states:-
•If it oBD be ahown that the lecture :roaaall18'bbacl·is aa good 
as tll8 la'borator.r lll81ihod both as to training &Del as to k:aotG.ed.&e 
~eel a srea.t saviDg of time m:lsht be etteoted :lD our science 
teaCbiag.•l · 
~ att&Dpts have been Jll8de to assea~ the relative values ot the 
t. methods 'bllt the ma.1or1ty ot the resea.rcbes have been .Amer108D 1D 
origin. The uper!ments have not been limited to one pariioalazo soienoe 
bat have c1salt with Cheml.stq, PlQiios and Biolos:r. 7.B.9. The general 
tecbrd.qae has been to start; with tm parallel classes, ettorf;s be1Dg 
made to "match" the classes with regard to in:l.tiaJ. abil.it,y. The 
oJ.asses are· tben taught ba' the s-.e teaaller, but one of tl:IB classes is 
taught purel.J' ba' ClaDoz8tration methods while the other is concentrated 
on indivicUal. experimental 110rk. care 1a taken to see that the two classes 
ccwer the &8UI8 grciUIId. At the end ot a set period both classes are 
given a written test sud 1D some oases a turtber test after an extra 
interval ot six mouths. The teats are pneral.l.J' intellded to measure 
the extent to 11bich the papUa have leamed new facts or lawa, or lave 
mastered the principles involved. The results have nenr been bigb17 
s:l.&nif'ic&Dt aJ.tbongh in acme oases t!ut:r:e are inUoatians that the 
•a.aoutration" pup:ll.s d.o better on the immediate test and wone CD 
the 4aJ.qed test. AU tbe e:.pel"11acts ot this t7Pe have in'lolvecl onq 
amaJ.l a&~~Wles &Dd the ocmcentration appears to have been CD the eft'eot 
ot the two methods ~ iDstmotion on the aobievement of the pzpil.s as 
assessed ba' written, or pen &Dd paper, testa. 
This is ratbsr UDtortuaate s:bloe there is :no ckubt that ~ ot 
the sipitJ.oant ob~eativea ot acieuce teacb1q C&D DOt be test~ 
ef'tioientq b.r 8Uab teats. 1J4Y method ot _iDatrwrtiOD applied to a 
papil w.Ul have :I.Dtelleotual., p!waical and aaotiODal. effects and :lD 
caqparizls the values ot twD methocla all three ettects ahauld be 
consiaared. Even it the "Demaaatra.tioD• metbod ud "IDcti.vidual 
Experiment n metllocl procblce DO s1.pit:Loaat; cti.ft'erenoe 1D the attaiDDenta 
ot the pzpils as IIIBa&ured b7 eduoaticma.l. testa there 11181' be sipifioaDt 
cti.tf'ere.Doea 1D other direationa. Ole method IB8I' impmve the pra.at:ioal. 
sk1ll aad ab1l1'V ot the papil, the other Jll8l' have a more beflc1al 
aaot10Dal. effect, or produce important developments in the :I.Dtereata, 
attitudes or peraODalit.Y ot the pupil• !he p:r:oblem is still fUrther 
c:onplioated IV' the tact that, enn it._ could evaluate all thll chaDse& 
ot pupU bebaviour prodlloed IV' the two methods, the question ot the 
relative 1mport811Ce ot tbe various abauges 1110Ul.d still be a attar 
ot sub~eotive opild.OD. ODe investigator m1.gbt tor eDD~ple consider an 
iDorease iD practical abiliQ' or skUl to outweigh the disadvantages 
ot less progress iD tbe acquisition ot scientitio iDf'ODa&tion and 
kDow'.Ledge, 11bile a seocmd investigator Dd.ght place a bigb.er p:remium 
on the Ckmllopment ot abaraat;er and peracma.l1ty. D1e weight atta.cbed 
to _,. part;1.oul.ar outCODIB w1ll clear~ depend upOD the ob~eotives 
desired, cd mme :ID _, caaparison ot two metho4s ot illstruoticm 
it 1s essential to have a oloar statement at what abanges in papil 
behaviclur are desired,· or ezpeoted, and it posaible, some ob~ectin 
measures at tbeae ohan,ges. ID the tea obi ng ot science ~ ot the 
chaD&e& desired C8D be ob~eotive~ measured b.r the conventiaDal 
wr:Ltt~n teats, bat this is aot so w1 th G~~toomea aucb as tbe denlopDCmt 
8. 
ot praotioal powers or . skills. Attempts must be continued to devise 
objective tests o£ these outoomes, rather than to depend qpon 
subjeoti ve assessments or judgeman.ts. 
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1. IatZ'Ocluotion. 
The 1lri ter decided to iDi tiate sane experimental resea.roh f'or tba 
pur,poM ot illvestip tiDg the value ot individual experimental wort in 
~sio~ by pupUs 4urq their tirst two years :Ia a seoozwilar.r srammar 
aahool.. !he aperim.mts wen oomuotecl w1 th pupils at Oheatartie14 
Sohaol, in lfOrih DerbJBhire aur1ng the 7eara 1'Jit.7 aZI4 1~ D.ar1z1a 
those two y~s the IIDJ'mal eub7 to the sohDol 11&11 appzvzimatelf' DiJLeV 
bop. As ilL mGst sohoola the pupUa on mtq wve allotted at :r&Da• 
to three or tour 1st JFoma a.nd tor their tirst year :Ia the sohool 
f'ollond parallel courses tilt ~tieD. At the aa4 et their t:lzost 
J'f!IAr tile pupila were &i,.._ ezam:lM.tiODa iD .all aub~eots 8Dl a the bt.aia 
ot their aoozoea were pe.decl into •• 2D4 :rozma. !bill aga.m is a 
oua'ticlllaz';y proced\Jre and baa tM research warker •a point ~ vi• oreat• 
BGIDe W'f'ioalt.J. !he rea&oDB tor the sn41DS vary t'.raD IIOhool to 
110hool a.ncl it J11A7 ..,_be tbat :lD their aeood J'e&r the pupils oeaae 1D 
:tollcJw tb8 same ot.Jft'iaalm. to the zeaeamh wzoker 01111 ot 'b ftloat 
needs is selected poups or classes a:tzaoe b7 oaretul aeleotioD ha aaa 
uauaU.r illoraae the pzeoision .of his ta:perimeats. BaDdCD aampl• are 
atia:tac'tm7 ~moat purgos• but ._tohea• IIBIDPlea an enn bett ... 
~ teowque ~ prfJP.&I'1Ds ._tobed. ~lea GZ' alassea bas baeD usea. 
w1 th &oo4 art•t 1D JIIUV' oases but otta at tba 8Q8D88 ot CODB14erable 
a4mi"'-atzatiw imOJWeDieDCa. !he probl• ot "matobin&• the 1st lFomll 
1D a aeacm4ery aobaol ia pariioul.U'J,J cU.tf'ioult aiDoe OD ctry the caaq 
oriterkms available uoe, as a rule, ap, 8CIOZ'88 •· IntelJ.i&eDoe teats, 
10. 
aa4 entr&Dae eamt•tion reaW.ta. SiDce 1D. the preseat oue :l.t waa 
impossible to &.rraD&8 "matohea.• samples the writer cleoi4ecl to 4eaip 
his a.:pe:lmants :lD reli. ticm to the olaaees aa alreaa.J oraazd,ncl m the 
sohaol. ~ their first yer m the sohaol the P\I):Us' illat.ruot:l.a 
:lD PJvaios waa OODtiD.ed to very el4aent&r7 work on Beat, D-i'tJ', 
Aroldae4ea 1 Primiple and Flotaticm. Ill the seocmd ~ the :I.DBtruat:loa 
.. ma'nl.y OODOemed w1 th more aclvaDoecl WOZ'k on Beat. 
2. b Ob.1eatiws of Ineti'UOticm :lD Pllya:l.o• 
Si.Doe one iatentioa was to appl,y tw metboas ot :lutnotion, :aameq 
a DJ>emanetl'aticm11 metbDc1. &Dd an •ID4:1.vilual Bxper:lmct• metbod w Y&riowl 
olaasea 11: na neo•aar7 to ocmsider what oharJ&es iD pap:U behavicna' 
were a-ired or axpeoted &Dd how these oha!J&ee ooul~ be aesessei. !be 
objeotivea or ohaDps in pup:U behariOm' _.. ot course a matter ot 
op:I.Dion au4 oloaely relatecl to the ap ~ the pup:Ua. ft8 writer tiDall.J 
4eo1W that the t'ol.l.R1D&, wh:1le b7 • meaDe OCIIItPZ'ehe&ive, ..... 
represardi&tive t4 the :ma3oz' objectives with JO'UDI pupila, 
(a) the aoqu.is:l. t:l.on ot a kDowledge ~ the eaprioal taou, aD1 
priDo:l.plea of the course, 
(b) the ab:U:I.'Q', to solve problems b7 the appl:l.oatian ot ao:l.eAt:lftc 
pr:baiples aDd faots a.n4, to eppl.J' their soienti.f'ic laiGWJ.eCip 
1io azpl&iD facta ot ,.,.~ lite, 
(o) the a'b:UityJ to manipulate sillpla apparatus 8DCl make s:lmple 
measuraaats sad obaervat:l.oDs with a reascmabl' d.epee ot 
speed 8Dd acouaoy, 
(a) the abiliv to make silqple a.auoticma ttz. their measuraaats 
8114 observatimla, 
(e) the abUiv to solve .. u pzoblems ot a praot:l.oal zaature, 
(f) to provide the pupil with aano seiiUie ot ~iaJmct, ad 
pl•sure in h:l.s WGrk, 8114 to illanase his interest in the 
subject. 
11. 
Propoeas t.aria aohievaaent ot o'btjeotives (a) ana. (b) oan be 
aaaeaaea. by meaDS ot OOJmmtioDal pen 11114 paper aohie'ftment testa aD4 
the writer cleoi4e4 to ocmatruot What in tutwe w:Lll. be :re:t8l'l'ed to as 
11!rheol"eti.oal Teate• for this ;pa:rpoa• !h8 o'b.,eoti.ves (o), {a): &ll4 (e) are 
cl1atmotl,y praotio&l. :I.D uature am it waa aeo1a.ea. to cleaip apea:lal 
"Pzoact:lcal" o:r "Br;pe:rmetal• testa to measure proa:reas tonz.as attaia-
ment ot th&se ob~ectivea. AaseaiiiD8llt fd p:ropreaa towards o'b.,eotive (~) 
1a pari1oul.arq ditf'ioult a11d in this oaae it •• 4ea1a.ei to :req on 
subtjecitiw opiDioDS. In clesi.W.S the testa oou14erable :re1'e:reaoe waa 
•de to three American·publ:1oat:IDDS.1•2.3. 
3e The Theoretical Tea ta. 
Iil OOD&t:rmtlD& a •Tbeoretioal• !eat the ohoioe lies betwa &D · 
o'b.,eot:lve o.:r u ... TJP• test a.D4 the mre ocmvantioual Eaaa,-!1P8 testa. 
The relative aa:v&Dtapa aDd d1aaclvantagea ot the two tJPe& haw be• 
tiaoussed b7 senral. autboralt. aD4 there :ls DO cloubt; that both 'tiJpes 8ft 
valuable, but the la tte:r '9Pe a:re p:ro'ba'bl.7 IIIDI'e valuable wbm appl:lecl. 
to Gl4el' pu,p:lla 1 •:!Doe theJ' ted W put; a hip pr•ia OD the "f8ZtiU. 
taotGr &114 polf81"8 o~ selt 81t,P1"88a:l&m. Even With oJ.ae:r pup:lla banta&" 
tbe:re :la aaae m.ae.noe to aho1r that goocl oorrelat:lcm •7 mat be1inell. 
aoores em D8W tJPe testa in PJva:loa aD4 th8 11101"8 oonvea.t:lcmal essa,-
'Qpe teats,_ It was~ 4eoic1e41 that n• tJPe teats,... most 
au:lta'ble for tba writer's p1Jl'.P08e, the maiD r--- 'beiDa aa fcallana-
(a) a la:rp mmber of (Jl•t:loDs ooW.cl be aet, azul thus tb8 ~le 
field of lala1rlqe uzaaer test ooulcl be more acleqUiltaq s&~~Wle4, 
... 
(b) the -.r1d.ng ooul4 'be made mo.:re ob.,eot:lve, 
(o) the teats do not put a hip pran:l.UID on verbal" faoilJ:ty ~ -
11 te:rar,- &lri 1 '· 
Mazv' f'orms of ~t.Jpe pst:lon have been ~sed suah as, the open or 
ample reoall, tra.e-f'alse, aal m\11 tiple ohoioe, 'but there is ao 
oonol.ua:l.ve evi4ellce to show 1auL t au.J pa.rt:I.GNJ.azo type haa uaaOubtecl 
SQgeriority over the others, althQuah it 1/Jiq be possible that IIOIIL8 
questioDS are expressed bettar iD. one f'om than another. The writer 
f'elt 11101'8 onticleat :iA h1a abU:I.ty 1D aerise items of' the opm 01" 
recall t.Jpe 8114 thua most ot the i teals used :1D tbe "!heoretiaal Testa• 
,... ot tb:l.a twe. In the veq f'8fl oases wbere mu1 tiple cbo:l.oe items 
were uaea. the gueasq coneotion was DDt appl:l.ecS. In mark:SD& tb8 
tests one -.zit was awaraea. to eaoh i tam, or qpest:Lcm. 
It- !fhe PracUoal Testa. 
The testiJJs ot labcra tory technique a.u4 &bil:l. ty at !Tactical PhJ&:I.os 
is very clif'f':l.oult and the pnsent posit:l.ml if f'ar f'l"CCI1 satiataotor,'. 
In the Sohoo1 Certif'ioate Ezem1J!At:l.oua a Praot:l.oal Pbpios test :Ia ODl,y 
0C1111pul.soz7 1n one or two oases but is compul.so.rJ tor all B:l.gber Sohool 
CertUioate Oauiliaates. fte Practical PJvaios paper usual.ly ocmaista ot 
tour questious, the oancJ1c1ate b~ requ:l.recl to answer two, a.D4 b c:mJ,J 
to :l.Dvig:Uate the test. Seve1'8l serious ob~eotioD& are apparent. !be 
- 118111>lim& ot 1ihe ~V"llabws is o'briouaq amall &ail :lt IMi) u:terr-.1 .. miner 
:1.8 pz'&scmt the oan4:ic1ate :1.8 assessed not on what he does but on llbat 
he writes. The marki128 oan :ttardl.7 be~ but subjective, a.D4 the 
•in value of the prooeclure seems to lie in the :fa~ t»t it does aewe 
that the o&Dtidates have tollalrecl a course ill !Taot:l.oal Php:l.os :Ia 
preparation tor the 8DIIliDatioD. Veq little work has been &»D8 em the 
design ot new-type objective Praot:l.oal P!v&los tests. J.W. cox'- las 
carried cut extensive researoh into the problems ot measuring mecbanioal 
aptitudes a.nd skilla and has designed reliable tests ot manual dexterity 
and meohanioal aptitude. W.P. AJ.f!JZ&Dder7• has designed a Perto:zmance 
Soale to measure practical ability us~ the ~salong, Xoh's Blook 
Design a.nd the OUbe Ocmstruction tests. The Bennet-~ J4.eah&Dioal 
Oamprebension Test is: a very good ~le ot ef'f'orts to use pen md 
p~er teats tor testing mechanical aptitude. The writer had no :Intention 
ot attempting to measure the Practical Ability or KecbaD:lcal Aptitude 
ot the pUpils "per se0 • The need was tor a "Practical Test" ot the 
abilities (c), · (d) and (e) as given in P&.ragl'aph 2 page 11. Three 
methods of oonstruoting such a test were aonsiderea. 
(A) The pupil could be given a series ot practical tests or problems 
inwlv.l.Dg measur81lents, observatiol'lS and manipulations ot 
a;ppara tus. The pu;pU would then be observed at work and a.u 
attempt made to e"V&.lua te each step ot the work as he proceeded. 
Such a.n individual testing metbod requires tact am. s~t~ 
sime the continual close proximity ot the examiner may have 
an adverse e:rtect on the pupil's behaviour. One geat objection 
to the technique is ot course the time and labour required to 
administer such a test to large groups o£ pupils. ~further 
objection is that the test cannot be applied in such a way 
that the attitude ot the examiner is a constant factor • 
. (B) The examiner could set up apparatus and carry out s~le 
experiments in tront ot the Who~e class. lay measuriJl& 
devices anployed could have scales large emugb to be read 
by all members ot the class. The class could then be asked 
to make certain measurements, observa tiona and deduations. The 
1l,. 
metbocl is attraotive ami ve-q convenient 'Eor acJm1n1atn.tioD to 
large alaaaea but autfera tzUa the serious dateot that tbe 
pupils are 110t active pJ:waioal pa.rtioipatora 1D the apelime:nta 
a.D4 DINJipul.at:lons 1Dwlwcl. 
(C) !he teacher or tester oa give the pupils a aeries ot :laU:ribl 
. fll;perimmts or operaticms to pezf'ozm &Ill base his asseaaaaDt ot 
the p13p1la~ aohienments on an evaluation of t1ae pro&u,t ~ 
their~ One ad"ffUltase of this tealmiqua lies 1n the Aat 
tbat the pupils U'e taae4 w:l th real oon.orete si tuatioDs. !he 
ezaminer t8Dls to be leas obtruaive and 8'f&luat1on of the eD4 
procmata makes objective marld.D& reaso~~&bl7 e&SJ'• The pupil's 
speed aD4 skill at IDBDipulatioD caD, to a limited extent, be 
evaluated by impos:i.Da a time lim1t tor each aEperment or 
operat:lml. One objeat:km to the teolmique is that faUure to 
observe the poqpil aotual.q at work implies a ar-t loss ~ 
'f&l•ble iDf'oDD&tion. !he 8110tiaDa.J. r...at:l.ona ot the pq»il 
aDl 4etails ot his teahuique are mt observed. 
!he three methoc1s each possess peculiar a4vantages azul it mq well 
'be tbat a rea.l.q satis:f'actory testiDg teobnique would be a ocmbinaticm 
ot all tbree. It was honver tineJl 1 cJeciasd to oonaentra te on metbocl 
(0) b 4eoi41Dg factors beiD&a-
(a) The technique c1o• present the pQPils with coiiOZ'8te 
situations wbiab are the esa81108 of a 'Praotiaal Test". 
(b) !he teomiqua is reaacmablJ suitable :tor appliaat:!Dn to 
large classes. 
S. J!ctors intlueD:dpf Desisn ot Pmotioa1 Teats. 
ID desiping the Paot:ical Testa the tolloriD& PQ1nts were a011S:I.4crecL 
(a) !he maber ~ exper:lmenta, mea.suranea.ts, or problems should be 
as larse as possible in orcler to. obtaiD aclequato saapJ.iDa of 
the course of study ana Jet the tae taken for the teat mut 
be kept withizl nascma'bl.e Um:lta. 
(b) !rm teats should •:IDly involve mea&\I'NIIlEIDts aD4 a~tus with 
wldGb the pupils W&l'e alreaa.y famlliazo. · 
(o) lhere quantitatiw results wee rew.irecl ~ JJmita of pcmissible 
error must be oazoehJJ,y ocmsiderod, takiD& into account the 
apparatus uaed aiJ4 tbe ase ot tho pupils. 
(d) Bf'forts should be mac1e to make 'the soor:IDg as objeotive as 
poasible. 
At tint it was ho,ped that it would be possible to inoluaa 
qual1 ta_tive as well as quaDtitative Stperamts. It •s 80011 f'oua4 
tha.t the ae&ign of' the latter 1fa8 easier than the f'olmar: partioulArl7 
in view of' the syllabi f'ollawed by tl:ae pupils aD\ the c18aire :tor 
objective saormg. It •a fiDally cleoicled to em.ploy ~itative 
a;perzents only ~ wen these presented. 4Uf'ioul t:Les in oertam 
'br&11ohes of' Phpios. The design of suitable short BPerlmea.ts in auah 
'bramb8a as Speoitio Heat ard Latent Heat 118re partioularl7 ~:f"ioult. 
The Praotioal !rests were required f'r. applioation to f'irat ana. 
aeocma year· pupils, aacl eqoly. 1D 19Jt.7 :l.t •s oonaiclerecl advisable to 
carry out acme~ preJ.tminar,y a;perzsts With third year pupils. 
'l'lro 1ib1J:V. year olaases were a•:Uable azul at intervals IID'll exper:lmsnta, 
baaed on the p160tioal work tbat the pupils were supposed to have doD8 
in the previous two years, were designed &Ill applied to the classes. By 
this means valt.e.ble sx:perienoe wu ga:l.ned in three tireotioDs. 
(a) 1tD01rlec36e ot the cJesroe of' aoouraoy thAt could reasona"bl3 be 
81;Peoted When the pupUs were usmg certain measuriDg d.eYioea 
was obtai.Dea. At times tor f.IIIIUiq)le a whole olass WCiNl4 be 
asked to measure out 80 oos of' •tar usins a 1118&suriDg oyl1DI1er, 
or to measure the we:l.sbt ot an object with a &lP1'1D& bal.anoe. 
16. 
(b) bcJirlqe Gt the time taken tor the parf'ol'DIIUIOe of certain 
aperiments UDder ezemin&tioD oon4i tioDs was obtainecl. 
(o) BlperieDOe ot •rioua methods ot a4m1n1ster1Da IIDLJ.l tests 
to larae olaases ot thizot7 or more p-qpila was obtamea. 
!be infWmaticm gainei in this ma.DDer as .found to be ve-q uae.tul 
Wee4 and f'S.nall.J" the writer bad a oolleoticm ot short practioal test 
items Which were oonsiclered suitable .tor .tirat a.n4 seoond -rear pupils, 
a.n4 au ot tbla bad baa tried out Ulder u.amination COD4i tiona W1 th 
tbil'c1 ,ear ,PURils. It was ot oouraa reali...,. that more &OO\JN07 a.zd 
sreater apee4 might reasonably be expaote4 :tzom these pupils thaD tzraa 
tiZ'St ~ seacmi par p~ils •. · 
7• S.tatistiaal ADely!is ot Exper1meatal Da1;a. 
Very .ff!lfl researcm. iD the tiel4 ot Jlluoaticm. ~· .,.. :poasible witb-
out at least SCDe reterenoe to statiat:loal ualyaia. When the resea.roh 
is OODD81'118d with a m.ethoaa spariamt Wh.-e the .rf'eota ot two d:l1renat 
metbo4s at iDstruot:l.on are to be oc:apared 8DCl oriteriaD. tests are to be 
c18v1sed, the staU.tioal &Dillpis beoanea -~ ~rtant. Banver 
statistiDal theory must be the servant not the mastel'• In the ph.ys:laal 
I 
soiaDDes we \1Sual.J.1' !lave "181'7 clear ideas &Dil kaolrlqe ot what is 
'beiDa measured ana the aesree ot aoouzaoy 11'1 th whioh 1 t is bedJI& meas'U1'ecl. 
In ea.maticm matters are not so s:lm.ple siDae in nearl,y all oases the hl-.n 
waits, abilities or th.inp we are pnamd.Da to measure are easatiall.7 
11101'8 oomplex thNl pl\Ysio&l quantities like mass 8D4 l.en&th. !be 
questioD of 8V'en the actual mateDOe ot the trait or abili'Q" 1lh1oh we 
are •maasuriJI&• ia uaua~ a h~ oontzovend.a.l matter. In most oasea 
we are rea~ measur~ oha.D&es in. behaviour whioh we oousider aze a 
measurable t&Daible sip or ildDation ot the ~ti.ouliJ.r ab:Uit)r or 
trait ualler ocmsiderat:lo~a. For ~BODS· ot tbis JiiDd it is .~t 
to awY. plaoiJI& too muoh faith em the statistioal results without 
first cODSideriDg the reliAbil1'Q'9 &.Dd w.l.iaity ot the cJata on Wh1oh it 
ia baaed. In 8.Dal181Da the results ot the expe:dments described in 
the tol.l.ow:LDa oha.pters the writer touml the works ot three authm:a 
partioularq wl.ua'ble. 
(a) P • .B. VEJON. !he Meaauremeat ot Ab1l1 ties. U.L.P. 1 ~ 
(b) .B.F. LINDQUIST. Statistical AD&l.ysis in BlluaatioDal"Researoh 
Bougbton l'Uf'tli.D Co. 1 ~ 
(c) O.L. DAVIIS. Statist:i.oal Methods 1D Reseazoh &IUl Proclucti.Ol!l. 
011 wr aD4 BoreL 1 fJ47. 
!0 san the neaessity tor J.cma tiacusaimla em statistical techD1que 
aDl the illaluaion ot loD& mathaatioal oaloul&tioDa in the auacee41Da 
chapters, the ttOlJ.GiriD& c1ev1oe baa been 8JilPlo.yea. · Whenever a oertaia 
statistieal tecbDique ·baa beaa. used- tor the tint time- a reteruce 
is P,ven to a page or section ot cme or more ot the abo-ve works Where 
1'aller cletaila ot the technique can be toua.a., the ref'ereDOes beiDa in 
auah t01m as, P.B. Vez'DDA paae 16, or B.P. LiDdquist, Chapter IV eto. 
In tbe ma3Dri't7 ot cases the raw scores tram 11'1aioh eaoh statistic baa 
been clerivecl are given in tull. Ccmsta.nt uae was made ot tbe metho4a at 
&Daqsis kDolrn as the a.nal.Jsia of var!ame a.nd tle ~is ot cova.rSame. 
J'or oonveDiance the SJIIlbOls used 1D the toll.ariag chapters are oolleotea 
below 1d. th a brief' spl&Daticm ot ·their sip1t1c&DOe. 
B • l'f111iber ot measures 1D eaoh poup, 
!X • total a1111 f4 all tb8 X measures tor a stated &1"0"1P-
Jl • lle&n score for a &rOUP• 
18. 
,r. !ota.l sua of all the 'Values ot ~tor a givea group,. 
z 11 Jlev1at1on ot eaoh soorefts traa the mean ot the groqp, 
' i_:~• Total a11a ot al1 the values ot ~ tor a given sroqp• 
cl..t• Degrees ot Freeaa.. 
S.D.= strmaara Dwiat:lon ot a group. 
!he main methoas ot Oamputati.oDal Procedure were as follows. 




t:a.2 • {tr- '\X12 } 
When oaloula tina Correlations between two meaaurea ot clitf'erent 
traits it was necessary to oaloulate the value ot f.~ aDd ixr whlllr:e: 
X • Soore 011 oll8 test } 
by the same pupil 
Saore on other test y II 
• SUB ot products of all the X &Dl Y scores. 
Z II 
7 II 
c1eviA t:ion of an X score t.rom the mean ot all the X 'a~ the 
~ 
deviation of theY soore ot the same pupil t1'all the mean 
ot all the Y' a tor the group. 
t xy a !he 81111 of procluots of x and 1 tor all members ot the aro~ 
~-- C{x) ({y) 1.%7 II ~A.I. - 1i 
r • Produo't1anent Correlation Ooeftioie.a.t. 
r • J({Jrl£J2) 
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OBAP.rER 3: 
mE :J!'.:Q.laT ~T. _P~T~~· CRITERION TESTS. 
1. Details of Groups used. in Experiment. 
'If practical work either 1n the tom ot iemonstra tioDS by the 
teacher or inc1i.vi4ual experimental work by the pupil is expectei. to 
have an effect on the p~il' s ability as measured by a Theoretical 
Test then one might expect a reasonable positive correlation between 
scores on a Practical Teat ·and a Theoretical Test. In Jul.J' 1,._7 an 
upe:riment was maie to investigate this and other matters. Jbul' 
first year toms were available t~ the experiment. The pupils ·111 
these tour toms IA., IB, IO·, and ID had all entered the school m 
September 1 ~ ani hAd then been allotted at :random to the tour 
f'orms. Allf'our toms had followed the same ourriow:um and theiio 
iDstruotion 1n 8ciance had consisted of'a-
~a~ Autumn Tem., 1~46. b Sprin& Tem., 1 ~7. o S'UIIIIJ18r Term, 1 fJ4.7 • Ph.Y&ics. Chemistry, Biolo&Y• 
The tour to:DDS had eaoh received tour thirty five minute periods 
· of' soienoe per week, two of' these periods being canbined to :f'orm a 
clouble period When they received their instruction :l.n one of' the 
laboratories. The other two periods were taken in orl.inary olass rCXIDS. 
In all, three tea.ohers were responsible tor their instruot:l.on in science. 
Teacher 11ab11 was responsible tor Fol!DS D. and IB; Teacher "o" tor l!'ozm 
IC; Teacher "d" tor Form m. Early in J'uly 19J1,7, the f'our Fozma bad 
been given sane revision work in all the three brambes of' SoieDoe and 
had then takEIEl their normal, end of' the school year, examination in 
2. The Design ot the B!Rerimst. 
/It 
It was daoided to design and apply to all tour toms, two 
criterion tests. 
(a) A Theoretical Plvsios Test. 
(b) A Practical Pl\fsics Teat. 
These tests were applied at the encl ot July 194.7 and DD lfal'nin& 
was given to either the pupils or their teaohers so that there was 
110 possibility ot speciAl preparation or revision by the boys or the 
teachers. The main ob.1eots ot the experiment were, to obtain sane iDf'orma-
tion abou.t the reliability and validit7 ot the t1Pe of Practical Test 
that was to be used, and to investigate the correlation between the 
soores on the two tests. 
,3. :Che ~etioal Test. 
A copy ot the Theoretical Test applied i.e given below aiJd it 
ooDSisted ot 28 items mainly ot the open or simple recall t.Jpe. 
Items 3, 5, 18 and 24. are multiple choice items to Wbioh there are 
three alternative responses. The test -.a conatruated after a oaretul 
s~ ot the syllabus, a representative sample ot the pupils notebooks, 
aui a oopy ot a Plv'sics Test which had been applied to the pupils in 
Deoember 1946. Th8 number of items JJJq appear rather anall but the test 
-~ designed to take one hour a.nd all pupils f'inished the test in an 
hour ana. none ti.Dished in less than titt;r minutes. The p-qpils 1181'e warned 
that they would be pmaliEd tor guessing and in aooriDa one mark ·was 
awarded tor eaoh correct item ancl the guessing correction was IIOt applied. 
. . 1 . 
tor the multiple choice· it.a. This procedure is .1ustitied in view 
2 
ot the small number ot multiple oboioe itema in the whole test. The 
morality of the teolmique is perhaps open to ori tioiaa. 
1. P.B. VerDOD. p.24& 
22. 
THE THPDRlii!IOAL TET. 
1. What is the 1!01'JD8,l tfiii.Perature of' a hea.ltlv' person? 
2. What is the name ot the thermameter usecl by a aootor? 
3. Do Telegraph wires sag more in S1DIII.8r than in winter? 
lt. A OODQ?OUDd bar is made ot brass aDd iron and olallped as shoWn 
in the d.iagr:am. On heating the bar ri th 
a bunsen burner, What happens to em. At/ 
,5. Does an iron ball nigh more When--hot than When cold? 
6. The sketch shon a flask oontainins air with its mouth UD4er 
water at roam tEDperature. What 
is observed it two warm hands are plaoecl 
em the tlaak? 
7, What is observed when the hands are rEIIIIOvecl? 
8. What clo 70U mean by the density of a su'bata.JJCe? 
~. One cubic centimetre ot metal weighs 8 grams. What is the weight 
ot 7 cubic oen.t:lmetres ot the metal? 
10. A piece ot glass weighs 24 grams and its density is .3 grams per 
o.o. What is the '90111118 ot the glass? 
11. A piece o£ metal weighs 4-~ grams and bas a vol1m1e ot 7. ocs. Wba t 
is the clensi ty ot the metal? 
12. The density ot sane wood is 42 lbs per cubic f'oot. What is the 
weipt of' a piece ot furDi ture oontaiDi.Dg 8 oub:lo teet of' the wood? 
13~ A measuring cylinder contains ~2 cos of' water. Some metal ia 
ckopped into the oyliDler and the reading ot the water level is 
12~ cos. What is the "VOlume ot the metal? 
1J,. · What is the density of' pure wa terl 
1S. State the Prinoiple o£ Archimedes. 
16. A piece ot wood weighs 82 grams and f'loats in pure water. What is 
the weight ot the water clisplaoed? 
17. What vollll18 ot the wood ia'UD4er water? 
/18. 
18. Which is heavier, a pint of milk or a pint ot oream'l 
· 19. A piece ot copper weighs 81 grams in air and apparently only 
72 grams When completely immersed in water. Wbat is the uptbrust 
ot the water on the copper? ~ 
20. What is the 'VOl\1118 ot the copper? 
21. What is the density ot the copper? 
22. AD eupty beaker weighs 62 grams. SO cos ot liquid a.re poured into 
the beaker and it is then tOUD4 to weigh 122 va-• 
-What is the night of 50 cos of the liquid? •,. -
. -~ 
23- What is the density ot the liquid? 
2lte A piece ot metal floats on mercury. Which has the greater clerisity'l 
26. 
2:1. 
28. What is the deDSity ot the metal? 
~ fbe Practical !l.'est. 
The practical test consisted ot six ma~or questicms or problans 
am ia given below. With the ex.cepticm ot Question 1 all the Exper:iments 
were closely related to actual experiments that the pupUs were supposed 
to have either dou or seen. The -:per:imants were all divided into 
sub sections with the intention ot malclng ettorts at ob~eotive -.rld.Da 
easier. 
The .Pz:aotioal Test. 
Nam&••••••••••••••••• 
Measure the leaath and breadth ot the piece ot cardboard correct. 
to the uarest centimetre and then calculate its area.. 
. /(a) 
{a~ Length of Oal'dbo&rd • 'b Breadth of oardboal'd = 





The flask contains a boiling liquid and the beaker contains cold 
water. J4ea.aure the folloiliDs tempC"atureaa-
~a~ Temperature of cold water • 0c· b Tanperature of boiliJI& liquid = 00: o Temperature ot vapour above 
boiliD& liqui.4 = Oo. 
3- Name ••••••••••••••••••••• 
You have a p:l.eoe of metal, a piece of wood, thread and a meaauzoiDg 
cylinder. Detem:l.ne the following quanti ties a-
~ a~ Volume of metal =: coa. b Volume of metal and wood together = oca. o Vol\IILe of wooa. = cos. 
Name ••••••••••••••••••••• 
The teat-tube is loaded at the bottom so that it will float upright 
in water. You may assume that one cubic centimetre at water weighs 
one gram. Float the test-tube in water in the measuring cylinder 
and so deter.mtnea-
(a) Vol\llle of test-tube under ater = cca. 
{b) Weight of test-tube. = grama. 
N~•••••••••••••••••••• 
You have a apriDg ba.l•DOe, beaker ot water, thread and a piece of 
metal. You JIJAy assume that one cubic centimetre of water weighs 
one gram. Finda-
c Upthrust by the •ter on the metal = grams. 
cl Volume of metal = cos. Ia~ Weight of metal in air = grams. b Weight of metal when immersed in water= grams. e Density of the metal = grams per co. 
/6. 
~ ...•................ 
You have a pipette, spring balance, a beaker ot liquid and a small 
bottle. F:bula• 
~a~ Weight ot the bottle wheo aDpty b Weight ot bottle + 25 cos ot liquid o Weight ot 25 cos ot liquid c1 DeDSity of liquicl 




• grams per oo. 
Noue ot the Forms contained more than twenty pupils. Five oQDi)lete 
anc1 practically iclentioal sets ot the apparatus needed tor the oarryiDg 
out ot each exper:Smea.t were prepared and then distributed around the 
laboratoq, in suah a manner than I1Q two sets ot the same apparatus 
were adjacent. A large White card iDsoribed with the appropriate Dllll'ber 
ot the experiment was placed beside each set ot apparatus. :For oonvenieDCe 
these oa.rcls were mounted on wood blooks so tba t the oarcla ware vertical 
ana the mmbar was printed em both sides ot the oara. The details ot the 
apparatus tor the iD41vidual experiments were as toll.ows:-
The pieoea ot thick oardboa.rd ware out on a guillotine and were 
reotanauJ,.ar in shape the ctimensions beiDa 18 oma x 12 ams. Halt 
metre rulers gl'aduJ.ted in inahes and oentimetres•re provide4. 
Bliperlment 2. 
The beakers ot oold water were of 1000 cos. capacity to miniOO..,e 
f'luotuations in teDQ?erature Cluring the course ot tbe examination. 
The flasks contained saturated alt solution Nld the thermometers 
provided were gradWLted in clegrees 'from -1000 to 11000 end all 
tive -..re tested an4 chosen so that they f11V8 the same readings 
correct to the nearest degree at all the teq?eratures involved in 
the exper::lment. 
Experiment 3. 
The pieces of metal were copper cylinders and were ot the same 
volUID8 - 8 cos. The pieces of wood (oak) were also oylinclers 
and had a volume of 6 cos. The measuriJJg cylinders were ot 50 cos 




The five test-tubes were oaret'ully adjusted with ax and lead 
shot until they had the same weight (23 grams). The measuring 
cylinders had a oapaoi ty ot 100 cos. and were graduated in 
single ocs. 
lbjper.iaent 5· 
The spring balances provided were ot the usual. type With hooks at 
the bottom and were graduated in single grams from 0 to 100 grams. 
The pieces of metal were copper oylinaers tiled until they all bad 
practically the aame weight of 70 grana. 
Experiment 6. 
The spring balA:noes were s:imilar to those used in sper:iment 5, 
scept that· they were fitted with scale pans instead of hooks. The 
bottles were 50 cc density bottles and were a~usted to have the 
same weight (21 grams) by tying tine copper wire rcnmd the D80ks. 
The liquid provided was salt solution with a density ot 1.10 grams 
per oo. 
6. The Anministra tion of tl!P fpctioal ;est. 
A. satisfactory techDique for administering the test had been devised 
as the result of sane experience in preliminary ventures with third 
year Pl.Wils (Chapter 2 - 6. page 16). Six VIth Form students volunteered 
to assist in the conduct ot the ex•nd:nationa and were each given the 
task ot controlling one particular experiment. Betore entering the 
laboratory the p-qpils were given some verbal instructions as follows:-




will have to attempt six experiments. · 
You will be allowed twelve minutes for each experiment and if' 
you ao not finish an experjment in tbat time you will have to 
leave it and go on to the next one. · 
You will be provided with slips of paper tor each experiment and 
they contain spaces in which you must enter your name, and the 
results ot your experiment. Rough work can be done on the back 
of the slips. 
When you have finished one experiment, if you have time, reset 
the apparatus in its original oondi tion readJ for the next boy, 
and hold up your band. Someone will then collect your slip of 
paper and tell ;you which experiment you have to ao next. 
/(5) 
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(5) Once you have entered the laboratory you JlJij.y neither talk nor 
ask aey questions. 
( 6) You may not ask any questions now. 
The reason tor the last instruction was to ensure that all classes 
received the same initial intomation betore entering the laboratory. The 
pupils were then admitted to the laboratory, allotted at ze.ndom to their 
initial experiment, and given the oorrespomting slip ot pa.per9 giving 
details of' the ax:per:lment. It was. considered inadvisable to give the 
pupils a sheet containing the instructi~ns tor all six experiments in 
case it caused distze.otion and increased any temptation to copy. Moreover 
it a pupil finished one experiment in less than twelve minutes he would 
have been able to devote some time to ~preliminary consideration of' the 
details of the other experiments. When a pupil had finished Jb:.periment 
1, the Vlth Former in charge of that experiment collected the pupil's 
slip and .made sure that the apparatus was re-arranged in its qinal state. 
~ Vlth Former then placed a fresh Experiment 1 slip beside the apparatus 
reao, for the next candidate. At the end of twelve minutes the slips ot 
all the pupils doing Expe~:i.men.t 1 were collected, even it they had not tiniEb 
ed, and they were moved on to Experiment 2. The pupils who had finished 
Experiment 2, were moved on to Experiment 3. etc. The VIth Former in 
charge of Experiment 2, actualJ¥ measured the t~erature of' the cold 
water in the beakers and made a pencil note of the result on the back 
ot each pupil's slip after it was collected. This was to avoid an.y errors 
due to fluctuations in tEm.perature during the test. The same VIth Fomer 
also made sure that none of' the flasks were boiled dry and had spares avail-
able. The VIth Formers in charge of Experiments 3,9: 5, ~epla.ced the old piece 
ot thread by new pieces as each pupil finished. In no case did a pupil 
tail to o~lete the purely experimental part of each experiment before the 
28. /fmii 
end ot the twelve mimltes. At no time were there more than tour pqpils 
doing each experiment at the same time. Since five sets ot apparatus were 
prepared tor each experiment emergencies due to breakages etc. caused no 
serious trouble. 
1· Camments on Techni,Slue ot Administration. 
Scme ot the expel.'imen.ts required less t:ime than the others tor 
~letion by the average student. A p~il wbo finiShed a particular 
experiment quickly was at liberty to gaze around the laboratory and perhaps 
gain valuable inf'ormation about the other experiments before cOIIDI18DOing 
them. Moreover the pupils were not given identical treatment in so tar 
as they did :not all perform the six experiments in the s&DB order. One 
solution to these problEIIIB was considered. Six separata roans could be 
used, one tor each cper:i.m.ent, and arrangements made tor all p~ils to 
start with Experiment 1 and then atter twelve minutes pass to Experiment 2 
:1n another roam and so eventually to Experiment 6. This solution is ve"ry 
attractive but tor a single class the time required to canplete the test 
is increased by siXty minutes and it needs more space than is usually 
a"VB.ilable in. the average school. In prelimilJary exper:iments in aaministra-
tion, it was found that the Practical Tests could be applied without the 
assistance of the VIth Fozmers but :for really efficient technique at least 
one spare administrator was needed. It is interesting to note tbat the VIth 
Formers took a keen interest in the wonc and their criticisms, whioh were 
al•ys constructive, were very valuable indeed. 
8. The Soori!Jg ot the Practical Test. 
All the eatperiments were quantitative in nature and as a consequence 
/th/j 
the marking could be made at least objective in character, since the "correct 
answers to eaob item were known. The major problems in preparin& a marki:ng 
scheme were to decide What were reasoJ:Jable permissible limits of error 
for each item, and how macy marks should be awarded to each item. In new 
type pen ~ paper examinations there is considerable experimental eviclenae 
to show that weighting the marks acoord:ing to the estimated difficulty 
of irulividual items is usually pointless si.Doe there tends to be a very high 
correlation between weighted and \DlWigbted total soores1 This will probably 
not be so true for examinations containiD& a amall number of items and 
twenty items whioh is the total for the practical test is ca~~paratively 
small. In the Practical Test another justification for weighting the 
IDU'k:s oan be acivanced. All measurements of p~sioal quanti ties are subject 
to expermental errors and we could give mo.z:e marks for a more "accurate" 
answer to eaob item. Ccmsiderable thought was given to this aspect of the 
problem. In general a very high degree of accuracy in ax:perimental work 
is nei the obtained, nor even clesired from ,0\DlS pupUs. The pupils ha.d 
actually been accustomed and trained to read themom.eters to the nearest 
degree, spring balances to the nearest gam, a.nd volumes of liquids in mea-
surirlg cylinders to the nearest cubic centimetre. It was finally decided 
to award only one mark to each itflll, and ill t:bose items involving actual 
measuranen ts a departure of' one gze.m, one cubio centimetre, or one degree 
from the 11correot" value was marked as "correct". An emeption was made 
:1.n the case of' Experiment 1 where only the responses 18ams; 12om&; and 2.16 
square centimetres were accepted as coiTect. Items ,5e and 6d were marked 
/coiTect 
1. P.E. Vernon P. 275• 
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oorreot it the results expressed either as vulgar tractions or deoimal -rr&o-
tiODS were oorreotly deduced. from the eatpe:r:imental results. No pupil 
was awarded a mark tor an item involvina a deduction :f'ram )reoedi.ng experi-
., 
mental data it the preoeding data had DOt been marked as ncorrectn. A mark!-
ing scheme on the above lines was prepa.red and the scripts were marked 
thl'ee times in all., twice by the writer a.nd once by a colleague. No 
serious discrepamies were detected. It is important however to point 
out that the scoring was not entirely objective since the allocation ot a 
mark to each item depended ultimately on a subjective opinion ot the reason-
able. permissible limits ot error. The total score ot each p~il tor all 
twenty items is ret erred to in :tuture as his Practical Test Score. 
~. The E!sperimental Test. 
The P.raotioal Test contained a rwmber of items involving pure 
measurement, am manipulation ot apparatus, by the pupils. These items were 
1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 2o, 3a, 3b, .lta, sa, Sb, 6a, and 6b. In this list of 
items there is same doubt about the wisdan ot incl'Ud:I.Dg 3&, 3):) aDd .lta 
siDce they are really deductions ham two measurements and are therefore 
to this extent similar in character to items 3o, 5o, and 6c. Since however 
the actual measurements trcm which 3&, 3b, and .lta were deduced. were mt 
recorded and they were the primary recorded cla. ta tor Bltperiments 3 and ~ 
it •s f'iDally decided to include these items in the list ot experimental 
tn>e items. The total scores on the twelve items listed above were 
calculated and in future are.Jefer.led to as the pupil's Exper:lmen:tal Test, 
Score. This score. was regarded as a measure ot the pupil's ability to carry 
out very simple measurements and ma:D:i.pulations ot appaz:atus. The setting 
ot a time limit to each exper:iment •s intended to penalize a pupil, to 
/acme 
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sane extent, f'or lack of manipulative skill. In any practical task 
two f'aetors are distinguishable on the basis of' which the pupil • s 
ability can be assessea. These two factors are the accuracy of the reiJUlt 
8l'ld the rate at which it is attained. In this particular test no pupil 
f'ailed to c~lete the items included in the Experimental Test and thus 
his score on this test is not influenced to arq sreat extent by his rate 
of' working. The Practical Test Score is however inf'luenced to acme 
extent by the pupil • s rate of' wolking. For example in Experiment 6 
the pupil had to use a pipette and it it took him a long t:lme to measure 
out 25 ccs of' liquid then he bad less time in which to complete items 6o 
and 6a. It should be noted that the ald.ll with whioh, f'or ex&lJI>le, the 
pupil used the plpette in EEper:lment 6 could to sane stent be cheoked by' 
his answer to itEms 6b, provided tba t he could use the spring balazJCe 
correctl,y. 
10. The Raw Scores on the Criterion Tests. 
The raw scores obtained by the pupils on the three criterion testsa-
!al Theoreticai Test, b Practical Test, c Experimental Test, 
are given below in tabular .form. To econmi,ae on space the names of' the 
pupils have not been given but each individual pupil aa.n be identified by 
means of his f'orm and a letter. :h"'or ex&Di)le Pupil "e" Fo:rm 1B scored, 14. 
on the Theoretical Test, 14 on the Practical Test, and 10 on the Exper:imdal 
Test. A list of' the :individual responses of' each pupil to each item in all 
the tests was prepared but has not been iDoluded below. S\IDDI8.1'ies of' the 
results f'or each test with sane of' the more important statistics used iD 
the later analysis of' the results have also been given below. 
.. 
Theoretical Test Scores .. 
Pupil Fozm Form Jbzm l.i'om IA IB IO lD 
a 11 20 16 14-
b 20 19 14- 18 
0 18 2 18 13 
a. 16 9 9 15 
e 15 14- 11 16 
t 15 17 13 10 . 
g 16 8 14- 20 
b 24- 16 21 24-
i 9 16 17 15 
3 18 21 25 18 
k 7 24- 9 16 
l 6 15 19 15 
m 17 15 11 8 
n 17 20 14- 20 
0 23 10 12 18 
p 11 11 6 20 
q 9 10 20 2S 
r 17 7 14-
8 18 19 13 
t 16 10 10 
(a) Theoretical Test S'QIDIIl&rr. 
GrOQP. 
Statistio. IA IB IO lD ~ FoDIUI 
£.x I 303 283 286 285 1157 
If: 20 20 20 17 n 
Ji 1,5.150 11t.150 11t.300 16.765 1,5.026 
£x2 
.5051 lt-605 4-502 .5089 192lH 
Lx2 4-60-560 600.560 1,.12.200 311.065 1861.86~ 
S.D. 4.923 ,5.622 4.658 It- 4-10 lt-9.50 
I 
Razage. 6- 24 2- 24 6- 25 8- 25 2- 25 
/Praotioal 
Practical Test Scores. 
~il li'OJ:m ... J'o:an ... ' ibzm FoDl IA IB IC m 
a 1S 13 10 10 
b 19 10 6 14. 
0 11 10 15 16 
d 12 11 8 15 
e 14. 14. 10 12 
t 15 11 5 16 
I 7 10 13 16 
h 13 6 11 13 
i 7 10 14. 13 
~ 16 13 16 15 
k 1S 15 .SJ 11 
l 8 13 15 9 
m 10 10 12 14. 
n 7 8 7 20 
0 16 11 3 7 
p 12 11 17 16 
q 10 8 14. 20 
r 14. 10 15 
8 12 13 12 
t 8 6 11 
(b) Pract:Loal Test S'!II!!D!fl• 
Group. 
Statistic. IA IB IC' m All-
(X 241 ·213 223 237 914. '.I 
If 20 20 20 17 77 
:t4 12.050 10.650 11.1SO 1,3.941 11.870 
£x.2 3137 2381 2775 34.99 11792 
~~ 232-960 112.560 288.560 194.931 942-7n 
S.D. 3-501 2.4,34. 3·897 3-4SO 3·522 
RarJS8. 7- 19 6- 1S 3- 17 7- 20 3- 20 
/Expar:imental 
Ex:;Per:lmental. Test Soares. 
Pupil Ibm. li'Ozm Fom Fozm IA. ~ IB IC ID 
a 11 10 7 8 
b 111 7 ~ 11 
0 8 7 ~ 11 
d 8 8 6 11 
e ~ 10 7 ~ 
f 11 7 ~ 12 
I 3 7 8 11 
h 8 ~ 7 8 i 6 6 11 ~ ~ 10 10 10 10 
k 10 10 7 8 
1 7 7 12 6 
m 8 7 8 10 
n 6 8 ~ 12 
0 10 ~ 3 ~ 
p ~ 8 11 11 
q 7 6 11 12 
r ~ 8 9 
8 9 9 11 
t 5 6 9 
.. 
<koup. 
Statistic. IA IB IC ID Jill li'oDUI 
£x 165 1~ 158 163 Q.o 
N 20 20 20 17 77 
K 8.250 7-700 7·900 ~-588 8.312 
f.r 144-7 1236 1388 161..3 S71~ 
1.z.2 8!).760 ,50.200 139·800 80.122 39.it-532 
S.D. 2.122 1.626 2. 712 2.238 2.278 
Bange 3- 11 4-- 10 3 - 12 4- 12 3- 12 
/11. 
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11. The Reliability of the Theoretical Test. 1 
In order to obtain ·. an estimate of the Reliability ot the 
Theoretical Test the scores on odd am on even Dl&bered questions were 
totalled separa tel,r tor all pupils, ant1 then inter-correlated. This 
gave a correlation ooetticient ot, 
r = 0. 733 .t o. 036 
where o. 036 is the Probable Error. 
When oorreoted by the "Spe&man-Brown11 Prophecy formulA 2 this 
gave a Reliability Coetf'ioient R ot 
R = 1 2r = O.Blt.6 +r 
SiDCe the reliability ot a test is almost S,JDOIUJDOUS With its thoroughness 
it can be increased by the addition ot more items, these items being 
ot course homogEDBO\IIwith the original items. As a matter ot interest 
it was decided to dete:mdne how long the test should be to obtain a 
reliability ooettioient ot<;>. 90· Using the "Spearman Brown" formula 
again it was tolDl that a test 1. 7 times as long would be required. 
This would involve a test ot about 50 questions instead ot 28 questions 
and would require approximat~ one hundred mil$tes tar OCBiq)letion by ., 
the pupils. The inoreaae in reliability was, in future testa, not 
considered more ilqportant than 1the dangers ot fatiguing the PUiPils 
·-· 
or·· -
with J.onaer tests and, the admiDistrative inoonvenienoe ot longer tests."' 
and as a consequence all the Theoretical teats in this work were 
restricted to approximately thirty questions or items. 
The reliability ooet'tioient as calculated by the ''Split Halt" 
method is really a "Consistency Coefficient" or a measure ot _the selt-
/consistanoy 
1. P.B. Vemon p.14.5; 2 P. B. Vernon p.14.7. 
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ocmaistenay ot the test. As Oattellt points out it might be advisable 
to retain the tem "Reliability Coattioient" tor correlations obtaiDecl 
on re-applying_ the same, or an equivalent, test atter a reasorabl.e lapse 
ot time. In this ~xperiment no opportuni t7 tor a re-applioa tion ot the 
same test occurred. During the tolloring year however the same pupils 
were given a similar type of Theoretical Ph.fsios Test based on their 
second year work in P~sios and the inter-correlation ot the test soores 
with the above scores was 0.671 (Chapter 1 - ' P. /2.7. ). In all oases 
the test papers were marked by two independent teachers and the writer, 
and no serious discrepancies in the tiDal scores were discovered. 
12. The Reliability of the Practical Test. 
An estimate of the reliability ot the Practical Test is very clitticult. 
On.tL ~~ ..... reasonable method would be to re-appq the test atter a reasonable 
lapse of time and correlate the two scores. This method suf'f'ers fran 
the aeteot that the pupils might remember and be influenced by their 
previous respoJJSes am the alternative of setting a s:imila.r torm of test 
instead is :rather difficult. The "Split-Halt" method of oaloulatin& 




The test should contain a large number of questions or i tEIIIS. 
The items should be graded in ditt'ioult7. In actual tact 
it would probably be sufficient it the items were grouped in 
pairs ot approximatel,y equal ditf'ioulty- and character, since . 
When we correlate the total scores on altemate items we are ~J 
more or less ass\lld.ng that it is possible to split the test 
into two parts of equal length and difficult,. 
The Practical Test consisted of a total of twenty items and, ot 
these, twelve items were s:imilar in so far as theJ involwd actual 
/measuremants 
1. R.B. Cattell.. A. Guide to :Mental Testillg U.L.P. p XV. 
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measurements and observations. These twelve items were grouped together 
to tozm what has been called, tb.e Experimental Teat. The l'EIIl&:ining 
eight i te:ms involved simple deductions frQm the measurements recorded. 
The author decided to attempt to obtain sane est:imate of the reliability 
ot the Practical Teat by a modif':l.oa tion ot the 11Spli t Half" method. The 
tirst step was to split the whole test into 10 pairs of items, the members 
ot each pair to be as tar as possible s:lmilar in dif'tioulty am character. 
In acme oases the pairing was obvious but in others the pairing is doubt-
ful and is based solely on the subjective opinions ot t~ writer and a 
colleague. The final pairing decided upon is shown below and tor oleamess 
the items involving measur&nent al'ld observation only are shown in rea. 
Reference to the actual Practical Test will quickly show that the 
pairing of 1a with 1b tor example is reasonable but that the pairing ot 
2c with .Ita tor example is very doubtful indeed. 
!rhe total score tor each pupil on the items in the first row was 
correlated with the total score tor each pupU on the items in the 
second row. This gave a correlation coefficient of 
r = 0. 653 + 0. Olt4 where 0. 044. is the probable error. 
-
Wben corrected by the "Spearman Brown" tozmula this produced a 
Reliability Coefficient 
2r 
R =· 1 + r = 0. 790 
It is realia.ed that the validity ot this ooettioient is not high 
and that it might be altered and even reduced by a re-arrangement ot 
the pairs. The pairing ot the items was performed before the 
construction ot a table showing the total n\Dilber ot correct responses to 
/f181:lh 
eaoh item. It is interesting to consult this table since it gives a.n 
objective measure of the difficulty of each item f'ran the pupU•s point 
ot view (Chap. 3 - 15 p, f-5. ). 
As a matter ot interest the author decided to correlate the scores 
on alternate items in the Practical Test, without previous re-a.ITanaement 
::blto s:lmilar pairs. For aomremenoe the two halves of' the test are 
liven below a.nd as before ·the experimental itEIDs are marked 1n red. 
(Ia (1o (~b (Ja (3o (ltb (5b (Sd ( ba (6c 
(lb (~ (~c ('b (4o. (.fa (.5o (5e ( (:,b (64 
It will be mted that the first row contains five exper:lmental 
i tans whereas the second row contains seven aq>erimenta.l items. The 
result of' correlating the scores on the items in the first row with 
the soores onihe itEmS in the second row gave 
r = 0. 789 + 0.029 
-· 
When corrected by the "Spee.mNl Brown" formula. 
R = 2r = 0.883. 
1 + r 
The writer believes that the previous w.lue ot R a 0. 790 is DIQr e valid 
but f'eels that even it can only be cc:msidered a.s a very approximate 
est:lmate. 
i 
13- Normali t1 of' Distribution of' Test Soores. 
The majority ot good reliable well standardl.lled objective educational 
SlhievEment tests are well known to give a close approximation to a. :normal 
distribution when applied to a. large number or pupils. In tests which 
are mainly diagnostic in character, the questions are intentionally 
designed with the purpose of discovering what parts of' the subject have 
been mastered by the p~ils, or vice versa. Such tests tend to give a. 
fpro:noU'IJtJed 
. . . 
Pl'ODOU110ed-'JJ881.t1vel,y shewed distribution since ther.e is usually a 
'<? 
def'iciency of the more difficult tn>e ot question. :Most exam;nations 
in schools are a canbinat ion of diagnostic and achievement tests and 
the writer's tests were intended to be of this character. A considerable 
DUID.ber of statistical methods of analysing results ass'UIIl8 tbat the scores 
be~ examined are normally distributed. It was decided to fllCAm1ne the 
distribution of the scores on all three tests and since it is generally 
accepted that small samples are only able to detect large diTerpnces 
tram nomaality the tests for normality were applied to the whole S&D~>le 
ot 77 pupils. ODe fallacy in interpreting such tests for nomality must 
'be eaphasized. A good relis.ble achievement test tends to give a :nomal 
distribution but the fact that an achievement test gives a normal distribu-
tion is not by any means certain evidence of its reliability. We are 
however justified in regarding it as a piece of corroborative evidence. 
The results of applyi.Dg the }(! test tor 1101"111.8.lity of distribution to 
the three criterion tests are shown below and reference to tuller 
details of the statistical technique involved are quoted. 
Theoretical. Test. 
X2 Test tor Normality of Distribution1• 2• 
Scores to te 
(to - tel~ 
..fa. 
2.5 and over 2 ~~ 0.0008 22-24 ~ 
1~- 21 12 10. 2ft.· 0.302.5 
16- 18 20 16.,32 0.82~8 
1j - 1.5 16 18.17 0. 2.5~1 
10- 12 11 1~2.5 0. 7~12 
7- ~ ~ &~~ 4-6 2 ,3.08 0.00f11 
3 and below 1 1.00 
x2 = 2.1~1 
e .102. 1. Lind~st Chapter II. lta2. v mon P 
• 
r:ean = 15-026~ s. D. = lte 950 N = 77 (to = Frequency observed in each class) (te = Frequency expected in each class) 
Degrees ot Freedom = 6 - 1 - 2 = ,3. 
For three degrees ot freedom tables 1 shoW that ,t2 ax:oeecla 2.13 more 
than 50}& ot the time. In more than f'if'ty cases out ot a hundred 
s:lmUar sauples we might expeot as areat or greater deviations ot 
the a:l.stribution :rrcm normality •. 
We can· therefore have a high degree ot conf'iclence in the h.Jpothesis 
that the fheoretical Test tenas to give a nomal distribution. 
Practical Test. 
'X-2 Test tor Normality of Distribution. 
Scores to 
18 and over 3 
16 - 17 8 
14.-.15 16 
12- 13 14 
10- 11 19 
8-9 7 
6- 7 8 
4-5 1 
3 and below 1 












.Degrees ot Freedam 
= 6 - 1 - 2 = 3 
For three degrees ot freedom tables show thai 1(2 exceecls lt-18 almost 
~' ot the time. On the basis ot this result we have no justification 
/tor 
1. 0. L. ])avies P• 268. 
tor rejecting the }Vpothesis ot normality of distribution but our 
degree ofoanftaence is not extreme~y high. An enmine.tion ot the to 
column shows a tendency towards tl. llt3ati vely skewed distribution aJld 
reference to Chapter 3 - 10 p 32 , shows that two ~ls obtained 
the .-x:lm'UIIl possible aoore ot 20. 
ExRer:imen.tal Test. 
X,.2 Test tor Nomality of Distribution. 
Scores to 









3 and below 2 
~Mean = 8. 312l S.D. = 2.278 N ==77 . 









3-70~ 2.08 0.2575 
)( 2 = 10.~~20 
Degrees ot Freeaan 
=- 8-1-2 = 5 
For t:l ve aegrees . ot tre~ tables sbow tbat i\ 2 exceeds 1 0. SJ~ only 
slightly JIK)re t.ban 5% ot the time. A a1 vergence tram nozmali ty such 
as exists here would oocur by chance appronmately only OJD.t in twenty 
s:lmilar s~les ot 77 pupils. Our contidenoe in the J:vpothesis ot 
nomali ty ot distribution tor t~ experimental test scores is as· a 
consequence very low indeed. An eltftmination ot the actual heque.noies 
observed in each olass ind~a ~~J;. ti ve sf.ew or tendency for the 
. /pupils 
42· 
~Us to score high marks. It will be noticed that although no 
pupils scored DO marks there are tour pupils with the maximum. 
possible soore ot 12. There seems little doubt that the experimental 
test has a very pronounced diagnostic oharacter. 
14. The practical Testa Examination ot Responses to Individual Ite.ms. 
SCIII.e eviaence as to the relative dif'tioul ty ot the w.rious i taos 
oan be obtained by tabulating the number ot correct responses to the 
various i t81DS. This bas been done in the table shown below and tor 
convenience the i tams ot the Experimental Teat are shown in red. The 
results ot the analysis are interesting and it should be rEmembered 
that Fozm IA and Fom IB had been instruoted by the same teacher. It 
is at once obvious that lllallJ ot the experimental items were answered 
correctly by a very large percentage ot the p-qpila and are tberaf'ore 
mainly ot cliagnostic value. For ~le very tew pupils tailed to 
ana~r items sa, ~ and 6a correctly. These three items all involved 
a s~le measurement ot weight using a spr~ balance. Again item 
2a involving a s:imple measurement ot teuperature was answered correctly 
by almost rd.nety percent ot the pupils. One interesting teat ot the 
reliabili t7 ot certain items is possible since 1n cass where two items 
involve similar measurements or ma.nipulations we would expect the 
number of correct responses to be similar. A good exaJI!Ple ot this is 
provided b7 1a and 1b which both involve measurements ot length and the 
total number ot correct responses is almost the same tor the two items. 
A more rigid invest~ga.tion would invol"V8 an EDminatiDn of the individual 
pupil's scores to see it a pupU wbo got 1.& correct also got 1b correct. 
~s was done and it was fo'Uild that ,5la. pupils got 1a and 1b correct. 
/'lb.e 
The items 2a, 2b, and 2o all involved the reading ot t&JI)819. tures 
yet the total correct responses are 68, 4-1 and 30 respectivel.J'. An 
enmination ot the indivicwal responses seemed to indicate that many 
errors ware due to unskilled manipulation in so tar as care was :act 
taken to ensure that ~ 2b the bulb ot the thermam.eter :was in. the 
liquid and 1n 2o that the bulb was in the vapour. Itau )L, 3b and 
lta inwlve similar measurEII18Dts and processes and 1n these cases an examina-
tion ot the im\ividual scores showed 1Dt24. pupils got all three itEIDS 
correct and 16 pupils got two out ot the three items correct and 15 
pupils got only one ot these i taDS correct. Items Sa, 5b and 6a were 
answered correctly by almost all the pupils but 6b is not quite identical 
With these items since in this ·case the result dB,pends upCil the 
~il's ability to measure out 25 ccs ot the liquid with the pipette. 
For 6b the tal1 in the number ot correct responses trQn 6a is 
p.l'QDOUIIOea. This is very reascmable evidence that this item di4 measure 
the skill with Which the pupilS . could use the pipette, since the 
responses to items 5a and 6a sbow thJI.t very few pup Us bad dif'ticul ty 
with the aotual weighing. This analysis of the responses to the 
individual items does tend to give same added oonf'idence in the reliability 
ot the Practical Test and even iD the va.Jiclity ot sane of the itEIIIBe 
/Practical 
Practical Testa Res;eonses to IDaiviclua.l Ites. 
Item Nmuber of Correct Responses. 
Number 
IA. m m m Alllbzms. 
Ia 14 13 14 1.5 56 lb 13 1.5 1.5 16 .5~ 1c 12 11 10 12 45 
~Q 16 1~ 17 16 68 ~b 14 6 ~ 12 41 ~c. 4 .5 14 7 30 
}a 15 13 6 11 4.5 )b ~ ~ .5 10 33 3o 7 8 1 5 21 
4o 11 10 8 12 4-1 
leb ~ ~ 6 8 32 
5a 1~ 2C' 20 17 7.5 
5b 18 20 20 17 7.5 
5o 15 16 17 16 Q,. 
54 10 7 10 12 3~ 
.5e 7 4- 4 6 21 
&l 1~ 1~ 17 16 71 6b 13 .5 13 15 4.6 
6o 11 4 13 14 lt2 
6a. 
.5 0 3 2 10 
Total No. 20 20 20 17 77 
ot Pupils. 
1,5. The P1'6ct1oal Test: Diaor~tive Value ot ID41'Vib.l Itemse 
The total :rmmber ot correct responses to a.ny item is no valid 
indication ot the true dittioulty or diaor:l.m1native value ot the item 
tram the eduoaticmal point ot view. A reliable item tor earAUqple should 
be answered correctly by mare pupils Whose total score on the test 
exceeas the median score than by those whose total score lies below the 
median value. This ef'teot ot course ma.y not be so pronoUDDed in items 
which are mainly ot diagaostio value. In order to investigate the validity 
/ot 
ot eaoh item in the Practical Test, fran this point ot view, the :foll.aR-
iD& procedure was adopted. The total S&DQi)le ot 77 pupils was divided 
into f'our groups the div.l.41Da points ot the groups beiDg approximateq 
the lower quartile, the mecti.an, and the ~er quartile, for the whole 
~le. The firstgmup ar "1st Quarter" consisted of the nineteen 
pupils with the lowest total scores. The second group or "2nd Quarter" 
consisted ot the nineteen ~ils wi. th the next lowest total scores eto~ 
!he last group ~ "4th Quarter• imlucled the tw.enty pupils with the highest 
total scores. The total number of correot responses to each item 
by the members of each group were then aeterm:lnecl and the resultsot tbis 
am.lysia are given below. 
Disor::Jmina.ti ve Value of Ihdi:viCWfll Items. 
Question Number of Correct Responses by 
or Item 
lfo. 4th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter 1st Quarter. 
lo. 1' 16 14 7 
lb 1' 17 15 8 1o 15 13 11 6 
Za 1' 18 16 15 
.2b 1' 11 6 5 2c 14 5 8 3 
Jo 17 14- 9 5 
3b 14- 11 4- 4 
3o 11 6 2 2 
4a 16 11 7 7 
Jab 12 12 4- 4 
Sa 20 19 17 19 
5b 20 19 18 18 
5o 19 16 16 13 
5d 18 8 8 5 
5e 10 8 2 1 
6a 20 19 17 15 
6b 18 15 8 5 
6o 18 13 7 4-
, 6d 6 1 1 2 
~-in ~'\~Jl~~ 20 19 1' 19 
4b• 
For an item to be valid the mmber ot correct responses to each 
item should decrease regularly as we pass trcm the "4-th Quarter" 
to the "1st Quarter••. This is true tor the majority ot the items but 
it is at onoe obvious that tor same ot the items the decrease is so 
slight that it can have little signif'ioance. Such items are~ 
diagnostic in value. It is however essential to rauember that suoh 
items are not without va~ue and an educational test can aDd usually does 
canbine the advantages ot diagnostic and achievement tests1. In 
general the items involving deductions tr<m the actual measurements 
naturally show the most disor:lmi!Jative value. In itam 2o there is an 
increase in the number ot responses as we pass f'ran the~ Quarter" 
to the 11 3rd Quarter". The whole 77 responses to this item were 
r.-exam:l.ned in the hope ot tUld:ing same m:planation, but without 
success. In itEmS ;a and 6d the slight increases are obviously not 
signif'ioant. Regarded as an achievement test there is a lack ot 
sutt:loiently dittioul t i tEIIDS. In every case except that f4 item 6d 
the correct responses were made by 50}&. or more ot the "4-th Quarter" 
~:Us. One obvious method ot :improving the test suggests itself'. 
The accuracy dananded could be increased tor all the experimental 
items. An alternative would be to have two limits of permissible t 
error for eaoh measuranent and award 2 marks per item tor the more 
accurate and 1 mark per i tan tor the less accurate response. The 
application and even extension of this principle seems on initial 
consideration valid and easy. The writer however had carried out sane 
initial research ot an exploratory nature and as a result ot this research 
/considered 
1. H. & Hawkes. Achievement Examinations P• 26. 
considered the above principle invalid or at least imp:ra.cticable with 
the young pupils involved. As an amBple the case of weighing with a 
spring balance aan be considered. The bala.noes that the pu;pilswere 
usiDg could only be expected to weigh correctly to the nearest gram aDl 
they bad only been instructed to weigh correct to the nearest gram. It 
tor example the pupils had been instructed to read thermometers correct 
to the nearest half degree instead of to the nearest degree then it might 
have been valid to award more marks tor higher accuracy :in such a case. 
An examination of the individ'Uill experiment slips was interesting in 
this connection. It will be remembered that errors of one degree, ODe 
gram or OD8 cubic centimetre were accepted as correct. In the "VBSt 
majority of cases the errors of those pupils who tailed to score on the 
measurement tests were very large indeed. With older pupils, using 
more sensitive measuring devices the principle ot giving more credit for 
greater accuracy would be easier to carry out and more valid and this 
point will be discussed in more detail later. 
16. The Validity ot the Practical Test. 
The validity of the Practical Test is very difficult to assess with 
any degree of conf'idence. The reliability of the test has been discussed 
fran several points of view but the validity of a test oa.n only be assessea 
With confidence if it correlates effectively with other reliable measures 
ot the skill.s abilities or processes it is supposed to test. The writer 
discussed with several teachers the possibility of the teacher beiDg capable 
ot making a subjective estimate ot the pupils ability in Practical Ph3sios, 
and the majority felt that with first yeaz pupils such an estimate would 
be extremely difficult and unreliAble. .An estimate based on their 
/practical 
practical Datebooks and aooounts ot experiments is ot course ot little 
value and certain to be heavily biased by verbal ability. We have DO 
objective critcion ot a pupi~ abUity in Praotioal PJ:vsics - at present -
and when objective criterions are laok:ing we must tall back on 
subjective opinions. A. oopy ot the Practical Test was shown to six 
experienoed Teachers of Physics and all considered b t in general it was 
a rea.sOIJable and valid test ot abUity in Practioal Ph.vaios in relation 
to the ·age ot the pupils and their syllabus, the major objections being 
that question 1 was too sj,Jqple and that the pupils would never c~lete the 
test in 75 minutes. 
17. The Theoretical Test& Examination ot RespODses to Individual Items. 
The tour toDlS to wbioh the tests were applied were originally ranckm 
samples. The writer bad not been responsible in a:o.y way for the instruction 
ot the tmns and it was possible that the Theoretical Test was mt a 
:f'air sampling of the WDrk covered by all the to=s. For 8X&q)le sane of 
the items might have been heavil,y biassed in favour ot one form. The 
total correct responses to the items by the pupils of each form are 
tabulated below. In no case does a particular itEm appear to be very 
heavilyliassed in favour ot sane foDDS. It suoh oases had been detected 
the question of discarding the results tor suoh items fran the total 
test scores would have been considered. The table does give same indication 
ot the relative dif'tioulty ot the items and is partial evidence that the 
tour f'orms although instruoted by different teachers had tollowed the same 
syllabus and covered the same ground. 
/Theoretical 
Theoretical Testa Responses to Individ'WI.l Items. 
Question N1111.ber of Carreot Responses. 
Nunber. 1A. 1B 10"· 1D All----
·-
1 8 7 6 4 25 
2 1~ 17 16 17 6~ 
' 
15 16 16 15 62 
4 8 6 5 
' 
22 
5 11 1;5 10 12 46 
6 10 11 10 10. 41 
7 7 8 ·7 7 2~ 
8 14 12 11 ~ 4-6 
~ 17 15 15 15 62 
10 8 11 ~ 6 .31+ 
11 8 7 ~ 8 :52 
12 14 11 12 11 l.B 
1:5 14 16 15 1:5 58 
~4 14 1:5 14 12 5:5 
15 10 11 4 11 :56 
16 10 12 10 ~ 41 
17 ~ 7 8 8 :52 
18 
' 
4 5 5 17 
1~ 1:5 10 1:5 ~ 45 
20 12 ~ 7 ~ n 
21 10 8 7 10 :55 
22 16 14 15 17 62 
2:5 
' 
1 4 5 1:5 
24- 16 14 1~ 17 66 
25 18 15 1~ 16 68 
26 
' 
6 7 10 26 
'Zl 7 4 8 
' 
28 
28 6 5 5 8 24 
N1111.ber ot 20 20 20 17 77 
Pupils 
18. T}le 1beoret1oal Testa Discriminative Value of Individual ItEIDS. 
In order to examine the validity of the various itEmS in tho Theoretit:B 
Test the -.me procedure as in Chapter :5-.15 page 45, was aaapted. The 
results of this a.nalysis are shown below. .For the majority of the items 
the number of responses decreases as we pass tram the 4th Quarter to the 
1st Quarter. Two outste.Dling exceptions are items 18 and 24., both of 
5~ /Wbioh 
which are multiple choice items. There is sane experimental evi&moe 
to show that multiple .choice items may be loss reliable tban s~le 
recall items. Both of these items, or "V&Z'iants of them have been used 
in saae weU staudardised reliable objeotive Ph.fsios Tests and it was 
tirlall.y decided that there was not su.ttioient justification tor r~ 
iDg these two items f'ram the test. It is interesting to note that fourteen 
of the items, name~ Items, 9, 10,11,12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
27 and 28 were all ot a mathematioa~ nature involving sQD.e simple 
oaloula tiona. The aisoriminati ve value of this sroup ot items 
is quite good but not obvious]3 better than the disor:iminative value 
ot the DOD-JIII.thematioal items. More elaborate det~tion ot the 
disorimina ti ve value of the items was . not considered necessary, YJPr 
Theoretical Testa Disor:iminative Value ot items. 
Question N1111.ber ot - .&. ... es bv 
NlDbar. lt,th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2Dd Quarter 1st Quarter. 
1, 11, 8 3 3 
2 18 18 18 15 
3 20 17 15 10 
Ito 8 5 5 Ito 
5 13 12 12 9 
6 17 11 7 6 
7 16 Ito 5 Ito 
8 16 13 10 7 
9 19 16 16 11 
10 11t, 13 Ito 3 
11 14 8 9 1 
12 17 11+ 13 4 
13 20 16 13 9 
14 19 17 13 4 
15 14 8 10 4 
16 15 12 8 6 
17 15 11 5 1 
18 6 1 8 2 
19 18 11+ 10 3 
20 17 13 Ito 3 
Cont 'd. •• • •• • 
: . 
Table Oont'd. ••• 
Question N1aber of Cor.reot RespoDSes by 
N\IDber. 4th Quarter 3rd Qwnoter 2nd ~ter 1 at Quarter. 
21 17 10 5 3 22 18 14 116 14 
23 7 4 1 1 
24 15 18 1~ 14 
25 20 16 17 15 
26 13 8 5 2 
27 14 7 5 2 
28 11 10 2 1 
1 ~. ·l!aotion of PuPils to the Tests. 
sane sub~eotive opiniODB about the a~titw38 ot the pugils are ot 
interest. The pupils di~layed little entbusiasn tor the Theoretical 
Test but their re-action to the Practical Test was rather impressive. 
The cliscipline during the conduct ot the Practical Test was extremeJ.y 
strict but the pupils were obviously absorbed 8JJd interested in 
their tasks. It was the subjective opinion of several teachers who saw 
the tests in progress, and the VIth Fomers Who were assisting, that 
it was a long time since they bad seen pupils so obviously enjoying an 
8P'Dina tion. When the teats were finished and discipline was relaxed 
the pupils were very anxious to knoW when they could have another s:imilar 
earamina tion. The writer allowed a week to elapse and then asked how 
man.y of the pupils would like to stay after school same night for a 
similar examination. Eighty per cent of the pupils were keen to do so 
because "It was real tun doing aanething," a.nd "It isn't like a real 
examination. n 
1. Introduction. 
It is well lmown that correlation coefficients based on small 
samples are unstable and unreliable, and most research workers tend 
to consider such ooef'fioieuts as eJ.most worthless wben derived :f"raD 
samples of' less than f'itty pup1l.s. A turther complication is created by 
the tact tbat undue homogeneity or heterogel!leity in the S&Dple ·l'IJiq be 
responsible tor an undu:l3' high value at the correlation coetf'icient. 1 
In this particular experiment there were tour groups or f'Ol'IIIS T4 tb a 
grand total of' 77 pupUs. Tiro methods of calculating the correlation 
~ 
ooef'ficienta in such a manner as to utUize all the reSUlts 8Z'e 
possible.2 
( 1) The produ.ot-maaent correlation coefficient can be calculated 
tor the wbole sample ccmsidered as a s:blgle intact group of 
77 pupUs. The value so obtained is usuaJ.J.;v referred to es 
r total. tt tbis method is adopted it is wise to e"'IVD'lne the 
samples to discover whether unaue hamageneity or heterogeneity 
is poesent. 
(2) ~ correlation "within classes" or f'oDDS oan be calculated, 
by appl31Dg the methods ot ana:b"Bis ot ccmuislloe. This 
value is usual.J.y referred to as r within toms and 1s 
essential.J.7 the average ot the correlations between the two 
test scores that would be' obtained tor the separate f'0%'1118 .or 
classes if' all the forms 1uld received the same instruction in 
the two sub~ects il'IV'Olved. Suah coefficients are not affected 
by ditf'erenoes in the mean scares tor each form and can be 
regarded, to a certain extent as the coettient that would be 
obtained from a siDgl.e total class or tom ot 1~ pupUs. 
This method can onl.J'. be adopted if' we can assume haDogenei:t;r 
ot correlation trom tom to tom, or in other words can assume 
tbat the correlation coettioienta tor the separate to11DB are 
the same ~t tor chance dif'terenaes. 
1. P.E. VerDOD, pp.11f()-1l,.2. 2. Lilldquiat 1 PP• 219-228. 
53. 
b writer decided to oalculate the correlation ooetticienta 
for the cr.l. terion testa b;y both the above methoas. As a 
preJ:hrdnar.y it 1a important to examine the results for the tour 
foi'DB to see it undue homogeneity or heterogeneity is preseul;. On 
ent:r,y to the sabool in September 1946 the pupUs had been allotted 
at ranaom to the four fanaa and it is mterestiDg to note that in 
~ 19~7 after one year iD the school the pupils were flF8ded. :l.Dto 
three second 7fJBr f'oms on the results of' their year • a work ill aJ.l 
aub~ects, and approxlmateJ7 ODe third ot each t1:rst year f'c;mD was 
promoted to each of the three graded second year ton&. !rhia is 
evidence iD support of' the ef'ticienqy of' the ii:d.tial randall sampliDg. 
2. The Me ot th& P!zeUs, 
There was a poaal bili t.r that the llbDlo group might contain BaDe 
abD01'DIBJ.l,y alder or J'CUIIP1" pgp:Us Or b:lr one partiauJ.ar f'ozm might 
conta:ln an undDe proportion ot the alder or 70WJ&er pupils. The 
table below . gives an analysis of' the ages of' the pupils. !!he ages 
given are those OD ,31st December 19lt-6 and the means have cm"q been 
given correct to the neazoest montb since greater precision was 
CODSidered WUJ8cessa17• All ages are given in montbs• 
Gl'oDp N 
*• 
l'tfecU.an Razlse s.n 
PoJ:m 1.A 3) 1.37 1.39 127- 143 5.8 
l'om 1.B 3) 1,36 1.35 128- 148 7.3 
l'olm 10 3) 1,36 1,36 12,5 - 143 5.2 
Fozm 1D 17 137 136 12.5 - 14-7 6.-5 
All Fozma 77 1.37 139 1~- 1q.8 6.1 
An examination of the ~sis shDwa that the deviations tram the 
mean for the whole sample DeVer emeed: 2. 5 t:tmes the standard 
cleviation. It abould be pointed out !:Jere that iD samples of 20 p~pUs 
w would ellpect the measures to range tram appr0Jdmatel7 Mean + 2.0 x SD 
to MeaD - 2.0 x SD and :iD saJII)les of 100 pupUs to range t1"CD KeaD + 
2. 5 SD to lrfea - 2. 5 SD. The pupU whose age was 12.3 months was 
aotuall.y pupU "p" iD Pozm 1D and reference to the Haw Scores em the 
various tests shows that his soores were not exceptiODSl.. The ~sis 
shows that frail the points of riew ot mean age &Dl dispersion w have 
DO vaJ.1cl reasoDS for suspecting either \D'l4ue heterogeneit,y ar baaopDSiV 
ilL the fou.r fOI'IIIS. 
3. '!!enr!nati.cm ot Individual Scores on all. Tests for Abn.omal1y Hlph 
or law Scores. 
In randaD slllllples ot known size we can state with acme ocmt:Ldence 
between wbat limits• a:peot the indivic1wll scores on a test _to lie it 
w have some ~tifica.ticm for asm miDS the distribllticm of soores to be 
noma1 for the UDiverse tram Wliah the s~• are dra.1Dl. In the three 
tests used 1D this ellpElriment we have no valid reasans tor rejecting the 
~sis ot normal.1 t.r of distribution with the emeption of the 
Bl:perimental Test. If therefol1t on epm1 nation ot the individDal scores 
w f'1Dd a pupU w1 th. a score cleviating b.Y considerab]T more than 
2.5 x s.o from the mean of the total sample we would have acme .iustitioa-
tion for belie'ri.Dg that a higbl.J' improbable event had occurred. and might 
reject; that pupU 'a score from our an&:qsis of the results. AD 
eyamination of the aata (CJ1.3 - 10, p.J2 ) showB that DO high:q 
improbable scores are present. PUpU 11011 iD Po1'm 1B Theoretioal. Test 
has a scare ot 2 which deviates b.Y 2. 63 x s.n tl'aD the mean of the wbol.e 
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sample ot 77 pupi1s 'tRlt :tbe clni.a.ticm is 811 isolated oaae ao:lia not 
so large as to ju&tif.r his ezcl.uaicm. It 1a interesting to note that 
th1a same pupil had scare~ ot 10 :t.n the Practical Teat, 7 on the 
Exper.l.mental test and an age of 14J mcmtba. ID actual taat the odds 
aga:I.Dat a score tall.ing outside the limits Jlean + 2. 5 x S.D. , and 
1188118 - 2.5 x S.D. are pt"act1o&J.l3 80 to 1. 
Z... IDf'lueDCe ot D1tfereat Teachers on Ba!oaeneitz ot Total Sample. 
Mf" 
The tour toms had" been iDBtruoted qy the same teacher and th1a 
m1gb.1; have prochlced undlle heteroge•1't7 1D the total sample. a 
ezand•tion of the reaul1:a tar the Thear:etioal ~eat (Cbapter .3-10, 
page 32 ) abawB tbat the mean total scores tor the four foma are 
different, that for Fo1m 1D be1JI& the hi&hest. I'1'Qil the point of 
vin ot test:izlg tor :ballogeneiv it is :Important to diaoover whether 
these cJitterenoes in means tor the various fOl'IIIS are s1gDf'1oazrt ot 
real. d.itterenoes possibl,y caused b;r the teachezr· variable, or whether 
they rJJq be explained awe.v in _terma of cbaBoe :f'l.uotuatiODS :in ran&ml 
- sampliDg. The :aost convenient statistical technique for exemi Ding : 
this problem is R.A. F.l.aher's teclmique of ~is ot variazloe. 1•2. 
tis teabn:l.qu.e assames that "VVhatever taotora mq have caused a 
sigDificaat d.ift'ereuOe ill the mea.DS of the foarr forms then these same 
tacdlara will DOt have .._ caused: slgnitioant d.itferenoea ill the YBriaaces 
ot the taar farms. ID the follow.l.IJa aeatiODI the teabDique ot ~is 
ot vari&Doe has been applied to cletezm:t.ne the significance of the 
d.itterenoe iD meam tor the four toms with respect to aJ.l three 
Critericm 1'eata. Onl.J' the tiDal vadmoe tables are given together 
1. E.P. I4Ddqu1s1; 1 Cb. V. 2. O.L. Davies, Cia. v. 
56. 
' 
with the tests for llomogeneiv of variance but all the data from which 
the.r are derived are given in Chapter ,3-10 p · 32 • 
5. The Theoref4oal Test; Sispi:tioSDce ot tho Difference in Meazla, 
The Null ll!poth!sia:- Dle cU.f'f'erence in means for the four foms 
on the 1'heoretioal Test mq be explained 8.W8'3 in terms of chaDoe 
tl.uotuatious in raman sampling. 
Source ot Sum ot Degrees VariazJoe Variaticm S~s ot J'J:eedaa 
:rom 1A. lt-60.660 19 24.240 
FaP:m 1B 6oo,s6o 19 ,31,608 
:Fan& 10 lt.12.200 19 21.694 
Fom. 1D 311.o65 16 19.lt42 
Between Fol'llll n.~e.78 3 25.826 
Within Foma 1781,...385 73 24-.ltltlt-
Total - 1861.863 76 
I' • Between l'oma (error) VariaDoe ~a 25.826 = 1 057 WithiD Fonla V'ariaDce 24..JMII. • 
:For df'1 • 3 and clf'2 ~a 73 suitable tables 1• 2 shaW: that I' 
mw1t uceecl 1, 65 to be sigrdtioa.nt at even the 20)& lwel. 
We oan as a result of this an&:b'Bia have high contideDOe in the 
DUll Jvpothes:l.s provided that the assumption of hallogeneifvr of va.riaoe 
a. 
:l.s justitied, Dle most satistactor.r test for hcmogene11;y ot 'VBriflpoe 1s 
the :eaz.tlett Test3 aD1 on appl.yiDs this test to the abGV"e results it 
was found that X ! • 1.159 With tbree degrees of treedaa, · !l!ds is 
DOt eve signi:ticant at tb.e 7r$ level. 
We 0811 therefore feel ccmtident that the cl:l.tterenoe in :meam tor the 
1, o.L. Davies p, 1:72. 
3. O.L. Davies p,113, 
57. 
2. l'laher & Yates - statistical !able& for 
B:l.olog:l.oaJ., .Agricultural 8114 Mad:l.caJ. Reaearcb. 
Oliver aad BQJa. · 
f'our f'ol'lllll on the Theoretical. Test is DOt signif'ioBDt. The standArd 
error 9f' the mean for Fo1'ms 1A, 1B aDd 0 is 1.106 and tar Par:m 1D is 
1.199 ·these values beins caJ.oW.ated bJ' divicti.Dg the Within Forma vari&Dce 
b7 the DUmber of' pupils in each f'om and utraotir.ls the square root. 1 
l'or convenience the variaas means are given below again. 
statistic 1A 1B 10 1D All Foma 
&an 15.150 1Jt.-1SO 11t.l00 16.765 15.026 
Standard Error 1.106 1.1o6 1.106 1.199 o.s63 
6. The Practical. Test: Sipif'io&DCe of' the Dl.tterence in 1188118, 
The NUJ.lll!potheaia:- The di:rtereDCe 1D means f'or the f'cm- f'oma 
OD the Practical Test IIUV' be explained awq in terms of' chaDce 
tl.uct11aticma iD rena. sampl.iDg. 
Saaroe ot SUm ot Degrees Vari.anoe VarJ.atian Squares ot Freec1alll 
l'ozm 1A 2j2.96o ·19 12.26t 
FaJ:m 1B 112.56o 19 5.924 
Fo1'D1 10 288.S6o 19 15.187 
lPozm 1D 19~931 16 12.183 
Between Farms 113.766 3 37.922 
Within Forma 829.011 73 11.356 
1'otal 94.2.m 76 
sa. 
.ApPRri.ng the Bartlett Test for hanogeneiey of variance gave X ~ = 4-.173 
with three degrees of freedom and reference to tables shows that this is 
not significant at the 20% level. We can therefore have some confidence 
in the b1Pothesis of homogene:i.i;y of variance. 
Between Forms Variance 3],922 
F = Within FOrms Variance = 11.356 = 3.339 
For d:f' 1 = 3 and d:t 2 = 73 F need only exceed 2. 74 to be sigtirioant 
at the 5Y~ level of confidence and 4-.08 to be significant at the 1% 
level. Interpolating by means of a nomogram1 the value of F = 3.3lt. 
is appro:ximate],y significant at the 2. 5% level. 
As a result of the above anaJJrsis we can have little confidence in 
the null h.YPotbesis, since such large differences :lJl JD881l8" would onJ3 be 
obtained once in approximately eveey 40 cases due to chance variations 
alone. 
!rhe most likely cause of the difference in means is the teacher · 
variable, and to some extent different teachers are synmwmous with 
cti.fferent methods of instruction. The result is :Interesting in view of 
the fact that there was considerable subjective evidence to show that 
Teacher ''d n favoured a method of instruction involving a considerable 
amoWlt of ind.i vidual experimental work by the pupils. The above 
analysis does not indicate that the performance of 1D is superior to 
that of all the other three forms. The significance of the individual. 
differences between the four forms can however b~ evaluated by means of 
Students "t" test.2 The standard error of the man for tm:f single fom 
can be calculated by dividing the Within Forms Variance by the number 
of pupUs in the form and then extracting the square root. !!he result 
of this analysis is given below. 
1. O.L. Davies p.285. 2. E.F. Lindquist p.56, p.102. 
Statistic 1A 1B 10 1D 
Mean Score 12.050 10.650 11.150 1.3.941 
StancW:d Error 0.758 0.758 o. 758 0.817 
The sta.nclard en-or for a difference in means between ~ two ot 
the forma 1A, 1B, and 10 is 1.072. Dle standard error for a 
difference iD means between Fo:rm 1D and arq one at. the others is 1.112. 
To be significant at the 5% level the difference in me8ZJ8 
between 8fJ'¥ two of the Folms 1A, 1B, 8Dd 10, 1111st exceed 2.187 and ncme 
of them satist)' this CODdi ti.on. 
To be signif'.:l.oant at the 5% level the difference in meBDS between 
' Fom 1D and an;y OilS ot the other three forms DUst exceed 2. 269. 
Tbus the differences in mea.ns between Form 1D and 1 C and also between Form 
1D and 1B are the only differences which are sign:U'icant at the 5% 
level of confidence. The difference in ueans between Form 1D and 1B is 
actual.]Jr signifioant at the1% level. It 1111st be emphasized that the 
above anal,yais does not prove that these differences in mans are due 
to the teacher variable unless we cap. feel confident that all other 
e:xtraneOI.lS factors 11hich might have influenced the perfonna.nce of the 
pupUs had been caupletely equalised. It is well to remember that Farms 
1A and Fcmn 1B were both instructed b.Y teacher "ab". The writer after 
consideration of these points decided that the whole sample ot n p.lpUs 
could be regarded as neither u.nduly hamogeneaJS nor heterogemeoue. 
7. The expe :dmental. Test: Sisn:L:f'ioanoe of Diff'erenoe in Means. 
The Null Hmotheaiac The ditf'erenoe in means for the four fo:nns 
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on the Experimental Test J111W be e:xplained awrq in te11DB of chance 
tl.uotuatiODB in random sampling. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCB 
Source of Bum ot Degrees ot Varialloe Variation Squares Free dam 
:farm 1A as. 7Eo 1~ lt.51Z.. 
Fom. 1B 50.200 1~ 2.61,.2 
Form 10 13~.800 1~ 7 • .}.58 
Form 1D 80.122 16 5.008 
BdAa Ill JtmDa 38.650 3 12.883 
'WLtbiD Foma 355.882 73 lt.fr75 
Tota1 J9lt.532 76 
A~ the Bartlett Test for homogenel.ty of variance gave X ~ = lt. 725 with three degrees of fl'eedcm and reference. to tables shows 
that this is not signf'iCBDt at the 18% level. We can as a consequence 
have some confidence in the Jvpothesis of homogeni v of variance. 
Between Form Variance 12. 883 , ~·-P = = A-7 = .,.U&to Witbin FoDDs Var.l.81l0e lt.vt5 
FoZ' at1 = 3 and at2 = 73 P DUSt exceed 2. 7Z.. to be significant; at the 
.5% leril. Iuterpo:Latirlg b7 me&ZIB ot a nc:aog:ram the value ot F = 2. 61,. 
ia signifi08Dt at the 6% level. 
We are as a CODSoquenoe of the above ~s not ~titled in 
re~octillg the null Jvpotbesia. For CGilveuiace the means &I'd stBD4u'd. 
orrora are given below tor the tour tol'IIIB. 
statistio 1A 1B 10 1D 
:MeaD - 8.250 7.700 7.900 ~.588 
St&DlAu:d :ln'ar o.~t-94- o.z..9lf. 0.49z.. 0.536 
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It shculd be pointed out here that our.: confidence in the llOI'UI8J.i'Q' 
ot clistr.lbution tor the scores on the EzperimBntaJ. Test is not high 
(Ch,J-13 p.39.) but departure hom normaJ.i't7 has to be very significant 
:l.ndeed before tests like the above become invalid. The anal.ysis gives 
no valid evidence tor undue haaogeneity or heterogenei'Q' in the group: 
ot n p1Zpils. 
8, OolTelaj;icm ot Tbeoretioal. and Pra.ctioa1 Teat SnOres, 
x.t {z refer to the bontical Test Scores} V refer to the Practioal Test Scores 
Grc:JIIP ~z2 £~ £-z, ~ai: r= .,f~ 
Pozm :U 1+60.560 ~2.96o +107.850 -1(),329 
l'ar:m 1B 6oo,56o 112.56o +100,050 -1(),385 
FcmD 10 4-12.200 288,560 +113.100 -1(),,328 
Po:tm 1D 311,065 194.931 -t(;9.765 +0.283 
WithiD Farms 178lt.385 829.011 +390. 765 -1(),321 
Total 1861,863 942.m ...... 74.26o .0.358 
Tables have been JNP&1"8d to give the nd m "''"' value ot r that w:IJ.l 
be aigDitio&At at &IV' given level. None ot the values ot r tor the 
:l.nclividalal. foma are sigDUicBDt at the 5% level but there appean to 
be little ~tit'loatiou tor . re3edj;1Dg a ~othesis ot haDogentU.v ot 
correlation tor the tour tozms, 
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For aaupl.ea ot n pupils the mi.nimm vaJ.uet ar r required for aiguit1-
0811ce atw.ri.OUB ~ levels are as follows:-
Level. ot Sipit1came 101' S% ~ 1% 0.1% 
MI.Jd.mlml value d r 0.189 0.22S 0.265 0.293 0.368 
As a · oon!lecpeDCe of tl:d.a both r within fo1a and r total are h.1gliQ' 
aigDitioan.t. 8CIII8 measure ot the reliability ot these two ooettioienta 
can be obtained b7 ap~ R.A. Fiah£1a 11z" technicpe.1 
At tile 5% level we 08D be oanfident tbat the twe r witbiD fOZE 
lies a.-here witbin the limits ..0.101,. to ..0.,509. 
At the 5% level w C8D be ocmf'J.dent that the true r total lies 
8CIIlfiWhere within the llmita +0.14,5 to +0. 537. 
CorrelatiOJ'lB are often lonrecl or attenuated as the result:.. ot 
errors of measurement. In other words the correlations are lowered 
because ~ aoar:ea be:I.Dgmrrelateci aze ODJ.1' :lD part a true measure of 
what th87 pupori to measure and iD part the result ot chance errors of 
measurement. If however the ReliabUit;,y Coefficients of the two seta 
of scores are lcDOWD then SpeU'D18112 has ahom thtd; a correcf;icm tor 
attentuation 'IIJiq be applied. His fonuJ.a is 
robaerred 
roorrected a · ~(Rt x ~) 
wbere R..t aDl ~ are 
the Rel1abilit:f' 
Coeft'ioienta of the 
two teats. 
ID tbiB case w have Conaiatenot Ooettia1cts rather thaD :&eliabili'V 
Coettioienta available tor both tests as fal.lan:-
{ 
&t = ReliabUiV cOeftioient f'or boretioal. 1'est = o. 8lt6 ( Cl1.3.11.pll 
~ a Bel' abilit,y Ooettioient f'or Practical Test a 0. 790 ( Cl1.3.12.p 3 8) 




r total corrected - ~ ( 0. 846 x o. 7')0) - 0. 438 
This value is very highly significant but it must be remembered 
that both Bt and R2 are reall.y Consistency Ooeffiaients and R2 is very 
c3oubttul in both origin and value. As Lindquist has pointed outa-
"The mistake has frequently been made ot interpreting a 
correlation ooettioient corrected tor attentuation as the 
"true" correlation between 1be traits which the tests are 
supposed to measure, rather than as the estimated correlation 
between perfectly reliable measures ot Whatever the tests 
actually ao measure". 
The coiTeoted value is in tact ot little practical value. 
The procluct -moment correlation coetfioients are based on the 
assua;?tion ot linearity ot regression and a sea ttergra.m tor tbe 
two testa is given below. An examination of the scattergram, which 
is rather coarse in its grouping does give sane justification tor 
the assuaption ot linearity ot regression. Since there was m 
pronounced indication ot curvilinear regression more accurate tests 
tor lineari tywere :not applied. 1• 
Saattergram: !beoretioal and Practical Test Scores. 
1. LF. Lindquist P• 235· 
Practical Test Scpres 
'·4- 5-6 7-8 9.10 11.12 1,3.14- 15-16 17.18 &20 n me&~~ 
2}-25 2 3 1 6 15·.50 
20.22 1 1 3 2 2 9 14-44 
17-19 2 2 3 4- 4- 1'. 12.27 
1q..16 2 3 5 
' 
5 3 21 10.95 
11-13 1 1 1 4 2 9 10.67 
&-10 1 3 3 3 1 1 12 10.08 
5-7 1 1 1 1 4 12.50 
2-4- 1 1 10.00 
D. 1 4- 10 13 14 15 16 1 3 n 
~ean 12.00 1,3.25 13-70 '2.15 'Ut-07 17~ 16.88 6.00 21.61 
The correlation between the Theoretical and Practical Test 
Scores is low. Now certain i tema in the Theoretical Test are s:im:Uar 
:ln nature to SCIIle of those in the Praotioal Test. For example Item 
13 in the Theoretical Test is very similar to items .)L, 3b, 8Dl 3o in 
the Practical Test. A f'undamental ditference of course lies in the 
fact that in the latter the pqpil is presented with a oonorete situation 
and it is probable that the capacity of the pupil to deal with such 
situations is the very essence of practical ability in Phpios. An 
uaadnation of the two tests (Chapter 3 - 3i Chapter 3 - 4-i) shows that 
itSDS 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 on the Theoretical Test are 
similar to the items of questions 31 4-1 .5 and 6 of the Practical 
Test. The scores for each pupil on these restricted portio:ns of the 
tests wae caoputed and the aorrela tion between the scores was found. 
The result was as follows:-
r total = 0. 435 and rwi thin farms = o. 418 
The imreased value of r was of course expeotea. 
~ Correlation of Theoretical and B!Perimental Test Scores. 
let (:x: refer to Theoretical Test Scores. ) 
(;y ref'er to Experimental Test Scores.) 
ANALISIS OlP COV.ABIANOE 
Group !::x:2 ~~ £xy XY r ~{r. x2;l:jl' 
'Fozm 1A 460.560 8S.760 +24.2.50 + 0.122 
Fozm 1B 6oo.560 S0.200 +59·900 + 0.345 
Form 10 ,.12.200 139.800 +112.800 + 0.470 
Po:nn 1D 311.065 80.122 +6.353 + 0.04() 
~i thin FoDDS 17~385 355-882 +203.303 + 0.255 
Total. 1861.863 3"-532 +21o.m .... 0.245 
None of the values of' r for the individual forms are significant 
at the ~level with the exception of that for Form 10. The value of' 
r tor Form 1D appears to be very lDw but tests 1 showed tba t none of' the 
differences in r tor the individual forms were signif'icant at the :, 
5% level. 
Both rwithin FolDS and rtotal are significant at the ~ level, but not 
at the 2% level. 
Applying Fisher's nz;n technique to examine the reliability of 
the coeff'ioients shows that at the SJ' level we can be confident 'that 
the true rtotal lies somewhere within the lidts ..0.022 to +<>•445· 
A soattergram for the two tests is given below, ani turther tests 
for linearity ot regression were not applied. 
1. E. F. Lindquist P• 214-
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Soattersram: Theoretical and Experimental Test Soares. 
EXE'ERIMENTAL TEST SCORES 
3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 n :MeaD. 
2}-25 2 3 I 1 6 9·67 
20.22 1 1 2 ~ 1 9 10.11 
17-19 1 1 2 2 ~ 2 2 1 15 8.67 
1 .. 16 1 3 1 2 3 ~ ~ 1 2 21 7-29 
11-13 1 1 1 2 1 3 9 8.00 
8-10 ~ 3 1 2 1 1 12 1·15 
fl-7 1 1 1 1 ~ 9·00 
2-4 1 1 7e00 
n 2 5 1 7 12 13 11 10 12 ~ n 
jmean 11+.00 1,5.00 16.00 W9 12.~ 1.>Ji6 11..& ~8) 1!).6'7 '&50 
10. Discussion on Correlations and Validity of Tests. 
If the correlation between two tests is lalown then there is a 
possibility that a pupil's probable score on the first test ..-y be 
forecasted tram a knowledge of his acore on the second test 6l'ld 
vice versa. The accuracy or stent to which such forecasting will be 
more accurate than pure cbanoe guessing is usually expressed in te:rms 
of the "forecasting efficiency" which is equal to 100(1 -J1 - il2 )· %1• 
The forecasting efficiency for the various correlation coefficients, 
(within f'orms) obtained in the previous paragraphs are tabulated 
below 
1. P.~ Vernon p.127 
Inter ~at ODrreJ.aticma r within forma Forecast:bJg EtticieJq' 
Theoretical am. Praotioal. 
9.2% Beatrlated It.a. ..O.lt-18 
Theoretical am Practical. 
5 • ."5.% CDI,plete Test Scores. -1() • ."521 
boretical. and kperimental 
'·'';t Test Scores • ..0.255 
This table Dllkea it quite clear that ~ atteii!Pt to forecast a MU'a 
.......... 
score an the P.ractical or Experimental feat from a lm01'1.1.ecJse of biB 
score on the Theoretical. Teat is pxactica.l.l3 valueleaa beiDa little 
better than a pure chance guess. 
The low values ot the correlations obtained are not Wlexpeated 
and they are in sane degree corroborative evidence of the validi v 
of the teats. High aorrelatiana would have indicated that the testa 
were to a large extent measures at the same abUities or traits. 
The teats were designed to measure different abUi ties or cu.tcanea 
and hence we would expect low correlations. When correlating thescorea 
on ~ two teats we can regard one of the testa as a mixture of three 
cc:mpcments, so far as ita ettiaienqy as a meaauriJJg device ia concerned. 
(a) A compcment CODSistiDg of that group of factors 1llh:l.ch is 
measured to acme extent b.1 both tests. The magnitude ot this 
"CcnmnnaJ.ity" is :tndica:~a. to· acme extent b.1 the correlation ot the 
two testa. 
(b) A OCIJI)onent consisting of that grCRlp of factors or abUities 
which :1a peculiarl.Y measured b.v the test under aonsideratiODe !his 
property of' the test is otten referred to as its "Specitici'Q'" or 
UDiqueness. 
(a) A third component whioh is due to the lack ot pe:tf'eat reliar- · 
bUity and validi'fi7 of the test. The test~.ia subject to errors in 
mea.suremeDt and IDIV' in addition be measur.lrlg abilities that were 
not anticipated when the test was designed. This residual acnponent 
is otten ccnbined with (b) uncler the general tem of "Speoitioi'fi711• 
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An eam:tnation or the correlation coefficients bri.Dgs forward several 
important points. The c:cwn,na.lit,y ot the EJcperimentaJ. and Theoretical.. 
Testa is Vf1r7 low. There seems no doubt that these two tests are to 
a large degree m.easur:I.Dg different abilities. When the Theoretical 
Test is correlated with the Practical Test the OOIDDJ!InaJ.ity appears to 
increase a.Dl :lnoreases still f'urti1er when we restrict the correlation 
to certain portions of the two tests. This apparent increase iD 
oODIIILUlalit;y might be expected tram a subjective examination ot the 
material. of the various tests. 
If' the performance of practical. work b7 the pupil is likely to 
influence the pupil's success a.Dil propss as msasured b7 a Theoretical 
Test then the OC)DDD1nality of the various tests is ot great interest. 
The problem reduces, or more correot]3" inoreaaes, to that of' discover:blg 
wbat taotor or factors are responsible tar the 001!1111'Mlit7• It mqr 
be that both tests are msasuring SCIIII8 abUi v or. abUi ties that are 
specific to Blysios a].one or it JDIV" be that they are measuring in 
ccmmcm saue taotors of a more general. nature. 1be solution ;to this 
.. i 
problem is natural..l3" very complex, wauld involve the application or the 
1.2 ~)-
methods of mill. tiple factor ana:cy&is, 8nd was au.tsue the scope of' 
the writer's present enquiry. This question however will be discussed 
at more length in a later chapter. 
There is at least same indication that the camnun.aJ.it.y of' the 
tests m1!J'3 1 in part, be due to a· general group factor suoh as the 
Numerical {N) factor of L.L. Thurstone .. 3 'lhia ''N" factor is of' course 
concerned "With f'acili t;y with numbers rather than general. mathematical. 
1 ~ L.L. Thuratcme. llil.tipl.e Factor .AnaJ3Bis. c. u.P. 
2. G.H. Thanson. IJhe Factorial .An8J3sis of' Human Ability. U.L.P. 1939. 
3. L.L. Thurstone. Pr1.ma.r.Y :Mental Abilities. Un. Chicago Press. 1938. 
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or arithmetical ability. The Theoretical Test can be divided into 
two sections, the "ntWerical 11 section including items 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27 and 28, and the "nan numerical" 
section consisting of the remainder. The Experimental Test was 
cauposed entirely of quantitative items and might therefore be 
influenced by the numerical ability of the pupils. The inter correla-
tions between the two sections of the Theoretical test and the 
Experimental Test were calculated by the nethods of analySis ot 
covariance and the final results for the complete group of n pupils 
are given below, with their p:robable errors. 
Tests Inter Correlated r total rwi thin fo:r:ms 
Theoretical (non· numerical) 
- Experimental. 0.197 .:t 0.073 0.161 ± 0.075 
Theoretical (numerical) 
- Experimental. 0.4-11 .:t 0.064. 0.389 .:!: 0.065 
Theoretical (numerical) 
- Theoretical (non numerical) o. 561 .:!: o. 053 0.560 .:t 0.053 
The results do give some indication that the numerical factor rNq be 
responsible for .!.e!!!! of the oOJIIIDUD8J..ity between the Exper:imental and 
Theoretical Test scores. The comparatively high correlation of o. 56o 
between the two sections of the Theoretical Test suggests that these 
two sections are to sane extent measuring similar abiJ.i ties. The 
abilities :in COiliDOn ma.v be the general intelligence or 11g" factor, the 
verbal or "v'1 factor, sane factor connected with memor.y or retentivity 
abUi ty, and some factor 1 or factors 1 which are specific to :J:lv'sics. 
The above discussion on the sources of the communality is mainly 
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speculative in nature, since with the numbers involved in the 
experimental group the reliabilities of the correlation coefficents 
which are quoted are very low. For example at the 5% level the true 
r total for the TheoreticeJ. "numerical" and Theoretical. "non ~rica.l n 
scores lies within the limits 0.38L,. and o. 698. The discussion does 
however suggest possibilities for fUrther resear~ 
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TM:z§econd Easijeriment. 1sl Xear Puoils. Qriterion Tests and 
MethOClSExper:unent. 
1. The Groups used in the Experiment. 
In September 194-7 the new entries to the school were assigned at 
random to three forms a.nd these toms followed the same curriculum. 
In Physics the forms began a course in ElEmentary Physics lasting tor 
a texm of thirteen weeks, the syllabus being confined to elementary work 
on Heat, Density, Specific Gravity and Flotation. In all the pupils 
received tour periods per week devoted to Physics, two single period 
lessons of thirty five minutes duration being taken in ordinary class 
roans and one double period of seventy Dinutes being taken in the 
laboratory. So far as general instruction was concerned the major di:f'f'erence 
in the treatment of the toms was that the classes were not taught the 
same subjects at the same time or even on the same aq. This difficulty 
might have been avoided or reduoed by a cyclic interchange of the time 
tables of the three forms every week but such an arrangement was not 
possible in the present case for administrative reasons. Two of the 
toms 1D and 1P were both taught ~sios by the same teacher, who was 
recognised as a good disciplinarian, and these two forms were used as 
the experimental groups in the present experiment. 
2. The Age of the Pupils • 
.Although the pupils were assigned to the classes at random it 
was possible tba t one class or torm might contain an undue proportion ot 
older or yo"Lmger p\i)ils. The table below gives an analysis of the ages 
of the pupils. The ages being in .months as on 31st December 194-7. 
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AGE ANALYSIS. 
Group. N Mean. Median. Range. S.D. 
Fom. 1P 28 141.2 141 136-147 3-2 
Fom. 1D. 21 141.2 141 137-147 2.9 
Both Forms 4-9 141.2 141 136-147 3-1 
Now•suming that age is normally distributed, then in samples 
ot this size we would ~ect to find the ages ranging from Mean -
2.33 X S.D. to Mean+ 2..'H X s.D.(tor samples of 50 pupils~. In S&Dples 
of 25 pupils the range might be less, from say :Mean- 2.05 S.D. to :Mean 
+ 2.05 S.D. An examination of the above age analysis shOWs no reason 
for doubting the hypothesis that the two classes are random S8.1J\Ples. 
It will be noticed by reference to Chapter 4- 2 P• ~.that the pupils 
used in this exper:iment were slightly older than those used in the previous 
experiment. 
3. The Design of the Experiment. 
Both the f'oimS, 1P and 1D, were taught by the ~ teacher and it 
was deoided to carry out a simple methods experiment as follows. 
(a) Form 1P was taught PbJsios with the accent on individual 
sperimental wolk b7 the pupils. 
(b) 
(o) 
FOrm 1D was taught with the accent on demonstration wo:dc by 
the teacher. · 
Care was taken to ensure tluL t the same amount of' f'aotual 
knoWledge was taught or presented to both f'oms and the 
hanework and ex8qlles given in class were the same tor both 
terms. It is of' course appreciated that the conditions uncler 
whioh the pupils clid their haneWork were not identical but 
there is al; least sQile evidence that for boys in their third 
year at a Gr~r School this tactor •Y have little e:rtect on 
their achievement. 1 · 
1. Sutcli:f'te and canhame ExperDumts in Hanework and Physical Eaucation 
John Murray, 1937• 
(d) At the end of the course ot instruction in Pb.Ysics both fozms 
were given a TheoretiCal Test and a Practical Test ot the 
type described in the previous chapters. 
~To effort was made to devise special experiments the principle 
being that whenever it was considered necessary tor an experiment to be 
perto:nned then in the case of Form 1P the pupils themselves, often working 
in pairs, perto1med the experiment, whereas in the case of Fozm 1D the 
Teacher performed the experiment With the active assistance of the 
pupils. In all cases experiments whioh were unsuitable tor individual 
experimental work were dsm.onstrated by the teacher. The obvious result 
ot this technique was that the pupils in Fom 1P received more experience 
in the actual· handling and manipulation of apparatus. It is interesting 
to note that never once during the course of the exper:iJuent did the 
teacher find it necessary to slow down the speed of the work Vlith Fozm 
1D, in order to keep the two folllls parallel. The apparatus was always 
set out before the commencement ot each leascm. 
The main a:im of the experiment was to canpare the e:f'1'eots of the 
two methods of instruction on the achievement of the pupils as measured 
by both the Theoretical and Practical Tests. It was also a secondary 
a:im to endeavour to obtain more i.ntomation about the rel.ia.bility and 
validity of the type of Practical Test that was used. In addition to 
the two criterion tests a groqp intelligence test was also applied to 
the pupils. 
!.,. The Cri terian Tests. 
The Theoretical test was very similar to the one used in the 
previous experiment. It consisted of thirty items mainly of the "open" 
or recall type, and a oopy ot the canplete test is given below. Two 
7.lte 
multiple choice itEms 12, and 29 were included. The pupils were warned 
that they would be penalized for guessing and in scoring one mark was 
awarded for each correct item and the guessing correction was not 
applied. The test was administered to the classes at the end of December, 
194.7, and a oopy of the test is given below. 
THE THli>ImriCAL TEST 
1. On the Fahrenheit Scale pure water boils at--. _________ _ 
2. On the Centigrade Scale pure water freezes at--. __ __. _____ _ 
,3. The nol'Jl~&l temperature of a healtey person is ...... ________ _ 
4- What is the name of the thermameter used by a doctor? 









A man appears to be asleep and his temperature is found to be 700 F. 
What would you conclude fran this? 
Elcplain wey Telegraph wires sag more in S'lllllll.er than in winter. 
A ccmpound bar is made of copper and iron 
and clamped as shown in the diagram. The A ~~~!!!!!!!!~Do--a!~ 
end A is heated with a bunsen. Explain what 
happeas. 
Explain why it is WlWise to put a thick glass vessel into hot water. 
The sketch shows a flask containing 
air with the neck under water, at 
room temperature. Explain what 
happens it two warm hands are 
placed on the flask. 
Explain What happens when the hands are removed. 
Does an iron ball weigh more when hot tl'Yln when cold? 
What do you mean by the density of a substa.Doe?. 
1 oo. of iron weighs 8 grams. What is the weight of 7 cos. of iron? 
A piece of metal weighs 4.90 grams and las a volume of 70 oos. What 
i& the density of the metal? 
A piece of glass weighs 2Jt. grams and its density is 3 grams per co. 
What is the volume of the glass? 
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17. The density of sane wood is 40 lbs per cubic tt. What is the 
weight of a piece of' furniture containing 7 cubic teet ot wood? 
18. A measuring jar contains 73 cos of water. Same metal is dropped 
into the jar and the reading ot the wa tar level is 5)6 cos. What 
is the volume ot the metal? 
19. An anpty beaker weighs 70 grams. 50 cos. ot liquid are poured in 
and the weight is then 130 grams. What is the weight of' 50 cos. of' 
the liquid? 
20. What ia the density of' the licpid? 
21. A piece of' metal has the dimensions 
shown and weighs 180 gr8JIIS. 
Vlha t is the volu:u of the metal? 
22. Wbat is the density ot the 
metal? 
23- State the Prizloiple of' Arcltimedes. 
24- A pieoe of' copper weighs 80 grams in air and apparentl,y orily 
72 grams when ccmpletely :immersed in water. What is the upthrust 
ot the water on the metal? 
25- What is the volume of' the copper? 
26. What is the density ot the copper? 
27. A piece of' wood weighs 80 grams ami f'loats in pure water. What is 
the weight of' the water displaced? 
28. What is the -mlume of' the water displaced? 
29. Which is heavier, a pint of' milk or a pint of' cream?_ 
3(). ~ does a man f'loa ~ more easily in sea wa tar than in river wa tar? 
The Practical and Experimental Tests. 
The Practical Test was identical 1li th the one uaed in the previous 
experiment (Chapter 3 - lt-. p.2.4..) and was appl~ed to the pupUs early 
in 1948· The test was administered and scored in the same :me.tmer as 
that previously adopted a:ndegain the to~l score on the items 1a, 1b, 2a, 
2b, 2c, Ja,, 3b, lt-a, 5a, 5b, 6a, and 6b was obtained tor each pupU and 
given the title of ~erimental Test. 
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The Greue Intelligence Test. 
In October 1947 the Northunberland Standardised Tests ( 1925 
Series) III General Intelligence (c. Burt) was applied to the pupils 
and the results were made available to the writer. This g~ test is 
well standardised and reliable and consists of nine highly valid sub-
testa as follows&-
Test 1. Uruleratanding Instructions; 
Test 2. Opposites; Test3- Similarities; Test 4, Mixed Sentences; 
Test 5, Canpleting Sentences; Teat 6, Selecting Reasons; Teat 7, 
S~le Reasoning; Test 8, Following an Argument; Test 9, Detecting 
Abaurdi ties. 
It should be noted that this test contains no sub-tests devoted to the 
CCIJ\Pletion of number aeries and. it is very probabl~ that the test is 
to a large extent a measure of the general ,intelligeme ability or 
"g" factor ot Spe&rJuan and the 11v11 group factor of verbal ability. 
The writer bas no rel~ble evidence on this point but there is sane 
evidence to show that similar verbal intelligence teats are loaded 
with the 11g 11 and "v" faotora.1 
5- The Raw Scores on the Criterion Teats. 
The raw scores obtained by the pupils on all four tests, 
(a) Theoretical Test, 
(b) Practical Test, 
(c) Experimental Test, 
(d) Intelligence Test, 
are given beloW in tabular fo:xm.. As before the names of the individual 
pupils have not been quoted but eaoh individual pupil can be identified 
by means of his Form and a letter. In addition to the raw scores 
1. W.P. Alexander. Intelligence Concrete. and Abstract P• 96 C. U.P. 1935· 
17· 
SUIDIIIaries o~ the results ~or each test with sane of the more 
important statistics used in the later analysis o,t the results have 
also been given below. All the tests were scored by two independent 
examiners and no serious discrepancies or ditterenoes in opinion were 
discovered. 
Raw Test Scores 1P. 
Pupil. TheoretioaJ Practical Experimental Intelligenoe Test. Test. Test. Test. 
a 11 11 7 2:73 
b 14- 13 9' 297 
0 19 17 11 Z78 
d 22 18 10 307 
e 17 6 .5 290 
t 21 11 8 310 
g 19 5 4- 269 
h 19 11 9 2:76 
i 15 16 10 260 
j 18 12 8 2.58 
k 18 12 9 281 
1 18 14- 9 253 
m 22 14- 9 282 
n 15 14- 9 268 
0 21 11 8 ;,11 
p 19 8 7 290 
q 20 13 9 29.5 
r 18 9 6 280 
s 16 8 6 284-
t 22 12 7 24-7 
u 23 16 9 282 
v 22 11 9 320 
w 18 10 8 265 
X 14- 9 7 281 
y 13 12 8 260 
z 21 9 7 2SZ.. 
a• 16 7 .5 291 
b' 20 1.5 10 2,54. 
Raw Test Scores, 1D. 
Pu.pil. Theoretical Practioal !br;perimental Intelligence. Test Test Test Test 
a 8 6 i zn b 18 7 273 
c 1l,. 1la- ~ 275 
d 23 17 12 271 
e 20 10 7 267 
t 21 15 10 307 
g 25 ~ 8 301 
h 26 18 11 276 
i 15 7 5 294-
.1 21 5 lao 221 
k 18 7 7 260 
1 2l,. 8 5 2~ 
m 1~ 13 10 256 
D 22 13 8 270 
0 1~ 13 ~ 28~ 
p 1~ 12 10 313 
q 17 10 7 270 
r 21 8 5 305 
s 1l,. 11 7 26l,. 
t 20 12 8 279 
u ~ 10 8 305 
Summaries of Test Scores. 
{a) Theoretical Test. 
Statistic Fcmn 1P Fo:nn 1D Both Forms. 
f.x 511 393 904. . 
N {X 28 21 lt-9 
:t4. = .... 18.250 18. 71lt- 18.l,49 
1.x2 9585 7795 17380 
!.x2 ~ 259·236 lt40·275 702.066 
s.D = N:1 3.098 lt-.691 3.825 
Range. 11-P23 8-26 8.:...26 
(b) Practical Test • 
. 
Statistic Form 1P Form 1D 
_Both Fo:ans. 
Ex 324 225 54-9 
N 28 21 49 
11. =¥ 11 .• 571 10.714- 11.204 
1.x2 4038 2667 6705 
Lx2~ 288.88lt- 256. 28lt. 553-932 
s.D = :. 3·271 3·519 3·39lf. 
BaDge. 5718 5~18 5~18 
(c) Experimental Test. 
Statistic Form 1P Form 1D Both Fo11nSe 
tx: 223 161 38lt-
N 28 21 49 
J4 -~ 7-964 7.667 1·837 
- :N 
1x_2 1853 1331 )181t. y.p 76.957 96.668 17~719 
s.D = n-i 1.688 2.199 1.889 
Bange. 4-.11 4-.12 4-~12 
(d) Northumberland Test - Intellise:nae. 
Statistic Form 1P Fom 1D. Both Foms. 
l,.x: 7,836 5,863 13,699 
N £x 28 21 49 
M=T 279·857 279.190 279·571 
1.-s?- 2,201,844 1,6l.4029 3,841,873 
f.x2 8,885.68 ~14().82 18035· 74 
s.D$ , 18.14 21.38 19.38 
Range. 247 .. 320 221~313 221 .. 320 
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6. The Reliability of the Tests. 
(a) The Theoretical Test. Us:il'Jg the results for both fozms the 
correlation of the scores on even and odd items gave avalue of 
r = 0.472 ..t o. C175 where O.CJ75 is the Probable Error. 
Corrected by the Spearmen Brown formula this gp.ve a "Reliability" or 
"Consistency" Coefficient at R = o. 642. 
Tbis "Consistenoy'1 Coet't'icicmt is I,ather low end compares Wlf'avcurably 
with the value R = o. Blt.6 obtained for a s:lmilar test used in the previous 
experiment but it must bo remembered that this time the nunber of oases 
involved was only 4-9 instead of n and the two tests were not identical. 
(b) The Practical Test. The estimation of the Reliability of this 
test was very difficult but as a matter of interest the correlation of 
the scores on two halves of the test was calculated. As before (Chapter 
3 - 12 p 37 ) an af'fort was made to split the test into pairs of itEmS 
of epl ditticul:wthe final pairing decided upon being as follows, 
the experimental items being given in red. 
The total score for each pupil on the items in the first row was 
correlated with the total score for each p~il on the items in the 
a.eoolld row and this gave a correlation coefficient of • 
r = 0.589% 0.063 
Corrected by the Spearman Brown formula this gave a consistency coefficient 
of R = o. 74.1". 
It must be again ~basized tbat this value can only be regarded as a 
very approximate estimate of the Reliability of the Practical Test. 
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7• The Practical Test: Discriminative Value of Individual Items. 
Since the reliability and validity of the Practical Test was a matter 
of crucial i.Jli>ortanoe it was considered advisable to again make sane 
examination of the validity of the various items. The whole group of 49 
pupils was divided into four groups the dividing points of the groups 
being approzima.tely the upper quartile the median and the lower quartile. 
The group with the highest total scores contained 13 pupils, and is referred 
to as the "4th Quarter", while the other three groups each contained 12 
pupils. The totalrumber of correct responses to each itEm made by the members 
of each group are tabulated below. The result of the analysis is very 
similar to that carried out in the previous experiment (Chapter 3 - 15 p. 45 ) 
In. genaral the number of correct responses to each item does decrease as 
we pass from the '14th Quarter" to the "1st Quarter" the major exceptions 
being item 2o and item Gb. The individual scripts were re-examined but 
no errors in the scoring of these items were detected. Reference will show 
that item 2c in a previous analysis (Chapter 3 - 15 p. 45 ) showed a 
similar discrepancy. The writer decided that much of the trouble might 
be due to failure on the part of the pupils to clean the thermometer after 
answering item 1b. The general tendency for the experimental itemsto laak 
discriminative value is not quite so prol.'1CarlCed as in the previous 
experiment. In the "4th Quarter11 three items were answered correctly 
by less than 50'.-6 of the pupils and in the "1st Quarter" thirteen of the 
ittmS were answered correctly by less than 50}ti of the pupils. A more 
mathematical method of evaluating the discrim:ina ti ve value or validity of 
the individual ite.n1s is available. The biserial correlation coeffiai.ent 1 
1. E.F. Lindquist. p 241-243· 
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rbis can be calculated for the scores on the test and the responses to 
the individual items. This was done but the standard errors were not 
calculated since there is considerable doubt about the value of such 
1 
calculations·· It is at once obvious tbllt in general the discriminative 
value of the purely experimental items is less thlln thllt for the others. 
Thi~ is of course to be expected since a correct response to the latter 
was· dependent q»on correct responses to the former~ The comparatively 
high values of lOis for items Ja,, 3b and 4a are interesting in view of 
the fact that these are the very items whose inclusion in the Experimental 
Test was of doubtful validity. 
Practical Test: Discriminative Value of' Individual ItEmS. 
Question N\.unber of Correct Responses b~ jl'bis 
or Item No. ~th Quarter. 3rd Quarter. 2nd Quarter. 1st Quartm 
lq 13 11 11 8 +0.068 
lb 1~ 12 11 8 +0.185 
1o 11 8 9 5 +0.207 
~0 13 9 11 9 +0.168 
~b 10 8 8 4- +0.208 
~~ 10 5 7 4- +(). 227 
3Q 8 6 4- 0 +(). 554-
3b 4- 4 2 0 +0.4-70 
3o 4- 2 2 0 +0.538 
4a 10 7 3 2 +0.445 
4b 9 5 3 2 +0.390 
So 13 11 11 ~0 +0.135 
Sb 13 10 9 8 +0. 210 
5o 12 8 7 7 +0.253 
5d 11 7 3 2 +0.536 
5e 11. 5 6 1 +0.4-66 
6a 12 12 10 7 +0.179 
6b 10 8 1 4- +0.378 
6o 10 8 1 1 +0.,542 
6d 5 0 0 0 +0.84-5 
~0 at Pupils 
12 12 12 ~ each Groll!l 13 
1. E.F. Lindquist P. 24-1-243 
8. Prel:iminary Examination ot .Randan Groups. 
The two forms were initially random s8JJV?le and so far as age was 
coooerned there was no reason to doubt the E:ft'iciemy of the random s8Jl1)ling. 
The results of the North'UIIlberland Test however provided another method of 
checking the validity of the initial random sampling. This test was of 
course originally devised for administration to children in the age range of 
10 to 1 2 years and was applied to Elementary or Prirnary School children. 
The mean score obtained by the pupils in the present experiment was 
appz:oxiluately 280 with a standard Deviation of 19 Whereas in the table of 
norms quoted by Burt we have:- Age last birthday 11 years, Average Score 
205, standard deviation 39; Age last birthday 12 years, Average score 232, 
standard deviation 42. Fran the results of the test it would have been 
possible to convert the raw scores into Intelligence Quotients for each · 
pupil. There is considerable evidence that the I. Q. remains reasonably 
constant for a given individual during both childhood and adult lite1• 
For the Vlri ter 1 s purpose however it \Yas considered more reliable to compare 
the perfomance of the two forms as measured by the raw scores on the 
Intelligence Test. If the tw~ forms were random samples we would expect 
no significant dif'f'erence in their mean perfonuance as measured by the 
Intelligence Test. The most convenient method of testing this was by the 
use of the Analysis of Variame2 and only the final variance table is given 
below although all thedlta required for constructing the table is 
presented on page '10 • 
The Null Rypothesis:- The dit.f'ereme in means for the two forms on the 
Intelligence Test JIJJJ.y be explained away in tel'lns of chance fluctuations 
~ randorn sampling 
1. c. s. Slooanbe. The Constancy of 11 g". 
2. E.l~'. Lindquist, Chapter v. 84. 
British Journal of Psychology 
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Mean = 279• 857 
Mean = 279.190 
lYiean = 279• 571 
Analysis of Variance. 







F = B~tw~en Forms Variance. = 9. 24-






and since this is less t:tan unity we have no valid reason for rejecting 
the null ~othesis. 
The analysis of Variance as applied above involves the ass'lllqption ot 
htmogenei ty of variance. This as~\Dilption can be tested by means of the 
11F11 test 1 applied to the two individual f'o:nns as follows. 
F = !brm ID Variance = 457.041 = 1• 39 Fo~ IP Var~nPe 329.099 
Tables show that with d£1 = 20 and df'2 = 27 then F must exceed 1.42 to be 
significant at the 20j~ level. We can as a conseq"Uence have high confidence· 
in the assumption of homogeneity at variance for the two for.ms. 
The normality of distribution of the scores also needs consideration 
and the result ~f applying the ){2 test for normality of distribution 
to the scores is given below. 
1·. E.F. Lindquist Page 60. 
Intelligence Test. 
t 2 Test for Normality of Distribution. 
Soores 
to 0 = Frequency 
observed 
f e = Frequency (to- fe) 2 
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-t2 = 1.J.z82 
Degrees ot Freedan 
=6-1-2=3· 
Nar for 3 degrees of freedan f ex!eeda 1.378 slightly more than 
1o-/o of the t:ime. We can therefore accept the b¥Pothesis of no:nnality 
of distribution with confidence. 
Themathod was applied to the whole group since small S8.11l:Ples can 
only detect very large dive~ences from hoDDality. The analysis shows 
that we can have a very high degree of cont'idence in the hypothesis of 
normality of distribution. An examination of the individual scores 
however was necessary. In sanples of 50 pupils we would expect the scores 
to lie within the range of :Mean + 2. 33 x S.D. to Mean- 2.33 x S.D. There 
was one outstanding case in the results. ~il "j11 in Form m had a 
raw score of 221 which was slightly more than 3 x S.D. below the mean 
of the whole group. There were as a consequence sane grounds for 
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rejecting this pupil's scores in the future analysis. Further consideration 
however was needed since the majority of' the scores were within the limits, 
:Mean·.:!: 2.33 x S.D. The odds against a single score lying outside these 
limits. are approx:lmately 50 to 1. An earamination of the same pupil's 
. 
scores on the other tests showed that his score on the Theoretical Test 
as quite high at 21 whilst his scores on the Practical and Experjmental 
Tests were low, but not unduly low. It was finally decided that there 
was no valid reason for rejectmg the scores of pupil "j11 fran. the 
:f'u.ture analysis. 
In general terms we oan with reasonable oon:f'idence assune that Fozms 
m and lP were ra:ndan samples :fran the first year entries to the sohool. 
9· Preliminary ~tion of Criterion Test Soores. 
On ea.oh criterion test the mean scores for the two forms are of course 
different and the important point is to discover if' the differences 
are signif'ioant of real ditf'eremes due to the ef'f'eot of' the two different 
methods of instruction or whether they may be due to oha.nce f'luotuations 
in randan sampling. Before investigating this matter it is ·important 
to see if there are any scores of an improbably high or low value. As 
already pointed out, in a norroal distributio:p, for a sample of 25 
pupils, we would BPeot the scores to lie within the range Mean .:!: 2. 05 s.D 
and for a sample of 50 pupils, within the range, Mean.:!: 2.33 S.D. Small 
samples oan only detect large divergences :f'ran no:anali ty of distribution 
and evidence was produced in the previous chapters to show that ori terion ~ 
tests sim1Jar to those used here probably tend to give a DO~l distribution. 
An examination of the raw scores tor the theoretical Test, (Chapter 5 -
page 77. ) , showad that there might be scores which were rathea:" lower than 
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might be reasonably expected. In the case of Form lP the score of 11 by 
Pupil "a" was rather low but not exoessively so when it is noticed that 
the next higher score is 13. Moreover the Intelligence test score by 
pupil "a" m Fonn 1P was almost equal to the mean score on the Intelligence 
Test. In Fom m there were two doubtful scores namely Pupil "a" with 
8 and Pupil "u" with 9. The next highest score in Form m was however 
14- For Form ID a score of 8 is approximately 2. 28 x s. D. below the 
mean pf th• Fom and the odds against a score lying outside the limits 
:Mean + _ 2. 28 s. xD. are approxi.IriB. tely 43 to ·1. The scores on the 
Intelligence Test for poqpils "a" and "u" in Form ID are not unduly low' 
or high. Considering the whole group of 49 pupils pupil "a" of Form 
ID with a score of 8 is approximately 2.73 x S.D. below the mean of the 
whole group. It was finally decideO. that there was not su:f'ficient 
justification for rejecting Pupil "a" at Form m from the future analysis, 
particularly since his divergence from the mean of' his own group was not 
extremely large. 
An exa.mination of the raw scores for both the Praotioal and 
~erimental Tests discloses the presence of no ~robably high or 
low scores. In order to examine the significance of the differences in 
means for the two forms on the various tests the technique of analysis 
of variance was Employed and only the final Analysis of Variance tables 
are given in the following sections. 
10. The Theoretical Test. Significance of Difference in Means. 
The Null Hypothesis:- The difference in means for the two fo:zms 
on the Theoretical Test may be ~ained away in ter.ms of chaace 
fluctuations in random s~ling and is not significant of a real difference 
~ the different treatments of the two forms. 
88. 
[
Form IP :Mean = 18. 250 ] 
Form ID Mean = 18. 714-
Both Forms Mean = 18.44-9 
Anal,ysis ot Variance. 
~ource o:r Sum o:r JJegrees or 
Variation. Squares. Freedom. 
Form IP 259·236 27 
Form m W>·Z75 20 
Between Forms 2.555 1 
Within Fonns 699·511 4-7 
Total 702.066 4-8 
F = Between ~"'orms Variance = 








and since this F is less than 1 we have no valid reason for rejecting 
the null hypothesis. 
The above analysis assumes homogeneity of variance for the two 
gro~s or farms. Applying the "F" test to the individual variances 
for the two foxms we have 
F = 
2
; dft = 2. 29 
and with df'1 = 20 and df'2 = 27 we find that F must exceed 1. '17 to be 
significant at the 5fo level and 2. 63 to be significant at the 1>& 
level. Use of a suitable Nanogram1 showed ttult F = 2~29 was approximately 
significant at the 2.5,& level. Our confidence in the hypothesis of hano-
geni ty of vari8llCe was theref"ore very low indeed. The mdividual scores 
have alrea~ been considered and there appeared to be little justification 
tor rejecting the low scores which are responsible tor the greater 
variance of ~Form m. As a matter of interest the analysis of variance 
1. O.L •. Davies P. 285. 
"i: . 
was repeated with the score of pupU "a" for. Fonn lD rejeoted and the 
result w~s stillmtsignitioant. It inust be pointed out here that the 
tests of significance involved in the analysis of variance are flexible 
and can be applied with reasonable accuracy to oases where the homogeaEd ty 
of variance is not very 148rked1. 
The ;C2 test for no~lity of distribution of all the scores was 
applied and the final analysis is given below. It was not considered 
worth while to apply the j.2 test to the individual foms. 
The Theoretical Test. 
'!2 Test for Normality of Distribution. 
Scores. f 0 = Frequency 
observed. 
26 and over H 24- 25 22- 23 20- 21 10 
18- 19 14 
16 - 17 4 
14- 15 7 
12- 13 n 10 - 11 . 9 and under 
{
Mean = 18.4491 
N = !t-9 
S.D. = 3.825 
Now tor 3 degrees of freedom 1-2 
12'}~ of random samples. 












Degrees of Freedom 









exceeds 6.0350 in approx~ately 
We can therefore hardly reject the hypothesis of nor-mality of 
distribution, even though the results show a distinct tendency towards 
a ~s·tively skewed distribution. 
1. O.L. Davies p. 113. 
We can as a result of the above analysis claim with reasonable 
confidence that the difference in means on the Theoretical Test is not 
sSsnifioant and that the two methods of' instruction have probably had 
no significant effect, on the progress of the toms as measured by the 
Test, since there were no :important uncontrolled factors that might 
have affected the result. 
11. The Practical Test: Significance of Difference in :Means. 
The Null HyPothesis. The difference in means for the two f'orms ll.n the 







\Vi thin Forms 
Total 
[
Form IP Mean = 11. 571 ] 
Form ID Mean = 1 0. 714-
Both Fonns Mean = 11. 204. 
Analysis of Variance. 







F = Between Folllls Variance 








and since this :b1 is leas than one we can have no -valid reason for 
rejecting the null ~othesis. 
Applying the "P' test for hanogeneity of -variance to the ·separate 
foms we get 
91· 
F = 12.81l,. 
10.699 = 
1.20 
and with df'1 = 20 and d£2 = 27 tables show that this value of F is not 
even significant at the 20j& level. We can as a consequenc~ have high 
conf'idence in the hypothesis of hanogenei ty of variance. 
The 1{2 test for nor.mality of distribution of the scores for the 
whole saDple is given below. 
Practical Test. J 2 Test for Nonnali ty of Distribution. 
So ores t 0 = frequency fe = frequency (to - fe)2 observed. 
18 and over n 16- 17 14- 15 . 
12- 13 11 
10 - 11 10 
8- 9 8 
6- 7 !} 5 and under. 
[t: !i::] 
Now for 2 degrees of freedom ;(2 exceeds 
of the t:ime. 








~2 = 0.82§~ 
Degrees of Freedom 
=5-1-2=2 
0. 8583 slightly more than 75~b 
We can therefore accept the ~othesis of normality of distribution with 
confidence. 
Aa a result of the above analysis we can have high confidence in the 
hypothesis that the two 1nethods of instruction produced no significant 
92. 
difference in the two for.ms so far as those abilities measured by the 
Practical Test were conoerr~d. 
12. The Exper:imental Test& Significance of Dif'f'erence in Means. 
The Null Hypothesis: The difference in means for th~ two forms on the 








Vli thin Forms 
Total. 
[
Fom IP Mean = 7. 964.] 
Foxm ID Mean = 7.667 
Both Foxms Mean =: 7. 837 
Analysis of Variance. 







Between Fozms Variance. 






And sinoe :H' is less than one there is no significant difference 
and we can as a consequence have high confidence in the null }Vpothesis. 
Applying the "F" test for homogeneity of variance to the two forms 
gives Form ID Variance 
F= Fo:nn IP Variance 
4.833 
= 2.758 = 1• 75 
and with ar1 = 20 and at2 = 27 we find that F must exceed 1.97 to be 
significant at the 5>~ level and 1. 70 to be significant at the 1oft 




The result of app~ng the }l2 test for normality of distribution 
to the scores of the whole gr~ ot 4~ pupUs is given below. 
Exper~ental Test. 









5 !} 4 and wuler 
{
Mean = 7 • 837 } 
N =49 
s.-D. = 1.888 
fe = Frequency (to - t.,.)2 
expeoted fe 








t2 = 6.zQ2 
Degrees of Freedom 
= 6 - 1 - 2 = 3· 
With three degrees of treedont 1-2 exceeds 6. 764. in almost 7% of 
random samples • 
.. We cannot oaupletely reject the bn>othesis o£ normality of distribution 
but our confidence in such a hypothesis is rather low and there is 
considerable indication of a nes.&tively skewed distribution. 
As a consequence of the above analysis we can have high confidence 
in the eypothesis that the two methods of instruction produced no 
significant difference in the two forms so tar as their abilities as 
measured by the Experimental Test was concerned. 
13. The Individual Items in the Theoretical Test. 
The previous analysis showed that the two methods of instruction 
had produced no significant difference in the mean ability of the two 
f'oms as measured by the criterion tests. An examination of the Theoretical 
and Practical Tests {p 74 ) shows that there is a close correspondence 
between sane items on both tests. For exa:aple Item 18 in the 
Theor~tical Test was the counterpart to some extent of Items 3a and 3b 
in the Practical Test. Items 19 and 20 in the Theoretical Test correspond 
to Items 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d in the Practical Test. In many oases there 
·were of course itE&s in the Theoretical Test to which there were no 
corresponding items in the Practical Test. We might 1beref'cre expect 
that the two methods of instruction were only likely to cause statistically 
significant differences for those itellEI in the Theoretical Test that had 
corresponding or similar items in the Practical Test. It must be EmPhasized 
here that, apart fran question 1, the Practical Test was designed to 
SB.JIIlle the practical work actually performed by the pupils of :bbrm IP 
and de.Jnonstra ted to the pupils of Fonn ID by the Teacher. An analysis 
of the number of correct responses to each item is given below and for 
ease in oaupariscn the number of correct responses by each form has also 
been expressed as a percentage, of the number of pupils in each form 
{correat to the nearest whole number). 
The T.beoretical Test. 
Table of Number of Correct Responses. 
To each Question or Item. 
No.of correct ~of correc1 No.of correct ~ o-r oorreot Question Responses. Restonses. Question ReSDonses. Resoonses. 
No. lP m IP m No. lP m lP m 
1 25 16 89 76 16 23 19 82 90 
2 24 17 86 81 
-17 22 17 79 81 
3 12 11 4.3 52 18 24- 21 86 100 
4- 26 20 93 95 19 22 15 79 71 
5 3 17 11 81 20 11 8 39 38 
6 18 17 64. 81 21 17 18 61 86 
7 23 18 82 86 22 10 10 36 48 
a 11 5 39 24 23 15 18 54- 86 
9 11 11 39 52 24 27 21 96 100 
10 26 18 93 86 25 23 13 82 62 
11 6 7 21 32 26 13 8 46 38 
12 27 10 96 48 27 24 18 86 86 
13 20 16 71 76 28 19 13 68 62 
14. 'Zl 20 96 95 29 3 2 11 10 
15 19 17 68 81 30 6 2 21 10 
Total number of pupils in {Form IP = 28} 
· Fom. m = 21 
The analysis shows that probably the test contained too Jll8.I\Y easy 
questions and was as a consequence rather diagnostic in character alth~ 
this characteristic was also obvious. :fran the test for normalityJof 
distribution which indicated a definite tendency towards a positively skewed 
distribution. However the present important point is to discover whether 
the difference in the percentage of correct responses by each foxm is 
statistically significant. For example 54.5~ of Foxm IP answered item 23 
96. 
correctly whereas Form ID produced 86% of correct responses to the same 
item. There is tr...e possibility that such a difference might be 
attributed to chance and not be indicative of a real differeooe caused 
by the different treatments of the two fo:zms. 
One statistical method of investigating the problem is to apply 
a 2 x 2 Contingency Table and the details of its application to item 
2 . 1. 2. 3 are g1ven below:-
No. ot Correo·t No. of Wrong Total. Responses. Responses. 
Form IP 15 13 28 
(18.8571) (9.1429) 
Form lD 18 3 21 
(14.1429) (6.8571) 
Total. 33 16 4-9 ' 
. 
The null eypothesis is that there is no significant di:ft'ere110e 
between the performance of the two fo:zms. Now ~ of the total 





= 18. 8571 of Fozm lP to make the corr~t response and 
= 14-1429 of l3'orm ID to make the correct response. The 
expected freQJlencies on this basis are shown in parenthesis i.n the 
above table. For each cell the difference or d.6via.ticn which equals 
(Frequency observed) - (frequency expected) = .± 3.8571. 
Applying the 'correction for continuity3 the value of ;.2 is given by 
1.E.F. Lindquist, p 41. 2. O.L. Davies, p.190. 3• O.L. Davies, P• 190 
11· 
1.2 = (J-8571 - 0.5000)2{14-~429 + 6!8571 + 18.~57'1 + 9.1k9} 
or '}.
2 
= 4. 2705 and has one degree of freedom. 
The significance of this value of 1-2 can be obtained with some 
degree of confidence fran the nozmal tables giving the percentage 
points of the X2 distribution provided that no expected frequency is less 
than five. 
The above process and analysis was applied to all the itemB of' the 
Theoretical Test with the final results shown below. The items for 
which one or more of the expectediteq~aclanimless than five, have been 
marked with an ~sterisk, although in ll18ll1' of' these oases the :f'recpencies 


















Values of 'X2 for 2 x 2 Contingency Table Ap;plied 
to each item of ·Theoretioal Test. 
X2 l!10Dn giving fr~~ X 2 :fran 2 X 2 Grea. ter '-'· Q~estion 
Contingency of Correct No. Contingency Table. Responses. Table. 
0. 7002 IP 16. 0.3403 
0.0031 IP 17 iii 0.0236 
0.1383 ID 18. 1. 6421 
0.0667 m 19 0.0575 
21.6870 m 20 0.0448 
0.9188 ID 21 2.9503 
0.0031 ID 22 0.2975 
0.6980 IP 23 4.2705 
0.3864 m • 241i 0.0213 
0.1159 IP 25 1.5896 
0.3687 ID 26 0.1701 
12.9288 IP 27. o.oooo 
0.0022 ID 28 0.1690 
0.~714 lP 29 0.0186 





















For 1 degree of freedan we have 
= 
2. 706 at the 1 OJ& level. 
3· 841 at the 5% level. 
6. 635 at the 1% level. 
An examination of the results shows that for items 5 and 12 the 
differences are significant at the 1% level. and for item 23 the difference 
is significant at the ~ level, while f'or itEIIl 21 the dif'fereme is 
significant at the 1 o:-;ci level. These are the only cases where significant 
differences are observed. 
Now it~ 5 - "A Doctor's thermaneter is marked f'onn- to - " is 
not 'the type of' question which we would expect to be considerably 
inf'luenced by the two methods of' instruction. It is much more probable. 
that the teacher did not stress the matter equally with the two fozms. 
Itan 12 - "Does an iron ball weigh more when hot" is again a 
question which is not l~ely to be influenced by the two methods 
of instruction. In taot this question or item is a multiple choice 
item and there are grave doubts as to the validity of even applying the 
2 x 2 ContingenQ)? Table to this item. 
ItEIIl 23 - "State the Principle of' Arcbimedes - is however in a 
different category. Here we might reasonably expect some connection 
with the method of instruction. Form m bad seen experiments designed 
-
to verity the principle whereas Form IP had performed indentioal 
experiments. It is comeivable that the teacher in the case of 
Form m was better able to direct the p~il' s attention to the principle 
wher~s in the case of Form IP their attention was more concerned with 
manipulation of the apparatus. Other items. involving applications of' 
the Principle shoW no signitioant differences. 
Item 21 - Here the ditt'erence is mt highly significant and we 
would not ezpeot a great deal of' etf'eot due to the ditf'erent methods. 
To summarize we can be fairly confident that the two ~p.ethods 
have produced practioally no significant a:i.t:f'erences in the responses 
ot the pupils to the individual items ot the Theoretical Test. 
14. The Individual Ittims in the Practical Test. 
The same analysis as in the previous section was applied to the 
individual items in the Practical Test, and the results of' the 
analysis are given below. Those items tor which one or more of the 
expected frequenoies were less than five have been marked with an 
aster ilk. 
The dit:f'erences in responses tor items Ltb and 5b were appar~tly 
significant at the ,; level and for 5b the lowest expect.fl'd frequency was 
almost four. Fbr item 5o the difference in the number of correct responses 
was signiticant at the 1~& level. file items 5b and 5o both dealt with the 
Principle of' Archimedes and it will be remembered that the differeooe in 
responses to item 23 on the Theoretical Test was also significant at 
the 5i~ level. To advance an argument that Fo:rm D> would make better 
responses to questions on the Principle of Archimedes on the strength ot 
such flimsy evidence would however be very dangerous. As already 
pointed out, significant differences restricted to a few isolated items 
might be due to more stress hav:ing been laid on certain parts of the 
syllabus by the teacher when dealing with one of the foms. In the case 
of Item 4b which was concerned vlith flotation it was Fonn IP that made 
the greater percentage of correct responses. 
The general conclusion must be that there is DO valid evidence to 
show that the two methods of instruction have produced significant 
differences in the responses of the two forms to the individual items. 
100. 
The Practical Test. 
Table of Number of Correct Respgnses, to eaoh Question 
of Item. 
Question No of correct "of Correct ReSRonses. Res onses. of Iton No. 
IP ID IP ID 
5 Ia 26 17 93 81 
• b 27 17 96 81 
c 22 11 79 52 
5 2a 23 19 82 90 
b 19 11 68 52 
0 12 14 43 67 
3a 11 7 39 33 
5 b 8 2 29 10 
5 c 6 2 21 10 
l,a 16 6 57 29 
b 15 4 54- 19 
i& 
.5a 24 21 86 100 




- 15 19 54- 90 
d 13 10 46 48 
e 15 8 54- 38 
-
• 6a 25 10 89 76 
b - 13 10 4.6 48 
0 13 7 4.6 33 
• d 2 3 7 14 
Total number of pupils '{Fom IP = 28, 



























15. General Conclusions fran Methods Experiment. 
The two 1uethods of instruction appear to have produced no significant 
differences in the performance of' the two toms as measured by the three 
criterion tests. This result is of' course restricted to the partioula.r 
f'oimS, and teacher involved in the experiment. The two methods may have 
produced dif'terenoes of a significant :nature, so far as abilities or out-
comes not measured by the criterion tests are concerned. One method 
might have had a more beneficial effect on the interest of' the pupils 
in Ph.Ysics or have given than more emotional satisfaction. This aspeot 
of the problsn is of course extrsnely difficult. The subjective opinion 
of' the Teacher was to the ef'f'ect that no noticeable difference in the 
interest displayed, or enthusiasm sho11m by the pupils, was detected. So 
f'ar as the examinations were concerned the pupils were enthusiastic about 
the Practical Test and obviously enjoyed the whole process. 
The Theoretical Test had a reasonably high Consistency Coefficient 
and by subjective standards was typical of IJ1BJV achievanent tests in 
Physics applied to first year pupils in Grammar Schools. There was as 
a consequence reasonable justification for considering that the two 
methods had produced no significant dif'f'erence in the two follllB as 
assessed by :norJJI8.l methods. 
The Practical Test was however a more difficult problem since it is 
not custana.ry to give suoh tests to pupils of' this age in Grammar Schools. 
Sane efforts have been made in the previous chapters to assess the 
reliability and validity of the Practical Test. Both the reliability and 
validity are dif'ficul t to assess and the validity in particular is 
difficult since no objective standard of ability in Practical Physics·~\ 
available, at present, with which to cQn_pare the results of the test,. 
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In the absence of such an objective standard the validity of the test must 
finally depend upon subjective opinions. The most that can be cla:lmed 
with certainty is that the Practical and E:x;perimental Tests were essentially 
measuring different outcanes to those measured by the Theoretical Test 
and the two methods of instruction produced no significant di:f'ferences 
for the two foms w:i. th respect to those abilities which were meas\U'ed. 
by these tests. 
In the following chapter an account of further efforts to investigate 
the validity of the Practical Test is given. 
10}. 
1, Introdu.ctiODe 
I'D this exper.l.meDt f'our test scores were ava:Uable f'ar each 
pupil. a:al the caJ.Cillation of' the various correlation coetti.cients shoul.d 
produce SQDle useful information. 
The caloul.ation of' the correlation between the Theoretical 8lld 
Practical Test Soares should give at least saae indication ot the 
degree to whioh the testa were meaaur1.Ds different abilities, and hence 
might give same added contidence in the valid:S:v of' the Practioal. Test. 
The calculaticm. at the correlation between the Inte].]Jgence Test, am. 
the Practical Test or Ezper.l.mental Test might give soma indication of' 
the degree to 'fth:iob. these latter teats were measur.lng the general. 
intelligence "g" factor, the verbal ''v11 f'aator, or more specitio factors. 
As poiubed aut in Chapter 4- correlation coef'tioients based on small 
samples are usual~ Wl8tahle and unreliable so it was decided to calculate 
the coefficients f'or the whol.e sBiqpl.e of' 4-9 pupils. In the previous 
chapter some evidence was produced to show tbat the two f'oms did DOt 
show either undu.e hallogeneiv or heterogeneiv within the total sample. 
The two groups however had received different treatments so it was 
ocmsidered advisable to cal.oulate both rtotal and rwithin forms 1n each 
case. The or1ginaJ data from which the correlations were calcul.ated 
has aJ.reac.V been il,ven in the previous chapter and :in the f'ollovd:Ds 
aeotiCBlS ~ the f'1Dal. 8DBJ3'sia of' oovarialloe tables are given. 
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Wi th1D F01'DIS 
Total 
( x reter to the Theoretical. Test Scores,} 
l7 reter to the Practical Test Scores, 
ANALISIS OF COVARIANCE 
1:.x2 t72 'f-q . £:g: r = ,.Is~. ~r__ 
259.236 288,88le. 58.000 +0,212 
440.275 256.2Blt- 116,286 ..o • .'5lt-6 
699.511 545.168 174.286 +0,282 
702.066 553.932 169.510 +0.272 
For sBIIIpl.es ot 4.9 pupils tbe mi.n:lmum value of r required tor signitiaanoe 
a.t vari.cas levels 1a given below, 
Lwel ot Sign1t1oa.nce 10% 5" 2% 1% 
M1D1mum value or r 0,238 0,281 Oe332 0,365 
As a consequence ot this r within toms is just significant a.t the 
5% level, In tact, appJJr1Dg R.A. Fisher's nz• tea!m1que the 
rel.iabUit7 ot the coetf'ici~t is lcnr since at the 5% level w can 
on.13' be confident that r within fozma lies somewhere within the 
I 
limits 0,000 to 0,522, There is no reason. tor rejecting the 
b:Jpothesis ot hallogenei'Q' ot correlation tor the two individu.al tozma, 
aJ. though neither ot the VBlues of r tor tm separate forma are 
significant at the .5% level, The above anaJ¥sis of course is baaed 
on the assumption of linear regressicm. A soattergram is giYeD below, 
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Saattersram: Theoretical ani Practical Test Scores 
Theoretical Test Scores 
8+ 10+ 12+ 14-+ 16+ 18+ 20+ 22+ 24-+ 26+ D Mean 
18+ l 1 1 2 24.00 I 
1 
; 
16+ ; 1 1 2 4- 19.00 
I 
I 
2 6 18.00 14-+ I 2 1 :t i 
' I ' 12+ i 1 1 5 2 2 11 18.18 I 
1 ' 1 1 2 
' 
10 16.6o 10+ 1 I 1 I I 
' 
8+ i 1 1 2 2 2 8 19.25 
I 
6+ 1 1 2 2 6 15.00 
4-+ 1 1 2 20.00 
D 2 1 1 7 4- 14- 10 7 2 1 4-9 
Mean 8.00 11.00 12.00 12.00 7.75 0.71 ~0.90 14.43 8.50 18.0C 
Ccmsider!Dg the ~ness ot the total sBq)le there appears to be little 
~titication tar rejecting the Jvpothesis of linear regression or 
a~ mre eDOt tests. 
Taking the reliabUity of the Theoretical Test as o. 6lt2 and the 
reliability of the Practical. Test as o. 74-1_, 1Wi thin tcmDS corrected tor 
~emat'm by Spe81'1118D 's tOl'IIIDla was 0.409. This value of r is signiti.-
C&Dt at the 1% level but is of clcubttul. val.iclit;y since the reliability 
ot the Practical "Test is open to clcubt. 
3. Correlation of Theoretical. and E!per:lmentaJ. Teat Scores, 
Let (x refer to Theoretical Test Scores l \.7 refer to EJc;perimental Test Scores J 
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ANALlSlS OF OOllARrANCE 
Group Zx2 ~~ ~"" r= ~!at Jz~.~ 
Pozm 1P 259.2,36 76.957 3().250 +0.21lt-
Fozm 1D 440.275 96.668 59.000 ..0.286 
Wi tbiD J.i'cmDa 699.511 ~7.3.625 89.250 ..0.256 
Total 702.066 ~74. 719 87.592 ..a. 2.50 
Neither r total nor r within foJmS is significant at the 5% level. In 
tactm5."c:if'caaea we might even get a negative vaJ.ue at r. 
A soattergram is given below and suggests no reason for rejeat-
:i.Dg a 1\vpothesis of lineari v of regression, particul.arl3' :In view of 












Soattergram: Theoretical, and Exeerimental Teat Scores 
THEORETICAL i'EST SCORES 
8+ 10+ 12+ 1lt-t- 16+ 18+ 20+ 22+ 24+ 26+ n Mean 
1 1 2,3.00 
1 . 1 2 22.50 
1 2 2 1 6 19.3.3 
.3 z.. 1 
' 
11 18.55 
1 1 2 
.3 1 1 9 18.56 




1 1 2 1 1 6 16.83 
1 1 2 20~,00 
2 1 1 7 ,.. 1lt- 10 7 2 1 Z..9 
6.50 7.00 8.oo a.oo 5.75 8.07 7.6o 9.1Z.. 6.50 11.00 
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!a, Correlation of Theoretical and Intelligence Test Scores, 
let fx refer to Theoretical Test Scores } \V refer to Intelligence Test Scores 
.ANALlSIS QP COV.A1JIANCE 
I £:!it GroUjp ~x2 ~72 £~. r= ~x2.b2 
Far:m 1P 259.2.36 8885.68 +lt24.000 +0.2:19 
!'om 1D 440.275 91lt.().82 -71.857 .0.036 
Witb:ln Foms 699.511 18026.50 +-'52.1". +0.099 
Total 702.066 18035.74. +3i~B.429 ..0.098 
The result is ver.v interestirlg s:inoe both r total and r within f'cnms are 
verr low indeed and neither of' them are significant at even the 10J' level. 
For fcmn 1D aJ.one r vrould have been negative~ that large scores 
ari the Intelligence Test correspond on the average with low scores on 
the Theoretical Test. No significance ho-wever C8Jl be attached to this 
result siDoe it is derived tram a sample of' cm:cy- 21 cases, lforeover 
there is considerable evidence to indicate that aJ.l tests ot mental. 
abUities tend to give positive ::l.nter correlations, 8Dd moreover tests 
of' ID&DUal., plwsical and other "Don intellectual" abilities usu.aJ.:q 
correlate positiveJ.y with each other and with tests of mental abilities, 
A soattergram gave no obvious indication of curvUinear regression. 
5. Correlation of Intel.U.geDOe and Practical Test Scores. 
let ( x refer to Praotioal. Test Scores } l7 ref'er to Intelligence Test Scores 
108. 
.. 
ANAL1SIS OP COVARIANCE 
GftRIP ~x2 2:r ~:II' r= ~!It ~S.z.2..£:r2 
Fozm 1P 288.884. 8885.68 -227.714- -o.142 
Fom 1D 2S6.2Blt.. 914D.82 +26o.1~ ..0.170 
Within Foms 54.5.168 18026.50 +.32.429 +0.010 
Total . 553.9.32 180.35.74 ..66.286 . +0.021 
In this case both r total and r within f'oms are exbreme:q amaJ.l and 
have practioaJ.]3 no significance. The values of' r f'or the individual. 
f'01'1118 are also w:Lthau.t signif'ioance since tor samples of 28 pupUs r_ 
IIIWit emeed 0.374 to be significant at the 5% level and f'or samples of' 
21 puplls r Dll1St exceed O.ltJJ to be significant; at the 5% level. A 
soattergram suggested no reason f'or re~ecting a h.Jpothesis ot linear 
regression 
6,. Correlation of' Intelligence a.JJd Ex;perlmental Test Scores, 
let fx ~fer to EJperDiental Test ScOres} 
{7 refer to Intelligence Test Scores 
ANALlSIS OF COVABIAN(I 
Group ~x2 ~~ £.-q r = ~25[ _lfl'£x?-.E~ 
:Fo:r:m 1P 76.957 8885.68 -11.1J,J -o.01.3 
Po:r:m 1D 96.668 914.().82 +$93 • .33.3 +0.206 
Within Foms 173.625 18026.50 +182.190 +.0.10.3 
Tot;al. 174.719 18035.74. +18lt..571 ..0.1a.. 
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Once again r total and r within foms have very little significance 
and neither of the values of r for the individual forms are 
signifi::ant. Fo:r:m 1D had not so IDLlch experience in the actual manipula-
tion of the apparatus as Fozm 1D and the fact that the vaJ.ue of r 
for Form 1D is small but positive is interesting. In view of the 
smallness of the samples however this result is not significant and 
it would be absurd to claim that the correlatiop between the 
Experimental Test Scores and the Intelligence Test Scores would be 
greater for foxms instructed by the Demonstration Method. 
1. Discussion of Results of Correlation Ana1lsis, 
For convenience the coiT.ela tion coefficients obtained in the 
previous paragraphs are collected below into a matrix and the 
coefficients given in the table are in all cases the valuerof r total. 
Test !rheoretical Practical Experimental Intelligence 
Theoretical 
-







Int ell; O'f!l'rl! • 0.098 0.021 0.10l,. 
-"""' I 
~? 
For samples of ..fSr pupUs r DDlst exceed o. 281 to be significant 
at the 5% level and o. 238 to be signit'icant at the 10% level. 
Considering first the correlations between the Theoretical and 
Practical and Experimental Tests there was ccmsiderable similarity 
between these results and those obtained in the first experiment. The 
forecasting· efficiency is about 3?~ and ~ attempt to forecast a 
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pupil's ability as measured by the Practical Test from a knowledge of 
his score on the Theoretical Test would be practically useless. .Again 1 
the correlation between Theoretical and Practical was sligh~ larger 
than that between Theoretical and Experimental and this could reasonably 
be expected. The low values of the correlations are at least corrobora-
tive evidence in support of' the claim that the tests were measuring 
different abilities but this evidence would be enhanced of' course if 
more defi.ni te evidence of the Reliability of the Practical Test was 
available. 
Considering the correlations between the Intelligence Test and 
the other criterion tests it is at once obvious that any real correlaticm 
which Dl8N' exist are probably extremely small. Unfortunately very low 
correlation coefficients must be derived from very large samples in 
order to be significant.and big~ reliable. Fbr example a correlation 
coefficient of 0.098 must be derived from a s·ample of 400 pupils in 
order to be significant at the 5~~ level and tran a sample of almost 
1000 pupils in order to be signit'icant at the 1~~ level. 1 There is 
considerable evidence to show that the majority of the verbal group 
intelligence tests are heavily loaded with the general intelligence or 
11g 11 factor and the verbal or ''v 11 factor. For example W.P. AJ.exander2 
produced some evidence to show that this was tr;ue for such tests as 
the otis Group Test, the Terman Group Test and the Simplex Test, 
particularly when those sub-tests which were dependent on number were 
omitted. The Northllml;)erland Test, Intelligence III, contairsno sub-
tests devoted to number and as a consequence there is probably a 
considerable loading of "g" and ''v~ in the canplete test. A considers.-
1. E.F. Lind¢st p.212. 2. W.P. Alexander. Intelligence Concrete 
and Abstract. 
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tion of the correlations obtained in the present experiment even 
though obtained from a very small group and therefore of low relia-
\.\. bility do sugg'est that neither the Theoretical nor Practical Tests 
are heavily loaded with the "g" and ''v" factors. Since both these 
tests were in the nature or attaimnent tests, a low correlation ,,.lith 
a measure of "g" is by no means unexpected. 
It ma.y be that the Practical and Experimental Tests are loaded 
with U.P. Alexander's "F" or Practical Ability factor and that their 
conununa.lity ·With the Theoretical Test is due to a numerical ability 
and a memor,y or retentivity ability. Only an application of' the 
methods of factor ane.J.yais to a large experimental group could provide 
an adequate solution to these problems and it is very probable that such 
an ana.J.ysis should, in the first place be conducted w:i. th older age 
groups. It is at least interesting to note that W.P. Alexander working 
with pupils of mean age seventeen years, from a technical high school in 
Chicago found the fallowing factors present in the Science tests applied 
. . 1 
to them: "g'' factor 12}a, ''v" factor -'1%, "X" factor 55f.,_ The Science 
tests used were apparently normal school achievement tests aJ. though 
no details were given. The. low percentage of "g" is noteworthy but 
the significance of the X factor is doubtful a1 though Alexander did 
suggest it might be a psychtjlogical. factor connected w:i.th the "interests"' 
or ''long-term persistence" of the pupil. A possibility is that this nxn 
factor ma.y account to a large extent for the medium correlation which 
exists between the numerical and non-nwnerical sections of the TheoretiCBl 
Test, rather than the memory and retentivity abilities which were 
suggested in the first experiment. 
1. W.P. Alexander. Intelligence Concrete and Abstract Cb.. VI. C.U.P. 19-'5• 
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CHAPTER? •. 
The Third Experiment: 2nd Year Mils: The Criterion Testa and Scores. 
1. . The 'Gros>s used in the Exeer:iment. 
In Septanber 19~7 the pupils who had been in Fozms 1A, 1B:, 1C and 
1D, the -previous year were regrol.Q?ed into three graded Fozms, - classified 
as 2A., 2B and 20, - on the basis of their progress in all subjects of 
the curriculum. All three foms then camnenoed a course in Elanentary 
Heat lasting for thirteen weeks, and consisting of four tbirt,...five 
minute periods per week. Fozms 2B and 20 were taken by the same teacher 
referred to in future as "Teacher bo" ·and Fozm 2A was taken by "Teacher 
a". The three groups were not random samples. Initial measures of the 
. ' 
abilities of each pupil as measured by the Theoretical and Pra,tioal -··~ 
Tests used in the first experiment were available. All three groups 
followed the same curriculum and each group received one double period 
pet' week in the Physics Laboratory. 
2. The Ae,e of the Pupils. 
Sane details of ~e ages of the pupils are given below, the. ages 
being in months, as on 31st DeoembeJ; 1 ~7· 
Group N Mean Median Range S.D. 
2A 22 1~7.0 1~6 135- 160 6.7 
2B 20 1~7·5 147 137 - 159 6.6 
2C 23 151.0 153 1~0- 157 5·4 
IAJ.l Pllpils . 65 148.6 148 135 - 160 6.3 
'Considering the whole group of 65 pupils the ages lie within the 
range :Mean .! 2. 18 x s. D. approximately 8.l1d. there a.re no abnormally old: 
or young pupils. Foxm 2C consisted of a gr."O\W of pupils having less 
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dispersion than the other two ~oups and a rather hig!er msmage. 
3· The Initial Status of" the Groups. 
Initial criterion measures of the abilities of" all the pupils in 
Physics as measured by the Theoretical Test and Practical Test 
described in the First Experiment, (Chapters 3; 4-)were available. The 
Mean scores and sane relevant data for these criterion tests are given 
below and the individual scores are gi. ven in a la. ter section (p /J.. ~ ) 
Group n Mean Variance S.D. 
2A 22 11.n3 23-557 4-.85 
2B 20 14.950 16.681 4-.08 
20 23 12.261 22.564- 4-.75 
INITIAL PRACTICAL TEST OOORES. 
Group n Mean Variance S.D. 
2A 22 12.4-()9 12.54-1 3·54-
2B 20 11.850 12.765 3·57 
· 2C 23 11.217 10.087 3.18 
The fact that the three foxms were not ra.ndan s8JI!Ples is reflected ., 
in the above s'UIIIIll8ry. Since initial criterion measures were available, 
the effect of different methods of instruction on the progress of the 
:f'onns might have been tested by application o:f' the methods of analysis of 
covariance 1. Since such a method o:f' analysis tends to increase the 
precision of a methods experiment its use is highly desirable. This 
method of analysis is however generally limited to cases where the 
1. E. F. Lindquist, Chapter VI 
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exper:bn.ental groups are true randan samples. The three groups involved 
were not randan samples 1 but even if they bad been true random samples 
there would have been chance differences in initial mean scores for the 
three groups. By means of the methods of aralysis of variame the 
hypothesis that the actual dif:feremes in means was no greater than might 
have been obtained with true random samples was tested. The di.:fferenoes 
in initial means for the Theoretical Test were found to be highly 
significant. In sjmjlar situations experimenters, starting with non 
randan samples have often discarded fran their final anaJ..ysis the results 
for such pupils as were necessary to make themi tia.l differences in 
means and variances for the groups no greater tlul.n might be rea.sonabq 
expected in true random groups. This procedure is dangerous since the 
ability of a class to benefit fran a certain method or instruction is 
affected by the status of,!.!! the ]n,.pils in the class. The procedure 
might be justified if it involved for ~le the rejection of only one 
pupil's score in each group but even then would be dangerous. 
Application of the analysis of variance showed that·the differences 
in means for the initial Practical Test were not significant at the 5% 
level. This might appear to give same statistical justification for regard-
ing the three groups as equivalent to possible random s~les, so far as 
their ability as measured by the Practical Test was concerned. However 
even this possibility was considered improper in view of the facts that, 
the Practical Test was of rather uwertain reliability, am the original 
grading of the three groups was based on reasonably valid measures of the 
pupils average ability in all subjects of the curriculum. 
A. s:imple methods experiment might also have been applied to the 
foms and at the close of the experiment the results for certain pupils 
in each form discarded in such a manner as to make the means and 
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standard devi.a tiona of the initial scores alike for all three fonns. 
This technique of using "matched" groups would M.ve made the :final true 
expet":imental groups very small indeed, and the initial disparity in the 
groups as a whole was so large tha.t1bis f'aotor along would have 'bad 
a very grave effect Ul. the precision of' such an experiment. 
For the above reasons it was considered unwise to oanpa.re the 
effect of' different teaching methods with the three second year foimS 
sinoe the precision of' such an E~~C,Periment was certain to be very low 
indeed. 
4- The Design of' the Experiment. 
It was finally decided to conduct an investigation s:imilar in 
natlU'e to that of' the First Experjment (Chapter 3). The masters concerned 
were to teach their forms by the method which appeared to thEID. most 
suitable for the pupils. 
''Master a" taught Fom 2A with the accent .on .Individual Exper:imental 
work by the pupils. "Master bc"taught Fozm 2B with the accent on Individllal 
Experimental work and Form 20 with the accent on Demonstration wolic by 
the teacher. Precautions were taken to see that all three forms were 
taught as fer as possible the same amount of' factual knowledge. They 
received the same homework. 'l'eaclu''bc" was convinced that with Farm. 20 
he would never have been able to cover the same grOWld if he had allowed 
the pupils to do the experiments individuall,y. His attitude was tbD.t 
with the weaker fom demonstration of the experiments enabled him to 
aocentuate the important features 1D better advantage. At the end of 
the tliirteen weeks the three fam:s were all given a Theoretical and a 
Practical Teat. 
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Aa a result of the experiment it was hoped that sane inton.aation 
about the reliability and validity of the Practical Test, a.nd its 
correlation with the Theoretical Test would be obtained. Since initial 
criterion soores were also available it was hoped that the correlations 
between the initial and final criterion tests would give aane fUrther 
evidence as to the validity and reliability ot the Practical Tests used 
in this and the previous experiments. 
,5. The Final Theoretical Test. 
A copy of the Theoretical Test applied to the pupils in December, 1947 , 
is given below. It consisted of thirty four items and the majority were 
of the open or recall type. Question or item 32 was really a multiple 
choice question with six possible responses and item 33 is open to 
objection on the score of guessing but, since it was .the only itan of 
this type, it was decided to apply no corrections for guessing. The 
pupils were not given previous warning that they were to be given the 
test and it was designed after a careful study of their syllabus, 
classwork and hanework. One mark was awarded tor each correct 
response. 
THE FINAL THl!DRETICAL TEST. 
1. The Boiling point of Mercury is oc. 
2. The H'reezing point ot Mercury is oc. 
3· The Boiling point ot Alcohol is oo. 
4. The Freezing point of Alcohol is oc. 
,5. Convert 500C into oF. 
6. ao.nvert·-100o· into oF. 
1· Convert nOF into oo~ 
a. Convert -13°F into °C. 
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9. What is a Calorie? 
10. What is a British Thermal Unit? 
11. Heat which when supplied to a bodN' produces a change in state but 
no ohange in temperature is oalled 
------------------------
12. What is the Specific Heat of a substance? 
1}. How much heat is required to raise the temperature of 60 grams of 
water from 1 oOc to 5000. ? 
14- How much heat is required to raise the temperature of 12 lbs of water 
fran 4Q°F to 50°F. ? 
15- A piece of metal weighs 80 grams and is at 3000. When 160 calories 
are given to the metal its temperature rises to 3800. \\'hat is the 







A piece of metal of Specific Heat 0.1 is given 200 calories and its 
temperature rises fran 2000 to 7CPO. Find the mass of the metal. 
360 grams of water at 10000 are poured into a copper calorimeter of 
mass 6oO grams and temperature 2000. The tEmperature of the mixture 
is 8000. How much heat is gained by the calorimeter? 
What is the specific heat of the calorjmeter? 
The Latent Heat of fusion of Ioe is C80 calories per gram. The' 
Latent Heat of Va:porization of water is 540 calories per gram. 
How much heat is rec;pired to convert 8 grams of ice at 0°0 into 
water at 000.? 
P...ow muoh heat is given out when 12 grams of steam at 1oo0C ohange 
to water at 1 0000. 
How much heat is required to convert 20 grams of Ioe at 000 into 
water at 6000? · 
How much heat is required to convert 10 grams of water at 4[PC 
into steam at 10000? 
A bunsen is plaoed under a beaker containillg 1 00 grams of water at 
2000. Two minutes later the temperature of the water is 4!Pc. 
How muoh heat is supplied per minute to the water by the bunsen? 
How long fran the start will it be before the water boils? 
If after boiling for 30 minutes, 60 grams of water have been 
converted into steam calculate a value for the Latent Heat of steam. 
26. IDly does a gas tap feel colder than the bench? · 
27. ~ is it us~lly wanner l.pitairs than downstairs in a cinana? 
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28. l\'hat would you do it' you wanted to keep a block ot' Ice in the house 
tor a long time it you ha..fl no refrigerator? 
29. Wba t is proved by the experiment showing water boiling in the top 
ot' a test tube and ice at the bottan1 
30. Who invented the Miner 1 s Safety Lamp? 
31. Vley' is a wooden wash-tub• better than a metal one? 
32. Whioh ot' the follOWing is the best conductor ot' heatl Asbestos, 
Iron, Air, Wood, Copper, Vlater. 
33- At night near the coast the wind usually blows tram. to 
----- ------
34. E:x;plain briet'ly the connection between convection and density. 
6. The Final Practical Test. 
The deaign ot' a suitable Practical Test was more dit':ficult than 
in the previous experiments. Suitable short experiments dealing With 
Specific Heat and La tent Heat were particularly dit't'icul t to design. In 
this connection it is interesting to note that manav teachers consider 
quantitative work on these branches ot' ~sics not suitable t'or second 
year pupils' The pupils involved here however had determined Specific 
Heats using thick calorimeters and had performed several experiments 
dealing with the rate at which ~bunsen supplied heat to calorimeters 
containing water. A oopy ot' the Practical Test applied to the pupils is 
given below. Experiments 1, 2, 4, ·and 5 were very closely related to 
ex:per:iments either .pert'ozm.ed by the pupils or demonstrated to than 
by the teacher. Experiment 3 was in the nature ot' a problEm 8Jlii was 
new to the pupils although it was tundsmentally based on work done by 
the pupils during the previous 7ea.r. 
1. The Teaching ot' General Soienoe pt •. I.l (Section 12) S.M:.A. John 
M.urray 1938. 
THE PRACTICAL TEST. 
Name ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. :Measure the temp era ture of the water in the beaker with the 
Centigrade thermometer and then. calculate its temperature in 
degrees Fa.hrenhei t. 
(a) Temperature of water 





2. :Measure the t~era ture of the boiling liquid with the Fahrenheit 
thermaneter and then calculate its temperature in degrees Centigrade. 
(a) Temperature of boiling li'l,lid = '? 
(b) Temperature of boiling liquid = 00 
Name. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Weigh· the copper cube and then the copper cylinder on the spring 
balance. 
Find the volume of the copper cube in cubic centimetres. 
Calculate the volume of the cylinder fran these measurEments. 
(a) Weight of cube 
(b) Weight of cylinder 
(o) Volume of cube 










4e The thick calorimeter weighs 1,000 grams. Fill it with tap 
water, read its temperature and then enpty the watar mto the sink:. 
Nst pour in the boiling water and note the steady t=perature of the 
"mixture"' after it has been stirred. 
Finally measure the volume of the water in the calor:imeter. 
(a) Temperature of cold water =· oc. 
(b) Temperature of mixture = co. 
(c) Volume of water in calorimeter = cos. 
(d) Rise in temperature cf calorimeter = co. 
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COnt 1 d :f'ran No.4-
= {e) Fall. in temperature of boiling water 
{t) Hea. t lost by hot wa. ter = calories 
{g) Specific heat of calorimeter = 
Name.•••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••• 
,5. Don't touch the bunsen, tripod, or gauze. 
There are 60 cos o~ tap water in the calorimeter. Note its 
temperature and when told to do eo place it on the centre of the 
gauze. Take its temperature half a minute later and again after 





Temperature of water at start = 
Tanpera ture of wa. ter halt' a. minute later = 
Temperature of water after another halt minute = 
Heat supplied to water in first half minute = 
{e) How long fran the start would it take for the 




7• The Preparation and administration of the Practical Test. 
The teet was administered with the assistance of Vl:th Fomere and 
the technique was e:imilar to that deeoribed in the previous experiments. 
There were five mcperiments but Exper:imente 1 and 2 were short so a period 
ot fifteen minutes was allowed tor Ex,Perimente 1 and 2 canbined, and a 
further fifteen minutes was allowed for each of the Ex:periments 3, 4 and 
,5. No pupil failed to complete the purely experimental portions in the 
t:ime allowed. Sane details of the various exper:iments are given below. 
Experiment 1. The water was contained in 1000 cos beakers and 
taken direct from the tap. The VIth Fo::aner in charge noted the 
temperature of the water in each beaker when each pupil had finished 
and made a note of the result on the ba.ok of the pupil's answer paper. 
In marking an answer correct to 10° was marked as correct. 
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E:x:,Periment 2. The liquid was saturated salt solution contained in 
a f'la.sk and in marking an error of 1FO was accepted as correct. 
Experiment 3. The copper cylinders and cubes were as near identical 
as possible for eaoh pupil. Spring balanoes graduated in single grams 
and a half metre rule graduated in inches am centimetres was 
provided. For items 3a and 3b an error of one gram was accepted as 
correct but for 3o only Boos was accepted as correct since the oubes 
were of ? am edge. 
Experiment .!,. Large thick brass calorimeters filed to have a weight 
of 1,000 grams and covered in felt were used and eaoh pupil was 
provided With a small beaker of boiling water, tripod, gauze, and 
bunsen. The measuring cylinders provided were graduated in intervals 
of 2coar. The VIth l!brmer in charge of the experiment made a note 
of the tEDperature of the tap watm- an:l checked the volume of water 
in the calorimeter for each pupil making a penoil note of' the 
result on the back of the pupil's answeJI'· papm-. In item 4a an error 
of 1C0 was allowed and for itan 4c an error of 2ocs was a.J.lowed. 
The temperature of' the mixture was checked from a. knowledge of' the 
volume of boiling \vater, the initial tE~I~perature of' the calorimeter 
and its Specific Heat. An error of' 5 co was allowed. This ma.:y 
appear rather generous but the writer gave the same .experiment to 
ten VIth Fomers and the mean value of' the dif'f'erence between the 
observed and calculated value for the tE~Bperature of the mixture 
was approximately 3C0 • 
E25Periment S. This was rather dif'f'icul t tram the ;point of' view of' 
ensuring objective marking. The bunsens were shielded to avoid 
draughts and during the Whole test no other bunsens in the laboratory 
were turned off or on since sooh alterations might have affected 
the pressure of the gas supply. Three VIth Fomers perf01'Dled the 
oanplete e~tper:iment with each set of apparatus immediately b~ore and 
after the whole test was canpleted. The average of' the six values 
for itEIIlS 5b and .5o were taken as the "coZTect" value for each set 
and it should be noted that :none of the six values deviated by more 
than 200 fran the mean:. In marking an "error" of 1C0 was allowed tor 
ItEIIl 5a and "errors'' of 3 c0 were accepted for items 5b and .5o· For 
5e an answer correct to the nearest minute was ·aooepted. 
As in the previous Practical Tests only one mark was awarded to eao~ 
item and it will be noted that a very generous pgrmissible error was 
allowed for sane of the items in Experiment 4- and 5· 
8. The Raw Scores on the Criterion Tests. 
The -raw scores obtained by the pupils on the various tests together 
with a brief' s\11111118.ry of the major statistics for eaoh test are given below. 
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As in the previous experiments the Practical Test was subdivided to 
produce a new score under the heading of Experimental Test. This was 
the total score obtained by each pupil on the items of the Practical Test 
involving pure measurement and manipulation and included items 1a, 2a, 
3a, 3b, ,3o, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a, 5b and 5o. The item 3c is to sane extent 
of doubtful right to be included in this list. For oonvenienoe in 
oanparison the scores of the pupils on the Initial Tests are also 
tabula. ted below. 
TEST SCOR1!5 :roRM 2A. 
Theoretical Test Practical Test ~erimental Test ~il Final Initial Final Initial Final Initial 
a 22 19 11 10 7 7 
b 18 18 13 15 10 9 
c 14 18 14 14 11 11 
d 16 17 15 11 9 7 
e 1} 13 11 5 9 4 
t 8 8 8 10 8 7 
g 21 21 11 11 9 7 
h 14 16 11 10 9 6 
i 21 24 14 1} 10 8 
j 20 24 8 13 8 8 
k 22 25 10 16 8 10 
1 16 21 10 13 8 10 
m 13 15 9 13 7 9 
n 11 17 12 10 11 8 
0 11 20 10 8 9 8 
p 8 17 9 7 9 6 
q 16 20 11 20 8 12 
r 23 23 12 • 16 9 10 
s 8 6 11 17 10 11. 
t 28 21 16 16 11. 1:1 
Cant •a. •••••••• 
Cont 'd. •••••••• 
T.heoretioal Test Practical Test Experimental Test 
!Pupil 
Final Initial Final Initial Final Initial 
u 1} 17 10 14 9 9 
"'I' 8 11 12 11 9 8 
!Pupil 
Theoretical Test Practical Test Experimental Test 
Final Initial Final Initial Final Initial 
a 13 16 8 10 7 7 
b 16 20 10 13 8 10 
0 15 13 11 16 9 11 
d 18 11 9 10 8 7 
e 13 14 11 14 9 10 
t 15 14 9 13 7 8 
g 9 15 11 15 9 11 
h 13 16 9 6 9 4 
i 18 20 13 16 9. 11 
j 12 16 6 7 6 3 
k 22 24 7 15 7 10 
l 26 19 15 15 9 12 
m 15 16 10 11 8 8 
n 12 7 10 15 9 10 
0 11 15 12 10 9 7 
p 21 12 14 3 9 3 
q 12 9 10 10 8 7 
r 19 14 11 15 9 9 
s 16 18 11 12 9 9 
t 9 10 8 11 8 9 
Elupil 
Theoretical Test Pra.otioa.l Test ~erimental Test 
FiDal Initial Final Initial Final Initial 
a. 6 11 10 15 to 11 
b 8 14 9 6 8 4 
C: 9 18 11 11 9 8 
d 4 2 9 10 8 7 
e 10 7 8 12 8 8 
f 7 9 9 8 8 6 
g 13 15 9 15 9 11 
h 15 19 12 13 9 9 
1 14 10 8 6 6 6 
j 9 10 11 16 9 12 
k 11 9 a 7 7 6 
1 10 18 9 16 8 10 
m 9 15 11. 13 10 7 
n 19 18 11 15 10 10 
0 8 11 8 12 8 8 
p 5 6 10 8 8 7 
q 7 10 8 11 7 9 
r 6 11. 10 12 8 9 
s 10 20 10 14 9 11 
t 13 10 10 8 9 6 
u 10 
·1 10 10 9 8 
v 10 1.6 10 8 8 5 
w 8 16 10 12 10 9 
Sl.JMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
{a.) Final Theoretical Test. 
/Table over. 
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Statistic Fozm 2A Fom 2B Foltn 20 All .E'oDDSe 
£x 344 305 221 870 
N~ 22 20 23 65 
M =- 1,5. 636 1,5.250 ~-6~ 13.385 • 
l,x2 6052 501~ 2387 134-58 
£.x2 673-066 3.67. 740 263.4-77 1813.380 
S.D. ,5.661 4.4-00 3-4-61 5-323 
Range. 8- 28 ~ - 26 4-- 1~ 4--28 
(b) Final Practical Test. 
Statistic Form 2A Form 2B Form 20 All Forms. 
ix 24-8 205 221 674-
N ~ 22 20 23 65 
M=r 11.273 10.2.50 ~.60~ 10.36~ 
£x2 28~0 2195 2153 7238 
~2 ~4-372 93-740 29.4-n 2q9.200 
S.D. 2.120 2.221 1.158 1.973 
AA ........... 
-
8- 16 6- 1.5 8- 12 6- 16 
(o) Final atper:lmental Test. 
Statistic; Fol'Dl lA ib:r.m 2B Foxm 20 All Foms. 
~X. 198 166. 1~5 55~ 
N 22 20 23 65 
M=~ ~-000 8.300 8.4-78 8.600 
£x2 1810 1394- 1677 4-881 
£7l- 28.000 16.200 23·739 73-600 
S.D. 1.1,5lt. 0.~23 1.038 1.061.-
Range. 7 - 11 6- ~ 6- 10 6- 11 
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THE THIRD El??.I!!RD1ENT : ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. 
1. The Reliability of the Final Theoretical Test. 
Using the scores for the total group of 65 pupils the correlation 
between the total scores on the odd and even items was detennined giving 
a value or, 
r = o. 703 .:!: 0. O!t2 where 0. OL.2 is the probable error• 
Corrected by the "Spearman Brown Formula" this gave a Reliability or 
Consistency Coefficient, 
R = 0.826. 
This is' a reasonably high value for such a test. 
·Now the Initial Theoretical Test which the pupils had received when in 
the First Year Forms was rather simjlar in type to this test. In fact 
both tests were designed to measure the same abilities. The trea1ments 
of the three forms in the period between taking the Initial and Final 
Theoretical Tests were not identical but one would still naturally 
expect a reasonably high correlation between the scores on the two tests 
if they were measuring the same abilities. The correlation between the 
scores on the two tests was accordingly worked out in order to obtain 
some estinlate of the degree to which the two Theoretical Tests were 
measuring the same abilities. 
Let 
Correlation of Initial and Final Theoretical Test Scores. 
· fx refer to Initial Theoretical Test Scores} 1Y refer to Final Theoretical Test Scores. 
ANALYSIS OF OOVARIANCE. 
Group ~x2 £?- fxy £xv r ~" -~~ 
2A 515.904- 6T>066 +452.182 +0. 767 
2B 316.940 367-740 +163.250 +0.478 
2C 496-410 263.4n +179·348 +0·496 
Jithin Fozms 1329.254 1304.283 +794-780 +0. 60Z,. 
Total 1670.960 1813.380 +1168.154- +0.671 
For samples of 65 pupils the values of r required for significance at -
various levels are as followss-
~evel of Significance 10% 5% 1% 0~1, 
porrelation coefficient 0.206 0.2lf,5 0.318 0.40( 
1• T,lf. bond. 
Both r total and r within farms are camparativel~highly significant 
so there seems to be little reasonfor doubting that to a large extent the 
Initial and Final Theoretical Tes ~s were measures or the~ ability or 
... ~ 
abilities. Application ot Fisher's 11 z" technique shows that at the 
~b level we can be confident that the true r total lies vlithin·' the 
limits 0.510 to 0. 786 and r within fol'lll.s lies within the limits 0.422 to 
o. 735- All of the values or r for the individual forms are highly 
significant at the ~~ level but the differences between them are not 
significant at the ~level and thus we have no reason for rejecting the 
hypothesis of hanogenei ty of correlation. Taking the r within fonns value 
as being the more stable and reliable value, the forecasting ef:ficz,ncy is 
2~~-
The reasonably high value of the correlation between the two 
tests· does give sane added con:fidence in the reliability and perhaps 
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even the validity of the two tests. It may of oourse be that the high 
correlation is due to factors that are oamuon to the two tests and were 
not included in the list of objectives whioh the tests were designed to 
measure. For example the high correlation might be due to the fact that 
botp tests are to a large degree measuring the general intelligence "g" 
and verbal "v' :f'aotor. This is however lmlikel.y in view at" the 
extremely low correlation between a test which was almost·.the same as 
the Initial ~eoretical Test and the Northumberland Intelligence Test 
(Chapter 6 - Lt. page IO't ). The responses to each item. were examined and 
no iteuiS of very doubtful discriminative value were detected. Both 
teachers responsible for the instruction of the forms agreed that the test 
was a :tair sampling of the work done by the foms. Since a B()od 
achievement test tends to give a normal distribution it was decided to apply 
the Y.,. 2 test for normality of distribution of. the scores on the 
Theoretical Test· using the whole sample of 65 pupils and the final 
analysis is given below. 
FmdL THli)R]J.ric.AL TEST. 
], 2 TEST :OOR NORMALITY 0~ DISTRIBUTION. 
Scores fo fe ~f'n - f'eJ' re 
28 and over i} ~1~J 25- 27 0.15 0.6759 22- 24 2.47 
19- 21 6.06 
16- 18 a. 10.81 0.7304. 
13- 15 ·15 1 1Lt-.08 0.0682 
10- 12 12 13.57 0.1816 
7 - 9 14- 9·59 2.0280 
4- 6 ~} 4.951 1.6190 3 and lm.der. 2.53 
'X2= 5-3031 
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~Mean = 13. 3Bj [t0 =- frequency observed ] N ::: 65 fe = frequency expected. S.D. = 5-323 Degrees of Freedom = 6 - 1 - 2 = 3• 
For three degrees of freedom Y,. 2 exoeedl! 5· 30 in almost 1 !jft of m:ndan 
I 
samples of this size and our co:ntidenoe in the hypothesis of normality 
ot distribution is as a consequence rather low but we have no justification 
tor rejecting the hypothesis. 
It should be noted that items involving sane :fa.cili ty With numbers 
constituted 50i~ ot the Initial Test and 7C1;6 of the Final Test. There 
is however sane evidence that the correlation between soores on the numerical 
and non numerical i tans is by no means low. As a general result of the 
analysis described in the present section we can have a reasonable degree 
of confidence in the.Reliability of the Final Theoretical Test. 
2. The Reliability of the Final Practical Test. 
An attEmpt was made to obtain sane est:imate of the reliability of the 
Practical Test by a modification of the split-half method. The items were 
~ouped into pairs of itans of estimated equivalent ditficulty. !lith this 
particular test the pairing was ra tlier difficult since there were eleven 
items involving what we might term pure measurement and observation. The 
pairing finally decided upon was as follows the exper:imental items being 
marked in red. 
The total score :ibr each pupil on the i tews in the first row was 
correlated VIi th the total score for eaoh pupil on the items in the 
second row. Using the results for all 65 scripts this gave a correlation 
coefficient of 
r = 0.357 .:!: 0. 0"73 where 0. 073 is the Probable Error. 
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Corrected by the "Spearman Brown" ~ormula this gave a Reliability ooeft'icien1 
ot', 
R = 0.526 
This "Consistenoy 11 or Reliability Coet't'icient is very low but a brief' 
examination ot' the pairs and ref'erenoe to the actual test paper (p/JO.) 
will show that in many oases the pairing is ot' necessity far from 
satisfactory. Correlating the scores on alternate items as set out in 
the original test gave a value of R = 0. 555· 
Both ot' these Reliability or Consistency Coefficients are very 
low but it must be noted that the test only contained twenty items and 
moreover there is considerable doubt as to whether the test has been 
split into two equivalent halves. 
Since good achievement tests tend to give a nomal distribution the 
1., 2 test for no.xmality of distribution of the scores on both the Practical 
Test and the Experimental Test was applied to the whole sample of 65 pupils 
and the final analysis is given below. 
FINAL PRACTICAL TEST. 
X 2 TEST :rroR NOmALITY oF DISmiBUTION. 
Scores to fe 
{_fo - t' e_J~_ 
f'e 
16 and over H Oo14~ 15 0.47 0.7308 14 1.52 13 3·79 
12 5 1·36 o. 7567 
11 15 11.05 1.4120 
10 16 12.99 0.6975 
9 10 11.76 0.2634-
8 9 8.44 0.0345 
7 ~ l 4-62! 4-0148 5 and under 2.·86 
x2 = 7·9097 
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r:Me~ = 1 o. 36~ [ fo = frequency observed ] N = 65 fe = frequency expected S.D = 1. 973 Degrees of Freedom = 7 - 1 - 2 = 4-
For four degrees of freedom 1-2 exceeds 7. 91 in almost ~ of 
randan samples of this size, and as a consequence our confidence in t~e 
hf.pothesis of normality of distribution is rather low and moreover 
there is some evidence ot a 1\l~vely skewed distribution. 
~ti'll§ l«PERJMENTAL TEST. 
X 2 TEST ~"UR N'ORMALITY OF DISTRIBUTION. 
Scores fo fe (fo- fe)Z 
fe 
11 and over. ~J 0.78} 2.4599 10 5-34 
9 27 16.89 6.0516 
8 19' 23·39 0.8239 
7 7 14-26 3· 6962 
6 g} 3·8n 1. 2616 5 and under. 0.47 
'X-2 = 14-22~2 
~ 
~:Mean = 8. 6oOj Degrees of Freedom = 5 - 1 - 2 = 2. N =65 S.D. = 1.064 
For 2 degrees of FreeiJDm-J..2 exceeds 13.80 in 0.1% of random samples 
and as a consequenc9 the eypoth.esis of normality ,of distribution must 
be rejected. The distribution shows a marked !Lf3cit:lve skew. 
An examination of the frequemy distribution shows that both the 
Practical Test and Elcperimental Test tended to give a Dt3i.fri vely skewed 
distribution. It is evident that the Experimental Test in particular 
is very diagnostic in character and although this characteristic was 
also observed in the Exper:imental Test applied to the First Year ~ils, · 
it is much ~re pronounced in this case. One remedy as alrea~ pointed 
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out would be to award a total of two marks to each item of the Experimental 
Test and have two limits of· permissible error,· two marks being awarded 
for the more correct and one mark being awarded for the less correct 
re~onse. This solution is very attractive and can be applied With sane 
accuracy When older pupils such as VIth Formers are being examined. With 
the type of experiments Elll.ployed here, the apparatus used, and the pupils 
concerned suoh a technique would be very di.f'ficult to a:pply. The mere 
allocation of two marks to same items and one mark to other i tEIDS, i.e. 
weighting the marks might be justified if there were certain proof' that 
same of the items were more difficult that the others, since the whole 
test inv.olves only a small number of items. A certain emount of' weightirlg 
is already present in so:ftlr as certain fundamental measuranents such as, 
f'or example, the measurtment of temperature are present in several of 
the experhlents. 
A certain amount of evidenoe as to the reliability of the individual 
items of the Experimental Test is provided by the fact that When groups 
of ten or twelve VIth Formers were given identical experiments and apparatus 
their readings for each item showed very little di~ersion. 
3. The Practical Test: Discriminative Value of Individual Items and 
Validity. 
Since there was some indication that the Reliability of' the Practical 
Test JAight be low :i.t was considered advisable to examine the Discrjmizla.tive 
Value of the Uldividual items. The whole group of 65 pupils was divided 
into four sections the dividing points of the sections being approximately 
the upper quartile, the median, and the lower quartile. The group or 
section with the highest total soores contained 17 pupils and is referred 
to as the "4th Quarter" whilst the other three sections each contained 
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16 pupils. The total number of correct responses made by the mEmbers 
of each section, were calculated for each item. and are tabulated below. 
For convenience the items of the Experimental Test are underlined in 
red. 
PRACTICAL TEST: DISCRil.ZINATIVE VALUE OF DIDIVIDUAL ITDIS. 
Question Number of Corl1 ~ot Res"DOnSes b~ 
or Item lf,th Quarter 3rd Quarter 2nd Quarter 1st Quarter 
No. 
JA. .12... ..15.. .1i j£. 
.Jl).. _...§. 
-6.. ...2. .L 
2a 
.1i ..u. 1L ~ 
-A ~ 1 ..Q.. 1 
- -
..JL 
-It .!i.. 1.2. 15. .JR. ll f ~ i .2.. 6 ~ 
~ 0 0 ..Q.. 0 
-
-
ll!... .lZ. 12. ~ 1.5. 
ltL 1l. .1R_ ti. 1.2.. 
A£_ !i 12. 15.. 11 
4d 1i. ll 1.Q. 6 
'I;e -14 11 6 j_ 
~ 4 0 0 0 r 1r 0 0 
- - -
- -
~ u 1.6.. 1i 1.2. 
~ u !l 1Q. 2._ 
_a a_ 
.2-. l. L 
5d L 0 0 1 
- 0 T ']! 2 0 
- - - -
~o of Pupils 






















In general the number of correct responses to each i tam does decrease 
as we pass fran t~~\. 4th Quarter to the 1st Quarter. The laok of 
discriminative value of the Experimental items is very marked and it is 
evident that most of them are mainly diagnostic in character. Ifiems 
1a, 4a and 5a all involved the same process of measuring the temperature 
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of sane oold water with a Centigrade Thermaneter and it is interesting to 
note that the totals of correct responses to these items were 62., 64. and 65 
respectively. These items were obviously very easy so tar as the pupils 
were oonoerned but it should be noted that they were eonaistently easy. 
Items 3a and 3b both involved the measurEment of weight with a 
Spring Balanoe and the totals of correct responses to these itelDS were 
63 and 54- respectively. The items involving deductions tram the results 
of the observations and measuranents naturally show greater discriminative 
value than the items ot the Experimental Test. 
The validity of the Practical and Experimental Tests must finalJ.y 
depend to a large extent \.U)on subjective opinions. However the Initial 
Praotical~st administered to the pupils when in their first year at 
the school and this Final Practical Test were designed to measure similar 
objectives or abilities and as a conseCJlence a reasonably high correlation 
between the scores on these two tests might be aJCpeoted. The correlations 
for both the Practical and Experimental Tests were calculated and the 
results are given below. 
Oorrelation ot Initial and Final Practical Test Scores. 
Let {x refer to Initial Practical Test Scores} 
y refer to i1nal Practical Test Sodres. 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE. 
Group Ex2 ~y2 £xy ~X_Z_ . r =_4·x2 • £y2) 
2A 263.374 94.372 +37·545 0.238 
2B 242.,540 93.740 +23~750 0.158 
20 221.910 29.477 +30e 957 0.383 
~ithin FolmS 7W.824 217.589 +92.252 0.235 
Total. 743.740 249.200 +11lt.431 0.266 
Correlation of Initial and Final Experimental Test Scores. 
Let /x refer to Initial Experimental Teat Scores I (1 refer to Final Experimental Test Scores. J 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE. 
Group '£. x2 2_y2 ~7:¥ r = ~xy ~x2 .~fJ__ 
2A. 81.455 28.000 +9.000 0.188 
2B 130.200 16.200 +16.200 0.353 
20 98.609 23.739 +.22.565 O.Lt-66 
~i thin Forms 310.264 67.939 +47· 765 0.329 
Total. 311.lt4E) 73·600 +Lt-9.600 0.328 
The correlat~s obtained are very low. So~ as the individual 
forms are concerned the only coefficient which is significant a-t; the .5'}~ leveJ 
is that :for Form 20 with the ExpeJ'imental Tests. The difference~ .between 
the values of r :for the separate forms are not significant at the 5% level. 
For a total sample of 65 pupils r· must exceed 0.245 to be significant 
at the 5% level a.nd 0.318 to be significant at the 1% level. 
Using Fisher's "z" technique we can feel confident at the 5 per cent 
level that for the Practical Tests the true value of r total lies within the 
limi• +0.023 and +0.480. For the Experimental Tests, at the 5>& level, r 
total lies within the limits + 0.091 and +0.530 
The low correlations tend to cast serious doubt en the reliabilit,y 
and validity of at least one of the testv. It may be for example, that 
the Initial Practical Test had a high validity while that of the Final 
Practical Test was low, or vice vema. It should be noted that the 
Consistency or Reliability Coefficient of th'e Ini tia.l Practical Test 
was estimated at 0. 790 (Chapter 3 - 12 page 38) while that for the 
Final Practical Test was est:imated at 0.526. Using these figures, which are 
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of course only very approximate est:imates then r total for the two 
Fraotical Tests when corrected for attenuation is still only 0.412 
instead of 0.266. A further point of note is that we can have little 
confidence in the ~othesis that the Final. Practical Test gives a 
normal distribution and no confidence at all in such a :eypothesis for 
the Final Experimental Test. In conjunction with the :f'a.ct that the 
actual design of the F:Lnal Practical Test was very difficult, the above 
:f'aotors seem to indicate that the Initial Tests were probably of higher 
validity and reliability than the Final Tests. 
4. Correlation of Final Theoretical and Practical Test Scores. 
Even though the reliability and validity of the Final Practical 
Test were doubtful the correlation between the Final Theoretical and 
Practical Test Scores were calculated far the whole sample of 65 pupils. 
The three forms had been given dif':f'erent trea tm.ents but is is probably 
correct to say that there is a widespread tendency in the teaching of 
Physics to adopt demonstration methods with weaker classes. ·The reasons 
for this tende~y are generally the subjective opinions that, discipline 
needs to be stricter with weaker pupils andibat by the adoption of such a 
method a weaker class can cover the same amount of ground, in the same tjme 
as a better class where the pupils are allowed to do sane individual 
exper:imental work• The advisability of' such a technique is doubtful 
but it is probably true that the methods of teaching the three ·classes 
involved in this exp~::rjment were to a large extent in conf'ormi ty with 
popular practice, and as a consequenc~ vte have no justification f'or 
considering the whole grou.p as either unduly homogeneous or heterogeneous. 
Before actually calculating the correlation coefficient a scattergram 
was constructed. 
Scattergram: Final Theoretical and Practical Test Scores. 
Practical Test Scores. 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 n Mean 
28+ 1 1 16.00 
25+ 1 1 15-00 
22+ 1 1 1 1 
' 4 10.00 
19+ 1 3 2 6 11.50 
16+ 1 2 2 2 1 8 11.50 
13+ 2 q. 3 4 1 1 15 10.13 
10+ 1 2 1 6 2 ~2 9·58 
7+ 4 3 1 5 1 ~4 9. 71 
4-+ 1 3 4 9·75 
n 1 1 9 10 16 15 5 2 3 2 1 65 
~ea.n 12.00 22.00 11.11 10.50 11.$ 1lj.13 1J.8> 18.00 18.67 21.00 26.0: 
The soatterg~ gives no pronounced indication of curvilinear regress~ 
and in view of the smallness of the total sample there is little justifies.-
tion for rejecting a hypothesis of linear regression or applying more 
exact tests of linearity of regression. 
Correlation of Final Theoretical and Practical Test Scores. 
Let {x refer to Theoretical Test Scores } 
y refer to Practical Test Scores. 
ANALYSIS OF COVARL\NCE. 
Group ~x?- £y2 £xy r - lf:'Jr.Y -~-~'·tv'] 
2A 673.066 94-372 +105.182 0.417 
'2B 367-740 93-740 +81. 750 0.440 
2C 263.477 29.4n +2o.478 0.232 
~i thin Fom 1304.283 217.589 +207.410 0.389 
Total 1813-380 249.200 +313. 769 0.467 
The values of r for Forms 2B and 2C are almost significant at 
the S"fo level and there is no reason for rejectjng the lwPothesis of 
homogeneity of correlation for the three foDns. Both r total and r with-
in fol1DS are highly significant at the 1,~ level. The correlation is 
higher than that obtained with the first year forms, but is still 
quite low. A subjective opi.¢.on is that both the Final Teets gave 
more weight to numerical oalcula tiona than was the case with the teste 
applied to the first year pupils and hence larger correlation coefficients 
might reasonably be expected. At the 5% level of contideme r total lies 
within the J.imi. ts 0. 250 to o. 639 and r within forms lies within the 
limits 0.150 and 0. 513· 
5. Correlation of Final Theoretical and Exeer:imental Test Scores. 
The Final Experimental Test was very diagnostic in o~aoter, and 
did not give a normal distribution. Moreover the range of the scores 
was very small indeed. Despite this it was decided to construct a sea tter-




J!.1inal Theoretical Test Scores. 
4+ 1+ 10.. 13+ 16+. 19+ 22+ 2.5+ 2& n Kea.n 
~1 1 1 1 J 17·67 
10 1 3 1 2 7 12.71 
9 5 5 9 3 3 1 1 27 14-04 
8 3 5 4 1 4 t 1 19 11.58 
7 1 1 3 2 7 14.71 
6 1 1 2 13.00 
n 4 14 12 ~5 8 6 4 1 1 
~ 8.50 8. 71 8.42 9-13 8.63 9·17 1·15 9.00 11.a: 
A soattergram suoh as the above is not very satisfactory since 
there are only six rows. Our confidence in the eypothesis of 
( 
linearity of regression is not high and yet there is no very pronounced 
indication of curvilinear regression. The correlation between the two 
test scores is obviously low. If the regression were actually 
curvilinear then the product moment oorr~lation ooef'f'ioient would of 
course underest:imate the degree of relationship between the two 
variables. 
Correlation of l!"'il'Ull Theoretical and Experimental Test Scores. 
Letix refer to Theoretical Test Scores. t 1r refer to ~er~ental Test Score~ 
ANALYSIS ~,.COVARIANCE. 
Group ~x2 ~y2 £xy· r- £x;y;: -~'2. .£y'2. 
2A 673.066 28.000 +1.000 O.OCJl 
2B 367.74D 16.200 +7.500 0.097 
20 263.477 23.739 +11.304 0.143 
ri thin Fozm.s 13()4.283 67.939 +19.804 0.067 
Total. 1813.380 13· 600 +39.000 0.107 
The correlation coefficients ·are all extremely small. For samples 
ot 65 pupils r should exceed 0. 2.06 in order to be significant at at the 
10'fo level. AJpointed out in the experiments with the first year pqp:Us 
we would naturally expect the correlation between the Experimental and 
Theoretical Tests to be low since the tests were intended to be measures 
or different abilities. However.it is important to realise that 
correlations between the scores on two tests are systematically lowered 
or attenuated as the resultor errors or measurement. The reliability 
of the Theoretical Test is probably quite high since i1BConsistenoy 
Ooef'tioient by the 11spli t halt'" method was 0. 826 and it correlated quite 
highly with the Initial Theoretical Test. The reliability of the 
Exper:imental Test is however probably low and as a consequence considerable 
attenuation is probably present, so far as the correlations of the two 
tests are concerned. 
6. Discussion on Results of Correlation Anal;y;:sis. 
The relatively high consistency coefficient {0.826) tor the F~l 
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Theoretical Test and its relatively high correlation of 0.671 with 
the Initial Theoretical Test (Consistency Coefficient o. 846) does tend 
to give added confidence in the reliability and even validity of the 
Theoretical Tests used in all the experiments. It must be admitted 
of course that the high correlation between the tests1;migb.t. ·.,}''· 
have been due 1D the two tests measuring some camnon factors not 
included in the original list of objectives Which the tests were 
designed to measure. This possibility has of course been considerably · 
reduced by virtue of the fact that a test almost identical with the 
Initial Theoretical Test had a very low correlation with a reliable 
verbal group Intelligence Test. (Chapter 6 - 4- page 10'() 
The correlations between the Initial and Final, Practical and 
Experimental Tests were very low and as alreaey pointed out appear to 
cast doubt on the validity and reliability of the Final rather than the 
Initial Tests. The low correlations are however not entirely unexpected 
since it is well known that many perfonnanoe tests, and tests of 
occupational abilities are often of poor reliability. ~.P. Alexander1 
working with a group of 1 00 elementary school children with an age 
range of 124. to 166 months obtained a correlation of 0.335 between the 
scores on the Pass along Test and KOHS Block Design Test. For the 
same group the correlation between two of COX'S tests of Mechanical 
Aptitude, viz Test E3 and Test D, was 0.283. The majority of these 
tests were of course designed for application to older students. The 
fact that the correlation between the Initial and Final Practical and 
Experimental Tests were in this ~eriment only 0.266 and 0.328 is 
certainly not in itself suffici~t evidence that practical tests of 
1. U.P. Ale:ilander. Intelligence Concrete and Abstract - C. U.P. 1935• 
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the type used are in general unsatisfacto~. All the available 
evidence however does appear to indicate that the Final Practical 
Test was of less validity than the Initial Practical Test. 
Uith regard to the correlations between the scores on the Final 
Theoretical Test and the Final Practical and Experimental Tests the 
fact that r total for the Theoretical and Practical Tests is 0.467 while 
r total for the Theoretical~ ExPerhl.ental Tests is only 0.107 is 
interesting. The general trend of these coefficients is sUni.lar to 
the results for similar correlatio~U~ calculated in the first and 
second experiments. Low correla tiona are . to be expected if the two 
tests being correlated are valid measures of different abilities. The 
extremely low value of 0.107 may be considerably attenuated by a low 
reliability for the Experimental Test. In October 1947 an initial 
mq>loratory experiment similar to the present one was applied to two 
third year forms. After one monthh revision \fork they were given a 
Theoretical and Practical Test based on their first and second year 
work. These tests contained many items that were later used in the 
tests which have already been quoted. The Theoretical test of 40 items 
had a self Co.DSistency Coefficient of 0.823 based on 66 scripts. The 
Practical Test gave a distribution which was reasonably normal and the 
correlation between~e Practical and Theoretical Test Scores was 0.1~. 
Even allow:iilg for the pos~ibili ty of low reliability for the 
Practical Tests used in all the three experhlents which have been described 
i1:l full it is almost certain that they were to a la.rge extent measuring 
abilities not measured by the Theoretical Tests. The diff'ioul ties encounter~ 
in designing the Practical Tests for application to young pupils, and 
assessing their validity have been stressed because it Inay be that tests 
. -of this nature are more suitable and useful when applied to more advanced 
pupils. 
CHAP.rER 9. 
Conolusionsz Suggestions for Further Research. 
-----.-··-.- A¥-
In the research discussed in the previous chapters two major but 
oanplc:mentary problEms were considered. The primary problan, of course, 
was to determine ~ther the two different methods of instruction bad 
produced aey measurable differences in the progress of the two fo:ans. The 
other problem was the design of reliable and valid objective tests of 
ability in Practical Physics. The two prob.lems are by no Jneans distinct 
and it is almost certain that the first problem can never be completely 
solved until·a satisfactory solution of the second problem has been attained 
and accepted as valid by a representative bo~ of teachers and physicists. 
1. The Methods Experiment. (vide Chapters 5 and 6. ) 
The two methods were apPlied to two random groups of first year 
p\,\Pils and the effect of the two methods on the mean abilities of ~e 
. . 
pupils in each group as 1nea.sured by the Theoretical and Practical Tests 
was determined. The Theoretical Test employed was of reasonably high 
reliability and validity and conventional in type. The results show·ed 
that no significant differences in tnose abilities which were measured 
by this test were produced by the two DLethods. The Practical and 
Experimental Tests were designed to measure different abilities or out-
oom.es to those measured by the Theoretical Test and the reliability and 
validity of these tests were rather unoertain, depending to a large 
extent on subjective opinions. Again the two methods produced no 
significant dif'f'erence so far as those abilities which were actualJ.y 
measured by these two tests were concerned. It is realised that the 
1~ 
above results are restricted to the particular forms, school and teacher 
involved in this experi.ment.As a result of the experiment it might 
be argued that the two methods had produced no significant differences 
for the two forms. This may not be true since other factors are involved. 
A method of instruction will have intellectual, physical and 
EmOtional reactions on the pupil and it may be that the anotional 
effects on the child are the ones of greatest importance. The young 
pupil entering a physics laboratory for the first time is usually 
intrigued by the sight of the apparatus; his curiosity is obvious and 
his interest in the subject is aroused and stimulated. If in the course of 
the year he is not allowed to use at least sane of the a:p_paratus his 
interest may wane and be replaced by a sense of frustration. The 
objective measurement of the interest of a pupil in a given subject is 
of course extremely difficult. Recently sQne research into the interests 
of pupils in a single gr8.lmna..r school has been undertaken and the results 
though restricted in their nature scope ani validity are interesting.1 It 
is claimed for example that pupils of 11 + were very interested indeed in 
He.& 
learning how· to weigh and not so interested in findingl\.density ot a solid, 
even though the latter involved the w:~e of a balance. In general with 
pupils of 11+ and 12+ the interest in t:b.ose branches of science involving 
weighing and measurement was high but tended to decrease with age. As 
already emphasized the asses~nent of the interest of a pupil in a given 
subject is extremely difficult. A new type achievement test in Physics 
will to sane extent be a measure of the pupil's interest in Physics it 
it is not overloaded with i te1r.s involving difficult nUlllerical calcula tiona. 
The assumption is of course that a person is well infonned in those subjects 
in which he is mat interested. If the _Theoretical Test employed in the 
1.N.L. Houslop and E.J. Vleeks. The Interests of Schoolchildren. 194-7 
The School ~cience Review Nos.109; 110 Vol~ 
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methods exper~ent is taken as a measure - an1 probably a very poor 
measure - of the pupil's interest in Physics then once again we could 
claim that the two methods produced no statistically significant diff'ereme 
for the two fOlmS• This was still true when the total scores on the non-
mathematical items of the Theoretical Test were examined. by means of the 
analysis of variance. 
Since the two Juethods produced no measureable differences in those 
abilities or outcomes that were measured by the ori terion tests it might 
appear that both methods are equally effective. There are however strong 
subjective opinions by experienced teachers that the interest of the 
·pupil in S£tence is st:imulated by the performance of experimental work, 
and since there is at present no really valid objective measure of the 
pupil's interest there is same justification for teaching Physics to young 
pupils by a method which does include a reasonable amount of individual 
experimental work. 
This simple solution to the problem is however complicated by the 
fact that the personality and ability of the actual teacher is an important 
factor. Same teachers have a genius for stimulating interest by means at 
demonstration experiments, some find disciplinary difficulties in 
oontroll,i:ng classes perfoming individual experiments etc. Since it is 
possible that the influence of the two methods is not very pronounced in 
aey direction it then appears justifiable at present that each teacher 
should use the method which :bis elqlerience has shown is best sui ted to 
his ovn1 personal interests and abilities. The prevalent position in 
grwnmar schools is suramarized by the following quotation :O:an a recent 
work, which was oanpiled by a panel of about thirty experienced Science 
Teachers, With the assistance of about 200 corresponding members of the 
Soienoe Masters Association and the Incorporated Association of Assistant 
•. f 14(). 
Masters. 
"In most schools Science is taught by a canbination of classroom 
and laboratory methods. The more theoretical parts of the subject 
are dealt with by lecturing, discuasion and oral and \7ri tten 
questioning familiar in other subjects. iJhcre possible, the 
teacher's descriptions are amplified and enlivened by demonstration 
experiments, and where suitable the problems involved are 
investigated practically in the laboratory by the pupils themselves". 1 
The "methods" experiment described in Chapters 5 and 6 has produced 
no evidence that might cast doubt on the wisdom of the above proctAdure 
so far as first year students of Physics are concerned. 
2. Objective Practical Physics Tests: Young Pupils~ 
Considerable research is needed to produce really satisfactory objective 
tests of ability in Practical Physics. The two tests used in the present 
research were based solely on one method of ap,Proach to the problan and 
' 
were. fundamentally efforts to measure outcanes whi.ch are not generally 
assessed when dealing with young pupils. 
The fact that the test administered to the second year pupils was 
more difficult to design than that given to the first year pupils is not 
necessarily discouraging. It must be noted that the syllabus followed 
by the second year pupils was probably not particularly appropriate for 
pupils of their age and even with pen and paper objective Physics Tests 
ditt.Loulty is often experienced in designing good items to test certam 
branches or aspects of the subject. The reliability of' the tests Jna¥ not 
be extremely high but this is also true of maey performa.nqe tests and tests 
of occupational abilities. Unfortunately the writer had no a,p~ortunity to 
re-administer the Practical Tests to the first and second year pupils 
after a reasonable interval of time, such as three months and so obtain 
more·valid estimates of their reliability. 
h The Teaching of Soience in Secondary Schools. Joint Canmi ttee of' I.A..A.Ivi. 
and S.M.A. John Murray, 1947• 
The validity of practical peysics tests is particularly difficult 
to assess. The normal procedure of estin18.ting a test's validity by deter-
mining how it correlates with known valid objective measures of those 
abilities which the test is designed to measure is almost :impossible. 
l'!o valid and generally accepted criterion measure of a youn,g student • s 
ability at Practical Physics exists at present. The validity must depend 
to a large extent on subjective opinions. Even here difficulty is encounterec 
and few teachers of Pbpics are prepared to classify first year pupils with 
regard to their practical ability even by a coarse method involving the 
use of a f'i ve point scale. 
If' however the reliability of' tests of' this type can be established 
then a low correlation with a reliable new-type Theoret:i,cal Test in Physics 
will at least indicate that the Practical Test measures outoanes not measured 
by the pen and paper test. It JIJil.y be that the ability of a pupil in 
Practical P~sics is closely related to the Practical Ability or 11F11 
factor of W.P. Alexander and the :Mechanical Aptitude or 11m" factor of 
J.W. Co::Y.. If this is so then scores on the Practical tests should correlate 
well with measures of these factors. Tests of' these factors are however 
well known to be more reliable when applied to older pupils. It is true 
that VI.P. Alexander has recently published noms for his Perf'omance 
Scale - used as a measure of F - for a range of 7 to 16 years but he still 
points out that the scale is l!lDre efl8:rt;ive between the ages of' eleven and 
. t 1 s:LX een. 
The general tendency of' the Experimental Tests to be diagnostic in 
character and give a positively skewed distribution has already been discussE 
In the writer's opinion it is probable that more progress will be made, in 
1. A Performance Scale for the Measurement at Practical Ability. 
W .P. .Alexander. Nelson and Sons. 1946. 
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the initial stagesof future research, by concentrating on the measurement 
of ability in Practical PJ.vsics with older pupils such as School 
Certificate ~d ~School Certificate candidates. With such pqpils tests 
-
that are less diagnostic in character oa.n be designed and longer tests 
involving many items09.n be used. 
Practical Physics and Older Pupils. 
. I 
So :far as older pupils are concerned the general tendency is to place 
more emphasis on the importance of individual experimental work by the 
students. The importance attached to sooh work and the t:hne allotted to 
it, is of course governed to a large extent by the careers for which the 
students are preparing. By the age of 17 or 18 however physics teaching 
has become more si>ecialised and less general in so far as its objectives 
are concerned. Candidates who take the HiglerSchool Certificate or Inter-
mediate B.So. examination in Physics are usually intendin,g to follow sane 
branch of Pure or Applied Science as a career. },"or such pupils ability 
at Practical Peysics, "per se", and not as an aid ·to a fuller appreciation 
of the principles of the subject becomes important. 
Even here oa.ution is necessary. The need for accurate measurement, 
manipulation of apParatus, a.nd the design and construction of new techniques 
is essential in all the experimental sciences. Lord Kelvin's dictum 
1. t" "Vie never know much about anything until we have contrived to measure 
is very pertinent. Despite this the actual accurate measurement of 
.quantities, observation of exper:imental phenomenon and manipulation of 
apparatus may, to a large ex:tent, be divorced from ability in P~sics. 
Examples of aninent physicists _.with great practical ability are numerous. 
Examples at the other end of the scale are also well know. The following 
quotation is frOLl a letter to "The Tjmes" on Septen1ber 4th, 1940 by 
Dr. F.V~ Aston, F.R.S., concerning Sir J.J. Thomson. 
"Among great experimental physicists his lack of' manipulative 
skill must have been well nigh unique, yet the simplicity and 
beauty of' the methods of analysis and measurement whichre originated 
.- make them ideal for the actual operator". • •••• 
"This intuitive ability to coruprehend the inner v1orking of 
intricate apparatus without the troUble of handling it appeared to 
me then, and still ap}:)ears to me now, as soroething verging on the 
miraculous, the hall mark of the great genius. 11 
In the above quotations it is inportant to stress the words "unique" 
and "miraculous" but it must also be remembered that today we have two 
almost distinct types of' physicist, the mathematical physicist and the 
experimental physicist. In rare cases of course we may have a first class 
combination of both in one individual. It is by no means a "sine qua non" 
that a good physicist today must be capable of making accurate measurements, 
and manipulating apparatus himself, but if he cannot, then he must have 
available the worlc of those who can, and should be in a position to 
appreciate their difficulties and limitations. In training a Physicist 
then, it is ilnportant that he should have at least some experience of 
accurate measurement and manipulation of apparatus. The need of course 
is widely appreciated and all the Elcamina.tion Boards demand that the 
candidates for H.S.C. must have pursued a course of practical work and 
be examined 1n Practical Physics. It is the effectiveness and valid.i ty 
of the custOWlry tests that cause most concern and they have shown 
comparatively little developruent during the past t\'lenty five years. 
4. Practical Tests. Present Position with Older Pupils. 
Candidates for Higher School Certificate and InteDnediate B.Sc., 
Physics are usually given a three-hour practical examintion. The 
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customary form of these exam~ations l:s rather unsatisfactory for sever.al 
reasons. Four problems or questions are set and the candidate has to 
attempt two. The first points of' importance are that the s~ling of the 
course is limited and all the candidates do not attempt the same questions. 
The assessment is mainly based on the written account finally handed · 
in by the candidate and tends to place a high premium on verbal ability. 
In scoring the scripts a certain amount of' objectivity can be obtained 
by awarding marks f'or the intermediate and end products of the candida tea 
work but the conditions of administration are such that marks cannot be 
awarded with great conf'idenoe f'or high accuracy. There is always a 
danger of attaching too much impo1~ance to the students vaitten description 
of' his worlc. 
In fairness it must be admitted that, although the sampling is 
limited two well chosen practical problems can involve a reasonable variety 
of' fundamental measurements and techniques. For example a question on the 
telli?erature' coefficient of' resistance involves measurEment of' temperature, 
length, and resistance; manipulation of' a metre bridge or Post Of'f'ice Box; 
a.nd may even involve the application of' graphical methods to complete 
the solution of the problem. 
It is easy to criticize the above .type of' examination but as yet · 
no satisfactory alternative has been produced, and aey change in f'orm must 
ultimate~ be accepted by, and :imposed by the ExaminAtion Boards and the 
Universities. The validity and reliability of' the customary practical 
tests are doubtful but apparently no figures have been published. The 
Examination Boards do not as a rule publish or make available data fran 
which reliabllity and correlation coefficients can be calculated. 
In 1929 the Joint :Matriculation Board did conduct sane research in 
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cormeotion with the correlation between Higher School Certificate practical 
examination results and written paper results. The conditions in the 
Higher School Certificate ~inations have changed very co.nsiderably 
·since then and no information is available with regard to the sizes of' 
·the samples involved, and the probable errors of' the coetricients. The 
following coefficients were supplied by and are quoted by kind pennission 












r = product manent 
correlation coefficient 
between written ~nation 
and practical ~ination 
test scores. 
It would be dangerous to plape much stress on the above figures 
but it is interesting to note that for Fey-sics. and Chemistry the coefficients 
were low thus indicating, at the worst, poor reliability and validity, or 
at the·best, that the tv1o tests were in general measuring different 
outcomes. The writer has been unable to obtain corresponding data for 
more recent years. 
~her important point in connection with the practical examinations 
is the question of' what weight should be attached to the scores obtained 
. 
when they are combined with the pupils' scores on the written tests. In 
most casesthe weight given to the practical test is canparatively small 
and only ten to fif'teenperoent of the pupil's final total score is 
allotted to the practical work. In addition to this there is a general 
tendency for practical tests to be set and scored in sUch a manner that 
the results show little dispersion. This of oourse only aggravates the 
position since when severa~ sets of' marlcs are oanbined their relative weights 
or influence upon the final rank or order of the candidates depends upon 
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the standard deviations rather than the means of the individual test. 
The low weight attached to the practical tests is probably due to the 
opinion that they are of low validity and reliability, and not due to 
a belief that Practical P~sics is relatively unimportant. 
Even :i:-f perfectly reliable and valid tests of Practical Ability 
uere available considerable research would still be needed to settle 
the question of what weight should be given to the practical test scores. 
The "correct" weight would no doubt be influenced by the age of the pupUs 
and the ultimate objectives of their course of instruction in physics. 
If it can be shown that the corr.elation between ability in experimental 
and theoretical Ph.Ysics is generally low then it WO\.lld probably be wiser 
to refrain from combining the scores. An average, even When weighted, 
of virtually unoorrela.ted scores can have little significance :fran an 
educational and prognostic point of view. 
,5. Objective Practical Tests. Older Pupils. 
Practical tests similar in general character to those used in the 
present research can be designed for application to more advanced students 
such as VIth Fol11lers and Intennediate B.Sc. candidates. A three-hour 
test WJ.y consist of ten, or even n1ore, distinct short problems or 
experiments, and the range and type of suitable problans is not se'riously 
limited by the reduction of the t:hne allowance :from ninety minutes to 
twenty or less minutes per question. Problems which are in IIl8.l1Y cases 
f'undamentally s:imi.lar to those at present included in Intermediate B.Sc. 
tests can be completed in fifteen minutes by average students if they are 
not expected to produce time consuming verbal accounts of their work. The 
candidates must of course work fast but it is worth while to note that 
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there is considerable evidence to show that the .faster worker is usually 
more efficient. In fifteen minutes a student can .for example; determine 
the .fooal length of a spP,erical mirror; measure the resistame of a ooil 
using a metre bridge; measure the specific heat of a rdid; dete:nnine 
the velocity of sound t1Sill8 a resonance tube and a tuning .fork of lmown 
trequeney; obtain a value .for the aocelera tion . due to gravity using 
a sUilple pendulun, eta. eto. Sane of the advantages of practical tests 
ot this nature are as .follows:-
(a) 
~~l (d 
The larger nunber of ~estions ensures better sampling of the 
course of studv 
All the Oa.ndidates attempt the same experiments. 
No premium is placed on verabl ability. 
More objective marking can be obtained. 
Certain objections to practical tests of this type are obvious. The 
division of eaoh experiment into well defined sections, each of which 
requires an answer, does assist objeoti ve marking but probably gives the 
candidate valuable hints on how to carry out the experiment. In sane 
experiments such hints may be justified anddesirable but it it is 
desired to give more scope to the ini tia ti ve or the candidate it is 
usually possible to reword the questions in such a manner that the hints 
are reduced to a mirrimum. 
One rather more iDq)ortant objection tO the tests is that certain 
techniques and manipulations carmot be adequately tested in .fifteen 
or twenty minutes. In .fifteen minutes there is not su:f'fioient tjme for 
the recording of multiple check readings to any large extent and 
graphical solutions o.f problans· are not possible. A .further point is raised 
by the .fact that the tests fail to measure or test the pupil's ability 
to make reasonable written reports of his observations and deductions, 
and give no indication of the candidates' method of apProach to difficulties 
that may arise, in the course of his experiment. Itany of the aspects of 
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practical work not adequately tested by the new type tests are however 
of such a nature that the,y might be more efficiently tested thro~ the 
medium of a written examination- It is possible that with older pupils 
a more satisfactory testing programme would be obtained by dividing the 
practical examination into two.parts. The first part might consist of 
eight new type problems taking a total of about two hours for completion. 
During the remaining hour the examiner might demonstrate ~n ax:per:iment 
to the candidates using large scale instruments and perhaps tabulating 
certain readings on a blackboard. The candidates might then be asked to 
write an account of the exper:imen t and make deductions from the readings. 
This latter technique has been used to sane extent in .America and might 
lead to useful results. 
A design :ft1r Future Research. 
I The important point with regard to new-type tests of Practical 
Physics is of course the question of their validity and reliability. If 
they are reliable and valid then they s~nuld have a low correlation with 
the Theoretical or written tests which are in general measuring different 
outcomes. It is perhaps Wise to point out rere that sane of the written 
papers set in Intennediate and H.S.c. Examinations do apparently attempt 
to measure or test some aspects of practical work since they include 
questions on the description and design of exper:iments. 
Any attempt at serious research into the question of the validity 
and reliability of new-type practical tests with older pupils suffers 
tram the drawback that large samples are needed for reliable exper~ents. 
Even in a large school of about seven hundred pupils it is unusual to 
have a group of even twenty candidates for Higher School Certificate 
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Physics in any are year. It is here that the Examination Boards and 
Universities oould help. They have large numbers of candidates and have 
had considerable experience in the adltti.nistration of Practical Tests on 
a large scale. The validity of newtype practical physics tests must 
still depend ultimately on the subjective opinions of experienced 
physicists and teachers but considerable corroborative evidence could be 
obtained fran a large scale experiment using a groU;p of about 300 candidates 
for an Intermediate B.Sc. or Higher School Certificate examination. An 
application of tbe methods of Factor Analysis would give sane evidence as 
. I 
to whether the practical and written tests were measuring different out-
comes since the factor loadings of each test could be determined. The 
factors most likely to be involved are the general intelligence or 11 g11 factor 
the verbal or 11 v11 factor, the num.~rical or "N'' facto~·, the practical 
ability o"t' "F" factor of Alexander and the Jneobanical aptitude or "m" factor 
of Cox. A reasonable testing progra.mne might consist of the following 
series of tests, 
Two normal written Physics tests ~ 6 hoursl The normal Practical Physics test 3 hours A new-type Practical Physics test. 3 hours 
Alexander's Perfoxmance Scale (1 hour) 
A battery of Cox's tests of Mechanical Aptitude ~1i hours) 
The Bennett-Fry Mechanical Comprehension Test i hour) 
One or more reliable verbal Group Intelligence Tests 2 hours) 
The amol.Ult of time required for actual testing is not unduly large 
and it should be noted that all the tests involved are group tests with 
the exception of Alexander's Performance Scale. A more ambitious scheme 
might involve re-application of tests(b) and (c) after ·an interval of 
about six or eight weeks, and the inclusion of an objective written 
Peysics Test such as the Co-operative Physics Test. If the research 
were sponsored by one of the universities the organisation would be 
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considerably simplified and would only involve in addition to the :normal 
examinations, (a and b,) taken by the candidates, - a programne of six 
or seven hours group testing and one hour of individual testing. The 
majority of this testing could be spread over a period of month95 and 
there should be no diffioul ty in obtaining the willing co-operation of 
the schools or colleges and teachers. 
Any ax:periments which may be applied to the small groups available 
in a single school or technical college are inoapable of producing highly 
reliable infonnation. It is certain that no vast changes in methods of 
testing ability in Practical Physics can be expee·ted or justified without 
experiments involving large and reasonably homogeneous gr~s, and it 
is also evident that the Universities and Examination Boards are in an 
unique position with regard to the initiation and co-ordination of any 
future investigation. 
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